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Abstract
The development o f an in teractive data reduction and analysis ^s te m  fo r astronom i­
cal spectra w ritte n  in  the FORTH com puting language and operated on the Nova 820 
m inicom puter a t the U niversity Observatory, St, Andrews is discussed.
Spectra o f a number o f B stars, many o f which were obtained by the author at the 
South A frican  Astronom ical Observatory, were measured and reduced using th is  system. 
Equivalent w idths o f metal absorption lines are used to deduce the stars’ fundam ental 
photospheric parameters and abundances by comparison w ith  the predictions o f both 
non-LTE and line-blanketed LTE  models.
I t  is shown th a t effective tem peratures derived w ith  the line-blanketed LT E  models 
are in  good agreement w ith  those found by other authors fo r near main sequence B stars 
using measurements o f the integrated flux o f the stars. Unblanketed non-LTE models 
p ve  effective temperatures which are system atically high by approxim ately 7%, sim ilar 
to  the difference between blanketed and unblanketed LTE models.
The m ajor differences between the predictions fo r absorption lines using LTE  and 
non-LTE models are due to the different level populations predicted and not to the 
different photospheric structures. The use o f non-LTE models is found to  reduce the 
m icroturbulcnce required to bring element abundances derived from  strong lines in to  
agreement w ith  those found fo r weak lines bu t not to remove the need fo r the inclusion 
o f m icroturbulence in  the solutions fo r most B stars.
A n investigation o f the su ita b ility  o f the analysis o f high resolution M ichelson 
in terfe rom etry using fourier decomposition techniques as a means o f determ ining the 
broadening mechanisms and velocity fields in  the photospheres o f early A  stars is made.
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OVERVIEW
Stars w ith  a Morgan-Keenan (M K ) spectral classification o f type B play an im por­
ta n t role in  many areas o f astrophysical research because o f the ir in trin s ic  properties and 
position in  the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram , previous studies have indicated tha t 
these stars have effective tem peratures o f between lOOOOK and 30000K and masses o f 
between ^  tw ice and twenty-five tim es th a t o f the sun. Models o f ste lla r evolution sug­
gest th a t the evolutionary timescales o f such stars are re la tive ly short. Im portan t in p u t 
to  studies o f recent star fo rm ation  can thus be gained from  studies o f the B  stars. W hile  
O stars have shorter timescales, ^  1 0 ^ years, the greater number o f B stars im plies th a t 
star form ation  over the last 1 0 ^ years can be studied better by using B stars.
The visual spectrum  o f norm a l B  stars is dom inated by absorption lines o f hydrogen 
and helium . Lines o f ionised carbon, nitrogen and oxygen, together w ith  those o f silicon 
and magnesium, are also prom inent. As carbon, nitrogen and oxygen are products o f 
hydrogen and helium  nuclear burning, knowledge o f the absolute and re la tive  abundances 
o f these elements is im portan t. The com position o f m un  sequence B stars places con­
stra in ts on nucleosynthesis models. A d d itio n a l in fo rm ation  is gained about models of the 
enrichm ent o f the in te rste lla r m edium  and the recycling o f heavy elements.
U nfortunate ly the very position o f the £t stars in  the HR diagram  renders many of 
the assumptions o f the classical model atmosphere doubtfu l. W ith o u t a detailed under­
standing o f the structure o f the stellar atmospheres o f B stars and the physical processes 
which shape the ir spectra accurate abundance determ inations are impossible.
Observations suggest th a t many e a rly -^p e  stars are losing mass v ia  a ste lla r w ind 
(e.g. Snow and M orton, 1076). Changes in  the line  profiles o f some B stars (e.g. Sm ith, 
1077) and the ^-Cepheid phenomenon (e.g. Lesh and Aizenm an, 1078) have been a t­
trib u te d  to  pulsations in  the stars. Some doubt is therefore cast on the to ta l v a lid ity  o f 
the assumption o f hydrostatic equ ilib rium .
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The detection o f X-rays from  early-type stars and the probable existence o f stellar 
coronae above the photospheres o f B stars (e.g. S tewart and Fabian, 1081) clearly ind icate  
the presence o f non-therm al a c tiv ity  in  the upper atmospheres o f these stars.
Two approxim ations were introduced a t an early stage in  the calcu lation o f model 
photospheres, p rin d p a lly  fo r ease o f com putation, which may in troduce large errors fo r 
early-type stars. O nly recently has i t  been possible to calculate model photospheres and 
absorption Une strengths w ith  the removal o f either o f these approxim ations.
The firs t o f these approxim ations was the neglect o f the effect on the photospheric 
structure  o f l in e —blanketing, th a t is the contribu tion  o f line absorption to  the opacity o f 
the photosphere. The second approxim ation o f the classical model photosphere which may 
be o f d oub tfu l va lid ity  fo r B stars is the assum ption o f local therm odynam ic equ ilib rium  
(LTE ). The assumption o f LT E  requires th a t m atter and rad ia tion  in  the photosphere are 
everywhere in  equiUbrium and th a t the d is trib u tio n  o f the atoms amongst th e ir ionisation 
stages and excitation levels is determ ined by the Saha and Boltzm ann equations.
No calculations are avmlable as ye t which remove both these approxim ations sim ul­
taneously. In  th is  study the predictions o f models which remove one or other o f the 
two approxim ations are c ritic a lly  compared w ith  observations o f the spectra o f B stars. 
P articu la r im portance is placed on Investigating the values found fo r the m icroturbulent 
ve lo d ty  param eter, Th is param eter, o ri^ n a lly  introduced by Struve and E lvey, 1934, 
has been commonly used as a fittin g  param eter in  abundance determ inations. Values o f 
the same order as the sound speed or therm al velocities in  the ste lla r photospheres are 
somotimos found to  be necessary to  b ring  the abundances found from  strong absorption 
lines in to  agreement w ith  those found from  weak lines o f the same ion , even w ith in  the 
same m u ltip le t. Hardorp and Scholz, 1970, in  the ir analysis o f the BO V  s ta r,r Sco, found 
a value o f 3A:fn»"“ ^ fo r from  the above method. In  contrad iction, however, they also 
found th a t the half-w id ths o f the line  profiles were too sm all to  pe rm it any broadening 
mechanism other than therm al Doppler broadening. To reconcile these observations they 
suggested th a t the computed lines were too shallow due to  the neglect o f the effects o f 
departure from  LTE  (or non-LTE effects).
Kam p, 1078, has shown in  a series o f calculations fo r silicon absorption lines th a t the
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differences between lines calculated using LTE  and non-LTE models m im ic the inclusion 
o f m icroturbulence - th a t is the stronger the line  the more i t  is enhanced when the 
assumption o f LT E  is relaxed. Th is effect is p a rticu la rly  evident fo r lines in  the visib le 
and near-infrared portions o f the spectrum , the résous from  which most abundances are 
derived.
K urucz, 1979, has constructed a computer program  w hich calculates model stellar 
photospheres in  LTE  bu t which allows fo r the inclusion o f py 1,000,000 absorption lines 
to the stellar opacity. He clmms th a t the effect o f the inclusion o f line-b lanketing on the 
derived line  profiles is also such as to  reduce the amount o f m icro turbulence required to 
b ring  abundances derived from  different lines in to  agreement.
No analysis has yet been made o f a large number o f B stars w ith  homogeneous obser­
va tiona l m ateria l in  which values o f effective tem perature, surface g rav ity , m icroturbulent 
ve lo d ty  and chemical abundances are determ ined from  the absorption line  spectrum us­
ing both line-blanketed LTE  and non-LTE models. No comparison o f the m erits o f either 
type o f model fo r the analysis o f B stars has thus been made. Th is problem  is addressed 
in  th is  pro ject.
The observational m ateria l used in  the present study consists p rin c ip a lly  o f photographic 
spectra. W hile  a number o f plates were provided by D r s. P . W . H il and R. W . H ild itch  
many were obtained by the author fo r the purposes o f th is  p ro ject. These la tte r spectra 
were recorded on lHaJ emulsion which has im proved noise and resolution properties 
as compared to  the emulsions which have been used in  the m a jo rity  o f previous studies 
o f the spectra o f early-type stars.
A n  in teractive  package o f computer programs was developed by the author for the 
measurement, reduction and analysis o f the p late m ateria l. As p a rt o f the pro ject an in ­
vestigation was made o f the accuracy o f photographic spectral analysis using high qua lity  
emulsions and computerised reduction techniques to  determ ine whether the photographic 
p la te  is  s till a competetive detector compared to  modern electronic devices.
In  add ition  to  the photographic spectra a number o f observations were made o f the 
silicon n  doublet a t 5056Â using a high resolution Michelson in terferom eter. These were 
useful as a comparison w ith , and contro l fo r, the photographic data. Further, Gray and his
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co-workers (e g. Gray, 1976) have suggested th a t the various mechanisms which contribute  
to  the broadening o f spectral lines may be more easily distinguished by exam ining the 
p ow ^ spectra o f the lines. The properties o f the M ichelson Interferom eter make i t  a 
very useful instrum ent fo r such a study and the possib ility  o f such an investigation o f 
early-type stars is investigated.
In  the firs t chapter o f th is  thesis a b rie f review  o f the theory o f ste llar atmospheres 
and o f previous analyses o f B stars is given. The physical processes which influence the 
observed spectrum  and the techniques used to param eterise these processes are discussed, 
as ‘are the com puter programs used to  generate the model photospheres u tilised  in  the 
analysis.
The photographic observations used in  the analysis and in  p a rticu la r those made by 
the  author are described in  chapter 2 , w hile  the in teractive  com puter package developed 
fo r the measurement and reduction o f tfie  plates is the subject o f chapter 3. The overall 
accuracy o f the system is examined in  chapter 4 using both  in te rna l comparisons and 
comparisons w ith  the results o f other authors. Chapter 5 contains the results derived 
from  the analysis o f the ste lla r spectra and a discussion on the v a lid ity  o f the model 
photospheres used.
A  description o f the observations made w ith  the M ichelson in terferom eter and the ir 
subsequent analysis is given in  chapter 6 . In  chapter 7 some general conclusions are 
drawn about the present capab ility  o f in te rp re tin g  observations o f ste lla r spectra and 
some suggestions are made as to  which fu tu re  developments may be the most fru itfu l.
CHAPTER ONE 
STELLAR PHOTOSPHERES: THEORY AND MODELS
l . i  In troduc tion
Since Huggins, (e.g. Huggins and M ille r, 1863), firs t dem onstrated th a t the absorp­
tio n  lines studied by Fraunhofer, 1815, in  the spectra o f stars could be a ttribu te d  to 
d ifferent chemical elements one o f the m ajor goals o f astrophysics has been the deter­
m ina tion  o f the chemical com position and physical state o f the region from  which the 
observed rad ia tion  comes. Th is region has become known as the wtellaratmosphere. O nly 
the properties o f the stellar atmosphere can be derived d irectly  from  the ste llar spectrum. 
The shielding o f the rad ia tion  from  the in te rio r o f the star by the outer layers means 
th a t the properties o f the in te rio r m ust be in ferred from  knowledge o f the atm ospheric 
properties.
Some sub-divisions o f the ste lla r atmosphere have been delim ited according to  the 
overall nature o f the pa rticu la r re ^u n . The deeper portion  o f the atmosphere from  where 
m ost o f the lig h t in  the visual spectrum  originates is known as the photosphere. Above 
the photosphere are regions known as the chromosphere and corona w hich are ho tte r 
and more tenuous than the photosphere. There is also evidence fo r the existence o f a gas 
fiow escaping from  many stars. Th is gas flow is known as a ste lla r w ind . U nderh ill (e.g. 
U nderh ill and Doazan, 1082) has coined the term  m antle  to  co llectively describe the 
regions above the photosphere.
Th is study involves the use o f models to investigate the photospheric properties o f 
stars in  the spectral range 0 8  to 6 8 . As was discussed in  the overview to th is  thesis 
an understanding o f the properties o f these stars is im portan t fo r a number o f reasons. 
Previous studies, however, have shown th a t the photospheric parameters are in  a region 
where some o f the approxim ations adopted in  the past to  ease the com putational problems 
involved in  generating a model photosphere may not be fu lly  ju s tifie d .
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More complete reviews o f previous w ork in  th is  fie ld  can be found in  the works o f 
U nderh ill, 1966, U nderh ill and Doazan, 1082, and Scholz, 1072, which concentrate on the 
analysis o f observational data, and the works o f M ihalas, 1070, 1078, and Gray, 1076, 
where the theory and techniques required fo r the construction o f a model photosphere 
are discussed in  deta il. For completeness, however, a resumé o f the theory and techniques 
involved is also given here and is followed by a short h istory o f the analysis o f early-type 
stm^s.
l . i i  D e fin it io n s
In  th is  section defin itions o f some o f the parameters and terms used in  the study o f 
ste lla r photospheres w ill be gven.
To com pletely specify a stellar photosphere the varia tions o f tem perature, pressure, 
chem ical abundances, ve locity and rad ia tion  w ith  depth in  the photosphere would be 
necesssary. However, i f  the physics and assumptions which have been in p u t to  the model 
are known, i t  is possible to  reduce th is param eter set and s till be able to  reconstruct 
the model. The most w idely used parameters are the effective tem perature and surface 
g ra v ity  o f the photosphere, the la tte r being most frequently expressed in  term s o f its  
logarithm .
The effective tem perature, in  units o f K  is defined by the expression
oo
f v d v
where is the Stefan-Boltzm ann constant, and /* , is the m onochrom atic flu x  in  
ergscnC '^  emityed at the stellar surface. is the tem perature o f a blackbody
w ith  the same power ou tput as the star.
Log g, the logarithm  o f the surface g ra v ity  is given by
log g
where M *  is the ste lla r mass in  grammes, R * is the stellar radius in  centim etres, G is 
the g ra v ita tiona l constant and g is in  units o f cm s~~^.
For stars fo r which the ste llar disc cannot be resolved, the flux average from  
in tegra tion  over the disc, Ff/, is observed. To most com pletetely characterise an absorption
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line  the line profile  must be specified, th a t is the observed d is trib u tio n  o f flux  w ith  
frequency. This can be done in  term s o f the residual flux, Rut which is the ra tio  o f the 
flu x  in  the Une, F v, to  the flu x  in  the continuum , Fct which would have been observed 
in  the absence o f the line:-
or in  terms o f the absorption depth, where
A i/  =  1  — R v
W here i t  is no t possible to measure the line  profile  in  de ta il, a measure o f the 
integrated line  strength known as the equivalent w id th , W, o f the line  is useful.
*00 /»oo
W
f  0 rOO
=  I  I  A t ,d \
Jo Jo
W  is the w id th  o f a perfectly black line  which removes the same to ta l energy from  the 
continuum  as the line  under study.
As line  profiles contmn more in fo rm a tion  than equivalent w idths they should be used 
wherever possible to  compare w ith  the predictions o f models. For a given equivalent w id th  
there exists an in fin ite  number o f possible line  profiles, a ll having d ifferent im plications 
about the structure  o f the photosphere.
A ny in te rp re ta tion  based solely on equivalent w id ths may be nüsleading. Techniques 
which sim ultaneously u tilise  measurements o f many equivalent w id ths are more useful. 
One such technique is the Use o f the cu rveo f grow th  (OOQ) which has been frequently ap­
p lied to  studies o f ste lla r spectra. Care must be taken to  select the appropriate theoretical 
curve to  f it  the observations.
The Models
A fte r the development o f the sim ple one tem perature, one pressure 'reversing layer’ 
model photosphere came the development o f the ’classical’ model photosphere. The 
classical model satisfied four c rite ria  :-
a) homogeneity
b) plane-parallel s tra tifica tio n
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c) hydrostatic and rad ia tive  equ ilib rium
d) LT E
in  general the equations
dP g --  B=S ----
where P is the to ta l gas and rad ia tion  pressure, tu  is the optica l depth and Kv is  the 
opacity &t frequency u are solved in  an ite ra tive  fashion. The approxim ation o f LT E  is 
used to  find
P  =  P (T , Pc, composition)
and
Kf/ =  Ku {T , Pc, composition)
Once the tem perature and pressure s tra tifica tio n  fo r the photosphere has been deter­
m ined the next stage in  the procedure is the calculation o f parameters to be compared 
d ire c tly  w ith  the observations.
Absorption L ine  F o rm a tio n
As the rad ia tion  in  a line originates from  a range o f depths in  the photosphere, 
to  calculate the flux emergent a t the ste lla r surface requires the solution o f a rad ia tive  
transfer problem .
To form ulate and solve th is  problem  the line  and continuum  optica l depth scales, Ti/ 
and Tc, and the respective source functions, and Sc, must be known.
Where the continuous aborption and scattering coefficients, Ku and ou, are known 
as a function  o f depth in  the photosphere, z, together w ith  the line absorption coefficient. 
It/, then
=  y  («V t  +  lv)dz
and
/ Zmax (#ct» +  ffu)dz
W hen coupled w ith  the source functions these allow the calculation o f both
Ffj! w= 2 /  St/{Tit)E2{.^i/)dTi/
Jo
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and ‘OO
Fc « = 2  /
Jo Sc{rc)E2{^c)drc0
where jBg is the second order exponential in teg ra l. O nly in  the case o f s tric t LTE  is the 
source function  (cnown a p r io r i.  (In  th is case the source function  is the P lanck function  
(S'*/(Tv) =  H y (fy ) ).
The lin e  absorption coefficient can be considered to  be composed o f two components, 
the line p ro file , which determines the line  shape, and the line  strength.
The spectral lines o f an isolated atom  w ith  levels o f almost in fin ite  life tim es would 
be v irtu a lly  perfectly  sharp and could be represented by delta functions.
M any mechanisms, however, exist in  rea l stars which cause the broadening o f 
Spectral lines by in troducing a diffuseness to  the energy levels o f the atom  or by causing, 
through the Doppler sh ift, a difference between the observer’s and the atom ’s energy 
frames.
The most im portant broadening mechanisms in  the photospheres o f early-type stars
are
a) N a tu ra l broadening
b) Pressure broadening
c) Therm al Doppler broadening
d) Mass M otion broadening
O ther mechanisms such as m agnetic (Zeeman) broadening and the existence o f 
hyperfine structu re  are not o f much Im portance in  the spectra o f norm al B stars.
Therm al Doppler broadening has a profile  which is Gaustian in  shape w hile  both 
na tu ra l broadening, and, where the im pact approxim ation is va lid , pressure broadening 
y ie ld  Lorentz or dispersion profiles. (D erivations o f these properties can be found in  many 
te x t books.) The convolution o f the Lorentz and the Gaustian profiles gives a resu ltant 
V o ig t profile, The absorption pro file  per atom , 4>vt is then given by
=  iT ' *  H {a ,v )d v
where A i/jp  is the Doppler w id th .
A  param eter, / ,  known as the osd lla to r strength, has been defined such th a t the 
line  absorption coefficient per atom  is given by
ire®ay  =    Jq/yme
The derivation o f accurate oscillator strengths is s till a m ajor problem  in  the in te rpre ta ­
tio n  os ste lla r spectra. Some oscilla tor strengths are determ ined experim entally (e.g. 
Corliss and pozm ann, 1962, B lackw ell and Shaflis, 1979) w hile others are determ ined 
theore tica lly using the Coulomb approxim ation or some other technique ( e.g. Wiese etal, 
1969, T re ffitz  and Zare, 1969, D ufton  and H ibbert, 1981). U ncertainties in  published f- 
values are high. For the best studied lines an error o f 10% is usual w hile errors o f 50% 
are often quoted.
The influence o f mass m otions on the emergent line  profile  is dependent on the scale 
length over which the m otion takes place. Three types o f mass m otion can be identified:-
a) m icroturbulence
b) m acroturbulence
c) ro ta tio n
M ierorttibu lence
Where the size o f the moving element is sm all compared to  the mean free path o f a 
photon then the m otion may be described as m icroturbulence. The influence on the line 
pro file  is sim ila r to th a t o f the therm al m otion o f the atoms or ions. W here only therm al 
m otion exists the Poppler w id th  is given by
1
A t/D  =  “  c
2kT
m
Jf the m icroturbu len t velocities are also d istribu ted  as a M axwellian d is trib u tio n  then, 
where the most probable value o f the m icroturbu len t ve locity is
1
A V jr) =  —  c m
The concept o f m icroturbulence was firs t documented by Struve and Elvey, 1934. 
I t  was introduced, no t on a phytica l basis, bu t as a fittin g  param eter to  explain why
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strong lines o f a given ion in  some stars required system atically higher abundances o f 
th a t element than weaker lines.
Conceptually the effect o f m icroturbulence can best be seen by considering absorp­
tio n  by a uniform  slab o f thickness L  w ith  rad ia tion  inddent on one side. Assum ing the 
slab centaine atoms which produce line  absorption bu t has no source o f emission, the 
reversing-iayer approxim ation, then the emergent in tensity, ly ,  is
î y  =
where I q is the in d de n t In tensity. Now
irc^T y  N l t O r y  5 =  fme
where N  is the number o f absorbing atoms per u n it volume. The equivalent w id th  o f the 
line  is ft
Jo
For weak lines, those w ith  J<i>yfme C  1 , then
[
rI  4*1/^Jo
Wt=a 1 N L — /<h>d„me
N L — f  I me
For lines o f moderate strength where absorption in  the Doppler core is strong b u t 
absorption in  the line  wings is s till weak i t  can be shown th a t
1
w hile  fo r the very strong lines
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where 7  is a constant depending on the m agnitude o f the pressure and na tu ra l broadening 
fo r th a t line .
M gure l . i  shows a schematic p lo t o f the way in  which the equivalent w id th  increases 
w ith  increasing abundance. The three phases, linear, saturation and dam ping correspond 
to  the three cases discussed above respectively. The dashed line  illus tra tes the effect 
o f increating  the the Doppler w id th  o f the lin e  by in troducing m icroturbulence. Th is 
d iagram  is a curve o f grow th.
A  ra the r w orrying aspect o f the the analyses o f early-type stars is th a t the value o f 
deduced often approaches the value o f the sound speed in  the stellar photospheres 
and is often higher than the therm al ve locity o f the heavier ions. At^OOOOK the therm al 
ve lodties o f hydrogen, carbon and silicon are 13, 4 and 2 km  respectively w h ile  
the sound speed is 1 1  km
ponventional models fo r ste llar In te rio rs suggest tha t convection is lik e ly  to  be 
lin d ted  in  B stars and hence unable to  generate turbulence. Nelson, l 0 8 0 , has modelled 
a ste lla r photosphere w ith  T ^ f f  — SOOOOJFC and log g =  4.0 and shown th a t rad ia tive  
cooling ra p id ly  damps out fluctuations. T h is lim its  convection velocities to  only a few 
m  ra ther than the few km  a ttrib u te d  to  m icroturbUlence in  early-type stars.
M acrofurbulence
Broadening from  m acroturbulence occurs when the ind iv idua l spectra o f mass ele­
ments m oving w ith  different velocities are viewed simultaneously. The mass elements 
m ust be large enough such th a t the photons rem ain w ith in  the element w ith in  w hich 
they are created u n til they escape from  the star. The effect o f m acroturbulence is to  a lter 
the line  p ro file  w ith o u t a lte ring  the equivalent w id th  o f the line.
I f  the velocity spectrum  is  defined generally by
&*{v)dv =  0(A X )dX
then fo r each mass element the emergent spectrum  is given by ( e.g. G ray, 1976 )
U  =  e (A X )
where is the emergent spectrum  w ith o u t m acroturbulence and 0  represents a 
convolution.
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Fig. 1 .1  Schematic curve o f g row th . Dashed line  illustra tes the 
effect o f including m icroturbulence in  the calculation.
The emergent flux  is  then
l y  (g) © (AX) cos Odia
i f  © (AX) is  isotropic th is  reduces to
F v  =5= © (A X ) 0  f  2^ cos BdujA
where the in tegra l term  is s im ply the line  p ro file  in  the absence o f m acroturbulence.
Gray, 1976, and Huang and Struve, 1953, have investigated velocity d is tribu tions 
other than isotropic, and again shown th a t the equivalent w id th  is invariant.
The convolution technique has its  lim ita tio n s  in  the calculation o f emergent line  
profiles. Im p lic it assumptions are made th a t © (AX) and ly  are constant over the ste llar 
disc, an approxim ation which is poor fo r early-lype stars.
A  more exact approach is to  d iv ide  the ste llar surface in to  a number o f cells, 
e xp lic itly  calculate and Doppler sh ift the emergent line  profile  from  each cell and then 
in tegrate over the ste llar surface.
In  the case o f macro turbulence th is  technique is ra ther cumbersome as the number 
o f cells, N , required is o f the order o f
N  «  ( J )
where R is  the stellar radius,
JJ =  800( — Jfcm VM m tr/
is the pressure scale height and i im  is the mean atom ic weight (K arp  and F illm ore , 
1980). For a typ ica l main sequence B s ta f N  10® .
Sm ith, 1976, has approxim ated th is  method by umng a M onte-C arlo technique to  
assign random  ra d ia l and tangentia l ve lodties to 2500 cells. This is com putationally 
expensive bu t s till only achieves results which vary by ^  2  % in  in tens ity  at each po in t 
in  the line  p ro file  from  run to run .
AoW tCR
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The broadening o f spectral lines by ro ta tio n  o f the star is, in  some respects, sim ilar 
to  m acroturbulence. A gd n  the firs t order effect is to  a lter the line  profile  w ith o u t changing 
the equivalent w id th  o f the line.
S im ila rly , to com pletely spedfy the effects o f ro ta tion a l broadening i t  is necessary 
to  compute line  profiles a t each point on the ste lla r disc, Doppler sh ift these profiles by 
the iine-of-sight ve lod ty  component and then in tegrate  to determ ine the emergent flux  
p ro file .
Th is approach has been used by Stoeckly and h^halas, 1973, who calculated in ­
tensity profiles as a function  o f lim b-darkening angle for fou r helium  1 lines and the 
magnesium I I  line blend a t 4481A  and ro ta tio n a lly  broadened line  profiles over a g rid  o f 
effective tem peratures, surface gravities and ro ta tio n a l velocities. Slettebak et a l, 1975, 
calculated flu x  profiles fo r He I  447lA , Fe I  447ôA and Mg I I  4481A  in  a sim ila r fashion.
W ith  the assumption th a t the line  profiles are constant over the disc and th a t only 
continuum  lim b-darkening is Im portant then an ana ly tic  approach is possible. I t  can be 
shown (e.g. Gray, 1976) th a t in  th is case
R y  =  H ( \ )  0  C { \)
where if(X )  is the flu x  profile  fo r a non-ro ta ting  star and (7(X) is the ro ta tio n a l profile . 
For a linear lim b-darkening law o f the fo rm
fc  =  j { [ ( l  — t )  +  f  cos Ô]
then
_  -  f ) | l  sin % f\ > +  - j^ c /v ro t  sin«)^| . A *  ^
(  I -  e/si) sin i / c  ^
where Vrot is the star's ro ta tiona l ve locity and i  is the in d in a tio n  to  the line o f sight.
C arro ll, 1933, derived an analytic expression fo r C{o) the fou rie r transform  o f <7(X)
fo r c =  0.6 . This can be generalised to
sin(«<r) cos(acr)
UfF lA(fwr)^ (u«r)^
where J \  is the firs t order Bessell function , a =  2(1 — c ) /( l — e/3), 6  =  e /2 (l — e/3) and 
*  =  » ro t sin : X /c.
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Values fo r c depend on the observational wavelength and the tem perature structure 
o f the stellar photosphere. Values must therefore be calculated fo r a particu la r model, 
f'o r a malft-sequence early-type star c 0 . 3  a t visual wavelengths.
The ana lytic approxim ation is most accurate when C?(X) dominates if ( X ) . Erom 
the tables o f StoecWy an4 MlhWas, 1073, the varia tion  in  the line  profile  fo r sin * =  
1 0  km  is larger than the va ria tion  in  the in tensity  profile  from  centre to lim b  fo r the 
M g n  line  a t 4481Â and values o f T ^ / f  and log g typ ica l o f m id B stars.
(Another source o f broadening w hich must be taken in to  account when com paring 
predicted line  profiles w ith  those observed is instrum enta l broadening. Th is varies in  
im portance according to  to  the observational equipment used and is discussed in  a la te r 
section o f th is  the tis. )
l  i i i  H i$ to ric a l Review
The firs t spectroscopic analysis o f a B star was carried out by Unsold, 1941. He 
u tilised  the method known as eoarte a n a ly t it  in  which i t  is assumed th a t the lines are 
form ed in  a region o f the stellar photosphere to which unique mean values o f tem perature 
and pressure can be assigned. Unsold found abundances fo r 8  elements in  the photosphere 
d f r  Sco m aking the add itiona l assum ption o f LTE .
Coarse analysis methods were im proved upon by the technique o f f in e  analyste. 
In  th is  m ethod the v a ria tio n  o f tem perature and pressure w ith  photospheric depth are 
included in  the model. Again the firs t early-type star to  be analysed was r  Sco, Traving, 
1956 found results which were lit t le  dWerent firom those o f Unsold.
A  number o f analyses o f early-type stars have snbsequently been made using th is  
technique, w ith  varying degrees o f sophistication in  the calculation o f the model. The 
to ta l number, however, o f B  stars analysed in  detm l p rio r to  the commencement o f th is  
p ro ject was re la tive ly  sm all, p a rticu la rly  fo r stars o f m id to la te  B classification.
Table l . i  summarises the p rinc ipa l analyses o f the absorption line  spectra o f early- 
type stars made w ith  the assum ption o f LTE  up to  1077. W hile  the results are in  general 
in  reasonable agreement several aspects o f the analyses cast doubt on the overall v a lid iiy  
o f the models used.
Observers found th a t the observed line  profile  cores were deeper than those predicted.
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The abundances found fo r neon and magnesium, p a rticu la rly  in  O stars, were much 
higher than the solar values, often by a facto r o f 10. Discrepancies between the 
values o f effective tem perature derived from  continua crite ria , such as the Balm er jum p, 
and from  the ionisation equ ilib ria  o f d ifferent elements were often found. S ilicon lines.
In p a rticu la r, caused a problem . Lines o f Si I I ,  Si H I and Si IV  are observed sim ul­
taneously in  the spectra o f some B stars. I t  was often found (e.g. A lle r, 1060) th a t 
a self-consistent solution fo r a ll three ionisation states could not be obtained.
Several possibilities were suggested as to  the source o f model inadequacies. P rim ary 
amongst these were the use o f the LT E  approxim ation, the omission o f absorption lines 
from  ^he calculation o f the opacity o f the photosphere and the lack o f inclusion o f 
chromospheric or coronal regions in  the models.
The P rinceton group calculated model photospheres includ ing  the effects o f strong 
u ltra v io le t lines ( e.g. M orton and Adaips, 1968, Bradley and M orton, 1969). The s tra tifica tion  
o f the model photospheres was found to  be such th a t they predicted s im ila r visual 
observables as un-blanketed models w ith  higher effective tem peratures.
Sim ultaneously w ork was being carried out on models w hich relaxed the assumption 
o f LTE . The fac t th a t rad ia tion  escapes from  a star is su ffident to make the hypothesis 
o f LTE  inaccurate. W itho u t the approxim ation o f LTE  i t  is necesssary to  solve sim ul­
taneously the equations o f s ta tis tica l equ ilibrium , rad iative equ ilib rium  and hydrostatic 
equ ilib rium  in  a self-consistent manner. W h ile  the physics o f the problem  were w ell un­
derstood the advent o f powerful computers and the development o f sophisticated num eri­
cal techniques were required before the problem  could be tackled, th e  development o f 
the techniques required is described in  M ihalas, 1978.
E arly  successes o f these non-LTE models occurred in  the predictions fo r O stars.
The anomalous abundances previously found fo r neon and magnesium were shown to  
be artefacts o f the LTE  approxim ation (Auer and M ihalas, 1973, M ihalas, 1972). The 
va ria tion  o f the equivalent w idths o f the hydrogen lines w ith  spectral lype  was also more 
successfully predicted using non-LTE models (Auer and M ihalas, 1972) and the deeper 
lin e  cores were also in  better agreement w ith  the observations. S im ilar improvements in  
predictions o f He I  and He H fines were also noted, p a rticu la rly  fo r lines in  the red to
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in fra red  region o f the spectrnm. C alculations fo r a number o f silicon lines were made by 
Kam p, 1978, fo r non-LTE models w ith  T ^ f f  >  25000K . He showed th a t the predicted 
equivalent w id ths were larger by up to  a facto r o f 2  than i f  LTE  populations had been 
used, although the same non-LTE model photospheres were used in  both cases.
M ost o f the comparisons o f the non-LTE predictions w ith  observations were made 
fo r O stars. Th is was because the LTE  approxim ation is better ju s tifie d  where collisional 
rates dom inate rad iative  rates. Th is c rite rio n  is  on ly strongly vio lated fo r the highest 
tem peratures and lum inosities. The comparisons fo r m eta llic lines were, in  general, only 
made between predicted and observed equivalent w idths, lit t le  use being made o f line  
p ro file  in fo rm ation .
K am p, 1976, calculated a more extensive g rid  o f silicon line profiles. These suggested 
th a t abundances derived fo r silicon using LT E  models could be in  error by between 
50% and 800% even a t tem peratures o f 1600OK. In  an analysis o f equivalent w idths 
o f varying  q ua lity  and determ ined by a number o f different authors, Kam p, 1978, used 
these predictions to  suggest th a t some o f the problems previously noted were p a rtia lly  
resolved and th a t lower values o f compared to  those found using LTE  models were 
necessary.
l. iv  The M odel Photospheres Used
The models used are based on two im p o rta n t com puter programs fo r the calculation 
o f model photospheres - the non-LTE code w ritte n  by Mihzdas and the line-blanketed LTE  
code o f Kuruca. These programs are discussed in  deta il in  M ihalas, Heasley and A uer, 
19^5, and Kuruca, 1979, respectively b u t a b rie f description o f the m ^o r features o f each 
w ill be given here.
ItTR-Models
The LT E  models used in  th is  p ro ject were calculated using a version o f the ATLAS 
program  w ritte n  by Kuruca. Th is version was implemented on the CRAY - 1  com puter a t 
the SERC Daresbury labora to ry. ( A t an earlie r stage o f the pro ject use was made o f the 
m odified ATLAS program  - S AM I - im plem ented a t U niversity College, London by D r.
S. W righ t ( W righ t, 1975, W righ t and A rgyros, 1975 ) and subsequently im plem ented on 
the IB M  370 computer a t Cambridge by D r. A . E . Lynas-Gray. Access to  th is  version
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W&8 by com puter liu k  from  the IB M  S80 a t St. Andrews. )
Two actual programs were used. The firs t, known as A TLA S 6 , generates the struc­
tu re  o f the model photosphere and the second, W ID T H 6 , calculates various parameters 
fo r specified Inp u t absorption lin ^  using the model photosphere generated by A TLA S 6  
as in p u t.
ATLAS 6  includes the effects o f alm ost one m illio n  absorption lines as sources o f 
opacity in  its  calculation o f a model. Ind iv id u a l lin e  opadties, however, are not included 
e x p lid tly . The spectrum  is divided instead in to  a number o f wavelength ranges and 
opa d ty  d is trib u tio n  functions calculated fo r each o f these ranges. T h is  technique makes 
the assumptions th a t the absorption coeffîdent spectrum  has the same shape a t a ll 
photospheric depths and th a t, d th e r lines o f d ifferent strengths are u n ifo rm ly  d is tribu ted  
throughout the in te rva l or the continuum  source function  or opad ty  do not va ry rad ica lly  
over the frequency in terva l.
Qustaffson et o f, 1975, have shown th a t the firs t o f these approxim ations is not a 
serious source o f error in  th e ir models. Sm table choices o f the wavelength intervals to  
avoid strong opacity discontinuities reduces the possib ility  o f the in tro d u c tio n  o f errors 
due to  the second approxim ation.
The other wsum ptions o f the classical model photosphere are induded in  the 
calculations, i.e .
a) plane para lle l geom etry
b) Igrdrosta tic equ ilib rium
c) L T E
d) energy transport is e ither rad ia tive  or convective^
The use o f the A TLAS  programm e is  described in  K urucs, 1970 and in  W righ t and
Airgyros, 1975. For th is  pro ject the fo llow ing  param eters were selected. The calculations
were made over 40 depth points covering a range in  the m a s t cm T^  o f 10~^ —
‘ S X
10* gemT~*, o r in  term s o f the Rossdand o p tica l depth, The frequency points
used were identica l to  those o f K urucs, 1080.
A  typ ica l ite ra tion  o f the calculation took 3 t o f com puter tim e  and, generally, 
8  ite ra tions were used per model. T h is num ber o f ite ra tions was sufficient to  obta in  flu x
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errors o f <  0 ,6 % and flu x  derivatives accurate to 1% except fo r the uppermost 
depth points where the flux derivatives were about ten times higher than this.
D uring  the running o f the program  the opacity switches were set so as to  include 
the effects o f the bound-free and free-free opadties o f hydrogen, helium  I  and helium  II. 
E ig h t bound levels o f ^d ro g e n , eleven o f He I  and nine o f He I I  are e xp lic itly  included. 
Rayleigh scattering from  hydrogen and helium  as w ell as iso trop ic electron scattering 
were also used. O padties from  the 'C O O L', 'L U K E ' and 'H O T* sources together w ith  
the line  opacities were used fo r a ll com putations. Solar abundances were assumed.
The companion program  w ritte n  by Kuruca, W ID TH 6 , was also used. This program  
takes the structure  o f the model photosphere calculated by the ATLAS 6  program  and 
calculates equivalent w id ths o f absorption lines in p u t by the user. The user must supply 
log g f values, dam ping constants and energy levels fo r each transition . The program  w ill 
then calculate equivalent w id ths fo r each line  over a g rid  o f abundances and m icro tu r­
bulent vélocités supplied by the user. For a g rid  o f eight abundances and 3 m icroturbu len t 
ve lodties the com putation tim e per line  was L # . In  another mode the program  can 
be set to  ou tpu t the line  profiles a t tw enty wavelengths.
N o n  — L T E  Models
hip new non-LTP calculations were made fo r th is  pro ject. Instead predictions made 
w ith o u t the constra int o f LT E  were taken from  the lite ra tu re . M ost use was made o f 
calculations based on model photospheres calculated using the non-LTE code o f M ihalas. 
A  g rid  o f these calculations and a description o f the methods used in  the ir construction 
is gjven in  M ihalas, i972b. They use the complete linearisation technique m odified to  
include variable E ddington factors ( Auer and M ihalas, 1969, 1970). Non-LTE effects are 
allowed in  five levels o f hydrogen and two levels o f each o f He I  and He H. A  mean lig h t 
element equivalent to  a weighted m ixtu re  o f carbon, nitrogen and oxygen is included in  
L T E . Predictions fo r the line  profiles o f N a t  and are gven .
Use o f these models has also been made in  the calculation o f the spectral lines o f some 
lig h t elements. In  th is  p ro ject the predictions fo r helium  and magnesium ( Stoeckley and 
M ihalas, 1973) and the predictions o f Kam p, 1976 fo r silicon have been used. P articu lar 
emphasis has been placed on the la tte r fo r two reasons, the silicon anom aly discussed
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earlier and the larger atom ic weight o f silicon. This la tte r factor means tha t silicon 
lines are more useful as a measure o f non-therm al effects in  stellar photospheres. The 
accessibilty o f a reasonable number o f lines o f different ionisation stages in  the visib le 
range o f the spectrum is also im portan t.
Calculations for several nitrogen lines using an updated version o f the Auer, Heasley 
and h fikey, 1072, code have also been made (D ufton  et al, 1981, D u fton  and H ibbert, 
1981). A n alternative series o f calculations fo r magnesium lines has been made by Snijders 
and Lamers, 1975.
The general procedure in  a ll these calculations is the same. The model photosphere 
is calculated firs t. The level populations are then calculated in  an ite ra tive  manner, 
frequently using the LTE  populations as an in itia l estimate and then fin a lly  the line  
profiles are calculated. U sually only a subset o f the possible levels are calculated w ith  
non-LTE and the others are assumed to have LTE  populations.
I t  is possible, therefore, to  d istinguish two different effects on the resultant line  
profiles. The firs t is the effect o f the non-LTE calculations on the s tructure  o f the ste llar 
photosphere and the other is the effect o f the use o f non-LTE on the level populations 
themselves.
To illu s tra te  the m agnitude and sense o f these effects the results fo r a number o f 
lines o f calculations using different methods are compared here. Both Kam p, 1976, and 
D ufton  and H ibbert, 1981, present results fo r lines in  a photosphere calculated in  non-LTE 
fo r level populations both w ith  and w ith ou t the assumption o f LTE . These are compared 
w ith  the results obtained w ith  the W1DTH6 and ATLAS 6  programs during  the course o f 
th is  pro ject. Identica l values o f oscilla tor strengths and damping constants to  those used 
in  the non-LTE calculations were chosen.
Calculations were made over a range o f effective temperatures, 15000K <  T ^ f f  <  
30000JK and a t two surface gravities, log g =  3.0 and log g =  4.0. ( N .b. No line-blanketed 
models w ith  effective tem peratures greater than 25000K could be calculated fo r log g 
«= 3.0 as the models became unstable due to the rad ia tion  pressure exceeding the surface 
g rav ity .)
Comparisons
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(o) S ilicon  L ines
Figures 1,2, 1.8 and 1.4 illu s tra te  the equivalent w idths found fo r the Si Ü 4128Â 
liflie , the Si IH  4567Â Une and the Si fV  4088A Une respectively. The results are coded 
w ith  the fo llow ing symbols
-f- line-blanketed LTE  (A )
X  non-LTE photosphere, LT E  populations (B)
# non-LTE photosphere, non-LTE populations (C)
A t firs t glance there appears to  be a system atic trend fo r the Si H 4128Â line  w ith  
the equivalent w idths increasing from  A  through B to  G. The difference between B and 
C dim inishes at higher tem peratures. However, a constant sh ift in  the tem perature scale 
o f ifiOOK would be sufficient to make the results o f A  alm ost indistinguishable 
from  those o f B . Th is is s im ila r to  the size o f sh ift between the tem perature scales o f 
line-blanketed and unblanketed LTE  model photospheres found from  earlier studies o f 
the continuum  predictions. Indeed, figures 41 and 42 o f K urucz, 1980, show th a t the 
difference between such models a t Rosseland optica l depths <  10""^ in  term s o f thd lr 
tem perature d is trib u tio n  is sim ply approxim ated by a tem perature sh ift o f between 800K 
and iOOGK.
S im ilar differences between results A  and B can be seen fo r the 4567Â and 4088Â 
lines where tem perature shifts o f between 1500K and 2000K would superimpose the 
results. I t  is p a rticu la rly  apparent from  the results fo r the 4567Â line  th a t the same 
maxim um  equivalent w id th  is a tta ined. C learly, then, in  th is  tem perature regime the 
"photospheric non-LTE" effects could be represented reasonably accurately by a simple 
tem perature sh ift.
A  comparison w ith  results fro m  type C models, however, illus tra tes, the im portance 
o f "lin e  non-LTE" effects. The m axim um  equivalent w idths obtained are up to  a factor 
o f 2  larger than using models o f type A  or B.
The magnitude o f the enhancement o f the line strength is not a simple function o f 
tem perature. The m agnitude o f the effect is greatest a t the in d iv id ua l lines' position o f 
maximum strength. This has been noted by Kam p, 1978. As the stronger lines are, in  
general, the earnest to  observe and consequently most frequently used in  the determ ination
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Fig. 1.4 I -  As figure 1.2 for Si IV 4088Â.
o f abundances such an effect may be o f considerable Im portance. I t  should be stressed 
th a t the effects persist to the lower end o f the tem perature range investigated and also 
th a t the effects w ill m im ic m icroturbulence In  th a t the stronger lines are more affected 
than the weaker lines.
Equivalent w idths are not the only diagnostic. Differences in  the line  profiles can also 
be expected. In  his calculations fo r the silicon lines Kam p quotes values o f the central 
residual in tensity, Ro, fo r each lin e . This param eter can also be determ ined from  the 
results o f the W ID TH ff program . Figures 1.5, 1 . 6  and 1.7 show the results obtained fo r 
the same models and using the same legend as the equivalent w id th  calculations.
Differences between a ll three models are apparent. The most consistent trend is th a t 
the deepest line  cores are atta ined by models o f type C w ith  the shallowest being form ed 
by models o f lype B . U nlike the equivalent w id ths, residual intensities from  models o f type 
A  and B cannot be brought in to  agreement by the expediency o f a simple tem perature 
sh ift.
(6) N itrogen L inet
D ufton  and H ibbert, 1981, present equivalent w idths fo r models o f type B and 0  
discussed above. They make predictions fo r a number o f N II  lines fo r model photospheres 
w ith  log— 4.0 and over the tem perature range20000K <  T ^ f f  <  32500jRr. A  comparison 
o f th e ir results w ith  those obtained in  th is p ro ject using the W ID T H 6  program  is shown 
fo r the 3095Â line  in  figure 1,8.
A  sim ila r result to th a t obtained fo r the d licon  lines is evident. A gain results from  
models o f types A  and 6  can be made consistent by the in troduction  o f a tem perature 
sh ift. Roughly sim ilar m a»m um  equivalent w id ths are derived fo r both types. The equiv­
alent w idths obtained w ith  the use o f non-LTE  populations, however, are again larger 
than in  either o f the other cases. Here the enhancement is only 50% a t m aximum. 
T h is is s till equivalent to  an abundance difference o f fy  2.
U nfortunate ly, D ufton  and H ibbert do no t give any in fo rm ation  about the line 
profiles so a comparison cannot be made. The influence o f pressure differences is also 
uncertain as they present results fo r only one value o f the surface g ra v ity . (The line- 
blanketed results show th a t the nitrogen lines are not p a rticu la rly  sensitive to variaMons
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in  log g. A t an effective tem perature o f 22500K the effect o f changing log g from  4.0 to
8 . 0  is a varia tion  in  the equivalent w id th  o f 1 0 % ).
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CHAPTER TWO 
PHOTOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONAL MATERIAL
2 .i in tro du c tio n
The photographic observational m ateria l used in  the p rinc ipa l p a rt o f th is  study 
is described in  th is chapter. A lso described are the equipment and techniques used in  
tiie  aquisition o f th is m ateria l. A  discussion o f possible sources o f error due to  the 
photographic process and the means taken to  overcome these problems is given. The 
ca lib ra tion  o f the plates and the aquisition o f plates to  determ ine the instrum enta l p ro file  
o f the instrum entation used a t the South A frican  Astronom ical Observatory (S .A A .O .) 
are discussed.
A t the tim e these observations were made photoelectric devices capable o f measuring 
ste lla r spectra were becoming available. Photographic measurements s till offered the 
m u ltip lex  advantage o f being able to sim ultaneously measure a larger number o f resolution 
elements compared to devices such as the Image Photon C ounting System (I.P .C .S ., 
Boksenburg, 1977). A nother advantage o f the photographic plate over the I.P .C .S . is 
th a t saturation o f the l.P .O .S. reduces the data aquisition rate fo r b rig h t stars to  a 
level a t which which exposure tim es to obta in  sufficient signal to noise ra tios become 
p ro h ib itive ly  long, negating the aperture advantages o f large telescopes and the bette r 
inherent quantum  efficiency o f photoelectric devices. (For non photon counting devices 
sUch as the Reticon the la tte r disadvantage does not hold although the form er does.) As i t  
was hoped th a t the techniques o f measurement developed fo r th is p ro ject would overcome 
some o f the problems tra d itio n a lly  assodated w ith  photographic spectrophotom etry i t  
was fe lt th a t the use o f photographic m ateria l would be o f value. In  p a rticu la r, i t  
was hoped th a t the re la tive ly  new IHaJ emulsions w ith  im proved resolution and noise 
characteristics would prove advantageous.
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2,îi Sourceê o f the P la te  M a te r ia l
Plates fo r the pro ject were obtained from  three sources. D r. P . W . H ill provided a 
collection o f plates taken w ith  the 74” HadcUffe telescope in  1964 using the Y  camera o f 
the coudé spectrograph. This collection consisted o f f%*60 plates o f 16 B  stars taken on 
lla O  and lOSaF emuWons. The wavelength coverage was fy  3000A — 7000A fo r each o f 
the stars. The blue plates have a reciprocal dispersion o f 6.7Â mm'~^ and the red plates 
13.4Â.mm*“ ^. From th is collection 16 plates o f 4 stars were chosen fo r the study on the 
basis o f the ro ta tion a l velocities o f the stars as quoted in  the catalogue o f Uesugi and 
Fukuda, 1970. Details o f the plates are given in  Table 2 .i. Photom etric ca lib ra tion  fo r 
the plates was by means o f a spot sensitometer, exposures o f the spots being made on 
d ifferent plates o f the same emulsion and developed sim ultaneously w ith  the respective 
ste lla r spectrum plate.
A n add itiona l eight spectra o f eight stars were supplied by D r. R . W . H ild itch . 
These were taken w ith  the coudé spectrograph o f the 7%” telescope a t the Dom inion 
Astrophysical Observatory. C a libra tion fo r these spectra was by means o f a step wedge 
dispersed through the same optics as the ste llar spectrum and superimposed on the same 
plate. Details o f the spectra are given in  Table 2 .ii. The emulsion used was Itla J  and 
the wavelength regjon covered was fy  3600Â to  4900Â at a reciprocal dispersion o f
The fin a l set o f spectra used in  the p ro ject were obtained by the author, assisted by 
D r. C. W . Fraser, w ith  the Y  camera o f the coudé spectrograph o f the 74” telescope at 
S A A .O . during  M arch 1978. The aquisition o f these spectra w ill be described in  de ta il 
below.
2 .iii R a d c lif fe  Teletcope and Spectrograph
The telescope is situated a t the Sutherland outsta tion o f the S A .A .O . in  the Karoo 
regon  o f Gape Province, having been moved there from  P re to ria  since the spectra 
provided by D r. P. W . H ill were taken. The spectrograph camera is a t the f30 coudé 
focus and is situated in  a coudé room  together w ith  the co llim ator and g ra ting . This 
room  adjoins the dome where the telescope and s lit are sited.
Spectra were taken using the B g ra ting  and Y  camera, details o f which are given
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Table 2.1 
Spectra Supplied by D r. P .W . HUl
S ta r P la te  E m u U io n  Expo»ure{m in) D itp e r t io n  W avelength^ 
H D  16371 D Y  1084 
B b i n  D Y  1097 
K E r i  D Y  1113
D Y  1128
I la O
103aF
I la O
I la O
36
57
48
40
6.7
13.4
6.7
13.4
H D  165024 D Y  1076 H a O
B 2 Ib  D Y  1086 103&F
0 A ra  D Y  1100 I la O
D Y  1116 r ia O
15
36
30
36
6.7
13.4
6.7
13.4
D D  169467 D Y  1077 I la O
D3 I I I  D Y  1088 103aF
a T e l  D Y  1102 I la O
D Y  1117 I la O
14
34
36
30
6.7
13.4
6.7
13.4
H D  207971 D Y  1079 I la O
BS I I I  D Y  1090 103&F
- fG ru  D Y  1104 I la O
D Y  1118 I la O
8
22
24
16
6.7
13.4
6.7
6.7
N ote: a:- approxim ate wavelength range o f useful spectrum
1: 3300Â - 4600Â
2: 4400Â - 7000Â
3: 3700Â - 5000Â
4: 3000Â - 6000Â
6 : 4000Â - 5000Â
Table 2 .ii
Spectra supplied by D r. R .W . H ild itch  
S tar M K ty p e
H D  147394 r  H er B 5 IV
H D  166182 102 H er B 2 V
H D  180163 t iL y r B 2T V
H D  184171 8 Cyg B Z IV
H D  184930 lA q l B h I I I
H D  195810 eDel B Q i n
H D  214680 lOLac OS I I I
H D  218376 L Gae BO.B I I I
in  the S A A .O  handbook. Th is configuration gjves second order spectra a t a reciprocal 
dispersion o f 6.7Awm**“^ w ith  the g ra ting  being blazed at an angle to  give m axim um  
efficiency a t 5000A. The g ra ting  angle was chosen to give coverage o f the wavelength 
region between 4000A and 5300A. This gives coverage o f the p rinc ipa l silicon lines in  the 
blue and green regions o f the spectrum , including the Si I I  doublet a t hOSoA fo r which 
measurements w ith  the M ichelson interferom eter were also made. Spectra are recorded 
singly on a 1 0 ” by plate.
B oth  the s lit w id th  and length are continuously variable. Two moveable prisms 
provide contro l o f the s lit w id th  and these are also used to  pro ject lig h t from  an iro n  arc 
d isch^ge  apparatus to  gjve wavelength ca lib ra tion .
A  quartz prism  fie ld ro ta to r is located in  the o p tic ^  path im m ediately p rio r to the 
s lit. Th is enables the ste llar image to  be tra iled  along the length o f the s lit by varying 
the ra te  a t which the telescope is tracked in  rig h t ascension.
N eutra l density and wavelength selective filte rs  can also be incorporated in  the beam 
path p rio r to the s lit assembly. Tne form er were used to give reasonable observation times 
fo r S irius and the la tte r to  cu t out u ltra v io le t lig h t to  prevent overlap between the th ird  
and second order spectra.
2 .iv  Selection o f  Stare
P rio r to  the observing run  a lis t o f stars w ith  spectral types between 09  and B 8  
was extracted from  the HD catalogue udng a FO RTRAN computer program  w ritte n  by 
D r. P . W . H ill. Spectral types were taken from  the catalogue o f Buscombe, 1972. The 
Stars were then grouped by spectral type and lum inosity class and ordered by apparent 
m agnitude.
Using the catalogues o f Uesugi and Fukuda, 1970, and Slettebak et al, 1975, stars 
w ith  projected ro ta tiona l velocities greater than 75 km  were elim inated. Also 
elim inated were stars classified as peculiar and, in  the m ain, spectroscopic binaries. In  
th is context j9-0epheid variables were not considered peculiar and a number o f these 
were retained in  the observing lis t.
On an observing n ight stars were selected from  this lis t to gjve the best use o f ob­
serving tim e, subject to the constra in t o f covering a range o f spectral type and lum inosity
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class. No star was observed a t an hour angle o f >  2  hours. B righ ter stars were selected 
in  preference to  fa in t stars o f the same spectral type, unless the difference between the ir 
respective ro ta tio n a l values was large, in  w hich case the star w ith  the lower value was 
chosen.
In  add ition  to the programme stars, Sirius was chosen to act as a comparison star 
fo r the M ichelson Interferom eter observations and to be used as a measure o f the in te rna l 
accuracy o f the reduction system.
2 .V  O bfervationa l Procedure
P rio r to  observing, the spectrograph was focussed by the H artm ann method, using 
the s lit diaphragm  and iron  arc. Two exposures o f the iron  arc were taken on the same 
plate w ith  the s lit diaphragm  in  alternate positions. The displacement between the two 
arcs was then measured using a trave lling  microscope. Measurements were made fo r 1 0  
lines. Adjustm ents to  the spectrograph was then made according to an em pirical scale 
derived by S A .A .O . sta ff members. A fte r the adjustm ent was made another p late was 
exposed and measured in  the same fashion to  confirm  th a t the correct focus had been 
achieved.
A  standard procedure was followed fo r each star observed. The star was acquired 
and centred on the s lit. The image ro ta to r was then used to align the tradl d irection along 
the s lit. D uring  th is procedure the s lit diaphragm  was closed. The outer portions o f the 
s lit diaphragm  were then opened and the iro n  arc struck. A fte r f^ lS s  the outer portion  
o f the s iit was closed and then the central po rtion  was opened to allow the s ta rligh t 
through.
A n  exposure meter, which made use o f the lig h t otherwise obscured by the p late 
holder, had been installed im m ediately p rio r to  the the observing run, bu t th is had not 
yet been calibrated or fu lly  tested. A fte r some in itia l problems and a fte r ca lib ra tion  this 
was used to  derive exposure tim es. A fte r the ste lla r spectrum had been exposed the s lit 
was again set to the iron  arc position and the iro n  arc exposed fo r a fu rthe r 15s to ensure 
th a t no movement had taken pace during the exposure o f the stellar spectrum.
The non-linear photom etric response o f the photographic plate requires th a t a 
ca lib ra tion  o f some form  is required. The best m ethod o f ca lib ra tion  is the im p rin tin g
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on the same plate as the stellar spectrum o f a set o f sources o f known re la tive  in te n â ty  
dispersed through the same optics as the ste lla r spectrum . U n fortunate ly the spectrograph 
design a t S A .A .O . means th is  is not possible. Instead a separate spectrograph had to be 
used fo r the purposes o f ca libra tion.
To reduce the possible errors caused by the use o f separate plates a ll ca lib ra tion  
spectra were taken on plates from  the same box as the respective ste lla r spectrum. Plates 
were sp lit in to  groups o f 3, the outer pm r being used fo r stellar spectra and the centre 
one cu t to  provide plates fo r the two ca lib ra tion  spectra.
A n exposure tim e fo r the ca lib ra tion  spectrograph was calculated according to  the 
re la tion
 ^ X  D
where tc and are the ca libra tion and ste lla r exposure times respectively, L  is the 
s lit length and S is the seeing disc. A n appropriate neutra l density filte r was chosen 
and the ca lib ra tion  wedge spectrograph used to  enable photom etric ca lib ra tion  o f the 
ste lla r spectrum . The ca lib ra tion  wedge spectrum  was exposed at roughly the m id po in t 
o f the ste llar spectrum  exposure and an hour was allowed to  elapse a fte r the exposure 
o f the ste llar spectrum  before both plates were developed sim ultaneously in  the manner 
described below.
D uring  the exposure o f the ste lla r spectrum  the speed w ith  w hich the star was 
tra ile d  along the s lit was set such th a t the s lit was traversed in  approxim ately 60s. M anual 
gniiding and reversal o f the tra il d irection a t the end o f each traverse was required.
A  s lit w id th  ^ve n  by a reading o f 12 was chosen. Th is is equivalent to à s lit w id th  
o f 0.1 mm, which corresponds to  py 14/x a t the p late, or #y 0.1Â a t the dispersion used. 
Th is was a compromise between the higher resolution possible w ith  IHaJ emulsion and 
m aking efficient use o f the s ta rligh t. The s lit w id th  projected to the sky was fy  0” .4. To 
give maximum signal to  noise the maximum s lit length o f 4mm was used, g iv ing  spectra 
o f w id th  py 1 .1 mm on the plate.
2 .V Î  Photographic Procedure
Photographic spectroscopy by different observers o f the same lines in  the same 
stars has often resulted in ^g te m a tic  differences in  the measured equivalent w id ths. The
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causes o f th is problem  are not fu lly  understood. P art o f the difference may be a ttribu te d  
to  the subjective manner in  which both the continuum  level and line  area have often 
been measured. O ther system atic effects arise from  the photographic process itse lf. The 
fo llow ing techniques were employed to  m inim ise these effects.
One o f the p rinc ipa l problems is caused by adjacency effects. These cause a darken­
ing  o f the dense region and a lighten ing o f the other at regions o f contrasting density. 
M itto n , 1974, has shown th a t the effect is more pronounced fo r narrow  ra ther than broad 
spectral lines. The measured equivalent w idths increase as the density to which the plate 
is exposed is increased. P lates, therefore, were exposed to  a continuum  density o f 0.5, 
where possible, using the exposure meter provided to  determ ine the required exposure 
tim es.
Good ag ita tion  o f the developer during the development o f the p late is also necessary 
i f  adjacency effects are to  be m inim ised. To ensure th is was the case a perspex bubble- 
burst tank was designed by the author and b u ilt by the technical sta ff a t the U n ive ra ty 
Observatory, St. Andrews. B oth the stellar spectrum  and the spectrum  from  the calibra­
tio n  wedge spectrograph are accomodated fo r am ultaneous development. Bursts o f gas 
were introduced every 15s a t the base o f the tank and rose through a fine mesh o f holes 
over which the plate were set. The tank was also rocked gently during development to 
ensure large scale d rcu la tio n  o f the developer.
2 .v ii The Obgervatione
O f the seven nights o f telescope allocated, bad weather rendered three unuseable fo r 
observations. A n add itiona l curta ilm ent o f the planned observing programme was caused 
by the necessity to  use un-hyper sensitised plates. Th is was due to problems w ith  the plate 
baking system a t S A .A .O . and made longer exposure times fo r each star necessary.
These factors meant th a t, in  the m ain, only one spectrum per star was obtained 
ra the r than the planned three. O f the 22 plates obtained only 3 proved to be o f unsatis­
fac to ry  qua lity. Two were severely underexposed during the ca lib ra tion  o f the exposure 
m eter and one p late broke during  exposure, presum ably due to  the stress caused by the 
curved p late holder. The plates taken included 5 o f Sirius. These were taken to serve a 
number o f purposes, firs t to calibrate the exposure meter a t the beginning o f each n ight. A
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second purpose was for a la te r investigation o f the accuracy of the reduction and analysis 
system (see chapter 4) and they adso allowed comparison w ith  the data obtained w ith  the 
M ichelson interferom eter.
A  complete lis t o f the stellar spectra obtained is given in  Table 2 .iii.
2.VÎÎ Mea$urement o f  the Jn riru m e n ta l P ro f i le
In  add ition to the stellar plates taken three exposures were made o f a cadm ium low 
pressure lam p to  determ ine the instrum enta l p ro file  o f the ^s te m . Exposure tim es of 
80s, 2m and 8 m were made. Q uarts diffusers were inserted in  the beam path  between the 
lam p and the s lit in  a manner sim ila r to th a t described by G riffin , 1968, to  ensure fu ll 
illum ina tio n  o f the s lit and co llim ato r.
i t  had been hoped to  use a laser as the lig h t source fo r th is  experim ent b u t this 
fa c ility  was unavailable a t S .A A .O . during  the observing run . The cadm ium lam p, 
however, which was k in d ly  len t by members o f the Belfast group who were observing at 
S A A .O . at the same tim e, has lines w ith  low in trin s ic  w idths o f ^ 5 m Â  (D ufton , 1976). 
I t  was thus fe lt to be an adequate substitu te. C a lib ra tion  wedge specra w ith  exposure 
tim es equal to  the cadmium exposures were taken and developed in  the same way as the 
ste lla r spectra. The measurement o f the instrum enta l profile is described in  chapter 4.
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% b lc  2 . iii 
Spectra O btained B y the A uthor
P la te  N o. H D N am e M K  type ExpoMure J u lia n  Date {m id
D Y (B ) m in . 2443220 +
4061 111123 G ru BO I I I 55 4.48
4062 122451 Gen B U I 30 4.54
4063 149438 T ScO B O V 1 0 0 4.61
4064 48915 a  G M a A I V 2 0 6.26
4065 81188 icV c f B 2 IV 1 0 0 5.32
4066 109668 a  M um B S IV 1 1 0 5.42
4067 111123 f iG ru BO I I I 40 5.49
4068 129056 a L u p B 2 I I 105 5.55
4069 Î44217 Sco B 0 .6 V 75 5.63
4070 48915 a G M a A I V 2 0 6.24
4071 74575 a P yx B 2 I I 180 6.33
4072 106625 ^ G rv B S I I I 1 0 0 6.44
4073 118716 e Gen B I V 65 e io
.4074 147165 a  Seo B i l l l 135 é.59
4075 48915 a  G M a A i V 2 0 7.25
4076 79351 117 Gar B 2 IV 140 7.31
4077 110304 S Gen AO I I I 70 7.39
4078 116658 a V i r B I V 40 7.44
4079 121263 Gen B 2 IV 90 7.49
4080 132200 ic Gen B 2 V 135 7.59
4081 48915 a  G M a A I V 40 8.25
4082 48915 a  G M a A I V 35 9.25
CHAPTER THREE 
THE INTERACTIVE DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
8 ,i In troduc tion
The rap id  grow th o f electronic technology and the a va ilab ility  o f d ig ita l computers 
have made possible the development o f autom atic p la te  scanning and the use o f d ig ita l 
image processing techniques fo r spectral analysis. The equipment and the computer 
programs developed fo r the purposes o f th is pro ject are described in  th is  chapter. The 
system was developed over the period 1976 - 1979. Since then the S TA R LIN K  national 
fa c ility  has become available. Had such a system been available during  the course o f this 
pro ject some changes o f philosophy would have been possible.
A  number o f in itia l constraints on the organisation o f the reduction package were 
dedded upon. These were
(a) Spectroscopic data from  a wide varie ty o f sources and detectors should be 
capable o f being analysed. W hile  fo r th is  pro ject the m ajor source o f data was from  
dig itised photographic spectra, fu tu re  analyses o f m ateria l from  electronic detectors such 
as the t.F .C .S . and data from  the I.U .Ë . sate llite  were also envisaged.
(b) The system should have the a b ility  to be used in  ah operator in teractive 
mode. In teractive  systems possessa number o f advantages over batch processing systems. 
P rin c ip a lly  these are
(i) the a b ility  o f the user to  use his judgem ent and experience in  dealing w ith  
complex and m arginal data
( ii)  batch processing algorithm s can only cope w ith  foreseen eventualities. The 
unforeseen may be sdentificaUy more exdting .
( iii)  w hile developing and u tilis in g  software im m ediate inspection o f results can 
be an efficient and tim e saving way o f debugging programs and d irecting  fu rth e r e ffort.
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The principal disadvantage o f in teractive  processing is th a t i t  introduces a subjective 
element in to  the analysis and the  treatm ent o f data may vary from  one user to  another 
o r even w ith in  one user's analyns o f d ifferent data sets. In te ractive  processing may also 
involve the the user in  a la rger am ount o f tim e a t a com puter te rm in a l than would be 
the  case fo r batch processing. On balance i t  was fe lt th a t the advantages o f in teractive  
processing outweighed the disadvantages. W herever possible, however, an a ttem p t was 
made to  make the system su ffic ien tly  flexib le fo r data to  be batch processed as an 
a lte rna tive  to  in te ractive  processing.
(c) C onstraint (b) rendered the use o f the U n ive rity 's  centra l com puter, an 
IB M  360/44, impossible. T h is  meant th a t the qrstem  had to operate on the NOVA. 820 
m ini-com puter w ith in  the O bservatory bu ild ing .
S .ii H ardw are
The peripheral hardware available varied throughout the developm ent o f the sys­
tem . The data reduction system was based on two m ini-com puters, a D ata General NOVA 
820 (NOVA) and a Honeywell 316 (H316). Transfer between the tw o machines could be 
accomplished by means o f a serial lin k  through two CAM AC crates operating a t a rate o f 
pq; 14 The H316 has a m em ory capacity o f 24 KBytes w h ile  the N O VA memory
fluctuated in  sise between 32K and ^  64K Bytes, the va ria tion  being caused by a 
number o f fau lts . (A n  add itio na l problem  o f holes in  the mem ory was overcome by the 
fle x ib ility  o f FO RTH, the  program m ing language used.)
Storage fo r data and program s was avmlable on either disc o r m agnetic tape. A t 
the beginning o f the p ro jec t the  N O VA supported one 2.5 M B yte  ca rtridge  disc drive and 
the  H316 a 0 -track  m agnetic tape drive . Th is was la te r augmented by the addition o f a 
second cartridge disc drive  to  the N O VA and a 7 M Byte disc d rive  to  the H316.
The data processing was carried out on the NO VA and the  p rin c ip a l medium fo r 
in teractive  data processing was a T ektron ix  4010 graphics te rm in a l (T4010). In itia lly  
one o f these term ina ls was avm lable and th is  was la te r increased to  tw o. A d d itio n a l non­
graphic VDUs and a D ecw rite r p rin tin g  term ina l were also attached to  the system. The 
T4010 has a storage d isp lay screen w ith  a resolution o f 1024X740 pixels. I t  also has 
a cross-hair cursor w hich can be p o rtion ed  in  two orthogonal d irections by the use o f
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thum b wheels. The T4010s were driven a t an I/O  rate o f 9.6 Kbaud. A t a la te r stage in  
the pro ject a Hewlett-Packard fla t-bed X -Y  p lo tte r became avmlable fo r the production 
o f hard-copy graphical ou tpu t. Besoiution approxim ately equivalent to  th a t o f the T40 JO 
over an area o f my 40cm X  30cm was g?ven by the digital-analogue converter.
To enhance the com putational speed o f the NOVA a floa ting -po in t calculating 
module was interfaced to  the NO VA v ia  CAM AC a t an interm ediate stage in  the pro ject.
As w ell as the data processing functions the system was also used fo r the contro l 
o f devices and the acquisition o f data. Both a m icrodensitom eter and a two-channel 
photom eter were interfaced to  e ither o f the two computers by CAM AC modules.
A  schematic representation o f the hardware configuration as i t  was a t the end o f 
the pro ject is shown in  figure 3.1.
3 .iii P rogram m ing  Language and O perating Sy$tem
The program m ing language used throughout this pro ject was FO RTH (M oore and 
R ather, 1974). This language was w ritte n  p rim a rily  fo r the purposes o f machine contro l by 
m ini-com puters and was o rig ina lly  obtained under an SRC grant to  evaluate its  su ita b ility  
fo r use in  the m ini-com pnters at the N orthern Hemisphere O bservatory (as i t  was then 
called). FO RTH proved to  be extrem ely flexib le and versatile and an extension o f its  use to  
the data reduction and analyms software showed im m ediate promise. FO RTH is becoming 
more widespread amongst the astronom ical com m unity bu t i t  is not yet as fam ilia r to  
m ost astronomers as FO RTRAN. Therefore, a b rie f description o f the language and the 
advantages which made i t  suitable fo r use in  th is pro ject w ill be gven  here.
To perform  a task using FO RTH the programm er must develop a 'd ictionary* o f 
'w ords'. Each word is a compound o f previously defined words which perform  sim pler 
sub-tasks necessary fo r the execution o f the main task.
Th is structure  has several advantages when implemented on a m ini-com pUter. O f 
p rin c ip a l im portance is the efficiency w ith  which core memory can be used. The d ic tiona ry 
need on ly contain the words necessary fo r the task under consideration and so redundancy 
can be cu t down. T h is saving o f core space enabled the NOVA to be m ulti-program m ed. 
Each user is allocated some fraction  o f the to ta l core space. Simple operations can be 
perform ed in  a very sm all p a rtitio n . In  practice, however, the number o f simultaneous
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3.1 Î- Schematic illu s tra tio n  o f the hardware configuration 
during  the la tte r stages o f th is  project.
users was lim ited  to  4. Another advantage is gained by the self-contzdned nature o f a word. 
W ords can be w ritte n  and tested in  convenient stages, g reatly  decreasing the tim e required 
fo r program  development and m aking the detection and correction o f program m ing errors 
faster and sim pler.
Interactive analysis is also enhanced by the use o f FORTH. FORTH is both operating 
system and program m ing language. Th is means th a t a t any lim e  FO RTH is running in  
the  com puter a ll words in  the current d ic tionary are accessible and, unlike  FO RTRAN, 
the sequence o f operations is not fixed. The astronom er, therefore, can be much more 
flexib le in  his approach to the analysis o f his data. Com m unication o f parameters between 
operations is also much sim pler.
FORTH also has the advantage o f a v irtu a l memory system, a fa d lity  not then 
available on m ini-com puters w ith  rea l-tim e operating systems and s till on ly avzdlable in  a 
cumbersome form  w ith  only a few operating systems. A n area o f core memory is used as 
buffer storage in to  which data from  disc is autom atica lly transferred when needed. This 
feature is another means by which efficiency in  cor e-space is achieved.
Base o f access to  the com puter in struction  assembler level is also a feature o f 
FO RTH. Th is enables the non-specialist program m er to w rite  machine contro l programs 
w ith o u t the d ifficu lties norm ally assodated w ith  th is  type o f program m ing.
3 .iv  Tfee M icrodetiê ifom eter
M ost o f the data analysed fo r th is  pro ject was obtained by scanning photographic 
plates w ith  the Joyce-Loebl m ark H ie m icrodensitom eter interfaced to the NOVA via  
OAM AO. The conversion o f th is  machine to  com puter control is described in  Van BredaeW , 
1974. Stepping m otors have been fitte d  to  both the X  and Y  movements o f the car­
riage, g v in g  a range o f movement o f 15cm X  7cm. The step size in  the X  direc­
tio n  can be varied from  1.5/t to  15^ by the use o f d ifferent gears. D uring  th is  pro ject 
a u n it stepsize o f 5 /i was used. Pulses are sent to  the motors from  a delayed pulse 
generator in  CAM AC a t intervals o f la rger than about 15ms. This tim e in te rva l ensures 
th a t the motors have completed th d r movement p rio r to  the a rriva l o f the next pulse.
An in itia l problem  was the acceptance by the motors o f spurious pulses caused 
by e lectrical p ick-up on the transm ission lines. To alleviate th is effect, the transm ission
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cable was shielded and the m otors were disabled im m ediately aRer, and enabled only 
im m ediately before, a pulse was sent. A n add itiona l precaution was the comparison o f 
the measured phase o f the m otors w ith  th e ir logical phases. A ny discrepancy between the 
two phases was output to  the com puter term ina l. Scans w ith  such effects were rejected.
D ensily measurement is by a null-balancing technique. A  servo-m otor alters the 
position o f a wedge w ith  a linear dendty gradient. The position o f the wedge is encoded 
to  1024 quantised steps. Repeated sam pling o f the wedge position a t intervals o f 15.4ms 
u n til two consecutive measurements are identica l is undertaken to ensure the wedge has 
settled, before the density value is accepted by the computer and stored on disc.
S.v S oftw a re
Analysis o f astronom ical spectra by com puter can be divided roughly in to  three 
phases. These phases are:-
(i) A cquisition:- the spectrum  must be converted in to  a d is ta l image suitable 
fo r com puter analysis
( ii)  Processing;- the d ig ita l image must be converted in to  a form  in  which 
astrophysical measurements can be made. The degradations caused by the detection 
and acquisition processes m ust be corrected to ensure the data is  in  a fo rm at in  which 
photom etric measurements can be made.
(iff) Analysis:- quantities required fo r the astrophysical analysis m ust be extracted 
from  the processed data and i t  m ust be possible to  in p u t theoretical models fo r comparison 
w ith  the observed data.
The reduction package described here incorporates computer programs to  cover 
a ll three stages. In  addition to  the routines spedfica lly applicable to the reduction and 
analysis o f stellar spectra a number o f contributions to the basic system software were 
made by the author. The basic system underwent a process o f continual development 
during  th is  period, p rin c ip a lly  under the auspices o f M r. R . Stapleton, the systems 
program m er. M r. P. B undark, who was developing a surface photom etry package, and 
D r. P . W . m il also made contribu tions. M any o f the improvements were made by a 
process o f collaboration, and I  g ra te fu lly  acknowledge fru itfu l discussions w ith  the other 
FO RTH users. C redit fo r m ajor contribu tions by them is given in  the relevant place and
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unless otherwise stated the w ork described below is th a t o f the author.
in  add ition to programs which perform  a function  specific to  one o f the three phases 
discussed above a number o f routines were used throughout the package. These included 
p lo ttin g  and in terpo la tion  routines.
The in itia l p lo ttin g  routines provided allowed fo r the draw ing o f orthogonal axes, 
setting the range and size o f the p lo t in  e ither dimension and draw ing solid or dashed 
vectors between points on the T4010.
A  m ajor m odification made by the group was the in troduction  o f a rb itra ry  p lo ttin g . 
Th is allowed the p lo ttin g  o f any defined function  or data set using the X -axis as an 
index. A dd itiona l improvements made by the author to the p lo ttin g  routines included 
in troducing  the fa c ility  to enlarge a selected section o f an already displayed p lo t by 
delineating opposite corners o f a rectangle using the T4010 cursor. A u tom atic  scaling 
made maximum use o f the screen resolution. The in troduction  o f a s p lit screen fa c ility  
by M r. R . Stapleton was also found useful. Th is allowed the simultaneous display and 
comparison o f two spectra in  the top  and bottom  halves o f the display.
Throughout the package some form  o f in terpo la tion  was often needed. Use was 
made o f linear, polynom ial, f ourler and cubic spline in terpo la tion  a t various points in  the 
system. A ll these routines were w ritte n  by the author.
(a) Linear in terpo la tion  : th is is a simple rou tine  to  find F {x )  ^ve n  Z j,  and 
F(®i), (^*2)» be.
F (x )  =  F (» i)  +  -  f ( = l) )
I t  was often used to interpolate between adjacent data points.
(b) Polynom ial in te rpo la tion  : Th is involved two routines. The firs t procedure cal­
culates a best fittin g  polynom ial o f order n  to  an in p u t array o f points by the method 
o f least squares. A  m anm um  perm itted  order, JV, is chosen by the user. The a lgorithm  
used was a modified version o f th a t in  the FO R TR AN  N A .G . lib ra ry . The second rou tine  
calculates the value o f the polynom ial using a recursive technique.
(c) Fourier in te rpo la tion  : Th is was used to expand a data set by in te rpo la ting  
add itiona l data points a t regu la rly spaced in tervals. The fou rie r transform  o f the data 
is calculated using the rou tine  described in  a la te r section. A dd itio n a l points w ith  an
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am plitude (and phase) o f zero are added to the transform  a t frequencies above the N yquist 
frequency o f the o rig ina l data set and the inverse transform  taken. By adding a number 
o f new points equal to the number in  the o rig ina l transform  one po in t is in terpo la ted f^ or 
each po in t in  the data set, by m aking the transform  4 times as large, 3 data points are 
inserted and so on, in  powers o f two.
(d) Cubic Spline in terpo la tion  : the use o f th is form  o f in te rpo la tion  fo r sm oothly 
varying  curves has been shown to  be accurate and efficient when coded fo r d ig ita l 
com puters (B irkh o ff and de Boor, 1965). The cubic spline is a generalisation o f Lagrange’s 
fo rm u la  o f polynom ial in te rpo la tion . The a lgorithm  used was taken from  a FO R TR AN  
program  in  use at the D A .O . (H ill, 1982).
A  set o f co-ordinate pairs (®,-,y,*) known as knots, through w hich the spline f it  is 
forced are chosen. The in terpolated value, y  =  F(®) fo r * » < »  <  »ri*+-l is then given 
by
+V»+1Vn 2 , + 1(« I»
+(a?—Sîft+l)
(®n - ® n + l ) («n “ « n + l)
{xn  ~  x)
( xn  -  x » + l )
{Vn+2 -  Vn) (®n — x) 2 + (» —»n) (» n ± l — yn—l )
(x ~  X * + i)
{^n+2  — {x n -s n n + i) _(Xn Xy;_^l)
Knots are stored in  an array on disc. In te rpo la tion  between the firs t and last pa ir 
o f knots is by the linear m ethod. In  practice the end pairs o f knots were chosen to  have 
s im ila r x  values.
D a ta  A qa ie itio n  and Storage
*rhe package was w ritte n  p rim a rily  fo r the reduction and analysis o f data obtained 
from  photographic spectra scanned w ith  the Joyce-Loebl m icrodensitom eter. The design 
requirem ent o f the system, th a t data from  a number o f sources should be capable o f being 
analysed, was achieved by the method o f data storage adopted.
A  number o f software interfaces were w ritte n  to convert data to  scaled 16-bit 
integers. A  scale facto r o f 1000, giving an accuracy o f 0.1% , and a dynam ic range 
o f ±3 .2  X  10^ was found to  be suitable fo r A A .T ., I.U .E ., and M ichelson in terferom eter 
data as w ell as the dig itised photographic spectra. D ata is stored on the disc in  blocks o f 
5 l2  points and once stored in  th is form  data from  different sources is not distinguished by
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the  analysis and reduction programs. The used o f scaled integer fo rm a t storage both saved 
disc storage space and allowed the use o f in t^ e r  a rithm e tic  fo r m any operations, g iv ing  
a great gain In speed. I f  floa ting  po in t a rith m e tic  was necessary the use o f conversion and 
scaling routines w ritte n  in  assembler code d id  no t g rea tly  Increase the execution tim e o f 
the  program s.
Several programs to  scan specific types o f p la te  m ateria l were developed. These 
included programs to  make a number o f para lle l horizonta l or ve rtica l scans a t a rb itra ry  
specified separations on the plate. These could be used fo r scanning the ste lla r spectrum , 
iro n  arc spectra and dear p la te  levels on a dngle  plate, or fo r the snccessive scanning 
o f several ste lla r and arc spectra on the same p late. These program s were also used to  
scan the ca lib ra tion  wedge spectra a t d ifferent wavelengths. A  program  to  scan plates on 
w hich sensitometer ca lib ra tion  spots have been imposed was also developed.
Im age  Process m g 
p ho tom e tric  C a lib ra tio n
A  m ajor problem  in  photographic spectrophotom etry is the photom etric d is to rtion  
o f the  image caused by the non-linear response o f the em uldon to  d iffe ren t in tend ties o f 
Incident lig h t.
A  ca lib ra tion  between incident in te n d ^  and photographic density is required to  
remove th is  d is to rtion . The w ell known characteristic (or H .D .) curve was rejected fo r 
the  purposes o f th is  p ro ject as no t being w ell suited to  d ig ita l analysis. Some fo rm  
o f polynom ia l representation o f the HJD. curve would have been required and i f  the 
va ria tion  o f the curve w ith  wavelength was also to  be represented a cumbersome method 
o f in te rpo la ting  between polynom ials w ould have had to  be used.
paker, 1Ô25, proposed a teansform ation o f the p .D . curve. T h is  wasSobsequently 
ignored by photographic spectrophotom etrists b u t readvocated fo r use In  photographic 
studies o f the surface brightness d is trib u tio n  o f galaxies by De Vaucouleurs, 1068.
Th is transform ation gives a linear re la tionsh ip  o f the fo rm
lo g /« =  n lo gb ; -b lo g A
where I  is  the incident in te n d ty , and w is  the Baker d e n d ^  w hidk is related to  the
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photographie density, D , by
w =  1 0 ^  -  1
O f the two constants, n  and A, the la tte r can be set to one (effectively ignored) i f  the data 
are to  be normalised to the continuum  a t a la te r stage. The ca lib ra tion  from  density to 
in tens ity  can thus be made w ith  only one free param eter. In te rpo la tion  o f the varia tion 
w ith  wavelength is then strm ghtforw ard.
The values o f n  were obtmned in teractive ly using scans o f either the sensitometer 
spots or from  the ca lib ra tion  wedge spectra. The procedure described here is th a t used 
fo r the la tte r, the determ ination from  sensitometer spots being essentially identica l.
A  scan o f the ca lib ra tion  wedge is firs t displayed on the T4010 screen. Using the 
cross-hair cursor regions o f the p late background and each o f the wedge steps free from  
any p late defect are selected (figure S.2). The program  calculates average density values 
fo r each o f these regions and subtracts th a t fo r the plate background from  those obtained 
fo r each o f the wedge steps. Log w values are then calculated and stored in  an array 
on disc in  which the respective values o f log J  have already been stored. Values o f the 
constants n  and A  are then calculated using a linear least squares technique developed 
in  co llaboration w ith  M r. P . B undark. The data values and solution are displayed on the 
T4Q10 screen fo r appraisal. A ny curvature or wedge step which deviates from  the solution 
is apparent and the scan re-exandned or th a t step om itted from  the determ ination and 
the solution re-calculated. The entire procedure takes less than 30 seconds to complete 
and is  repeated a t each d ifferent wavelength at which the ca lib ra tion  wedge has been 
scanned.
Having calculated an array o f tt,X  padrs and stored them  on the disc i t  is then 
necessary to convert the scan o f the spectrum in to  re la tive  in tensity  units.
The plate background is subtracted from  each scan po in t and a value o f logw 
calculated by th is  program . The appropriate value o f n is in terpo la ted from  the stored 
tab le  using spline in terpo la tion . Th is is used to  convert the value o f w to  in tensity units 
and the resu ltan t value is scaled and stored in  a new spectral array.
N orm alisation o f the spectrum to the continuum  level is the next stage in  the 
photom etric correction process. Again the in teractive capab ility  o f the system is useful.
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The in tensity spectrum  is displayed on the T4010 screen fo r the user to  select points 
to  represent the continuum . Two methods o f selection are possible. In  regions o f spectrum 
flevpid o f lines the cursor is used to d e lim it a re ^o n  over which an average in tensity is 
calculated. C learly th is  method is not suitable i f  the in tensity  is varying rap id ly  w ith  
wavelength. As an a lternative  the cursor can be used to  id e n tify  a position to represent 
the continuum , tn  both  cases the x  position and in tens ily  are stored in  an array on the 
disc. For the spectra measured here the selection o f points a t approxim ately 25Â intervals 
gave reasonable results.
By interpolating between the selected points using the spline interpolation routine 
the entire continuum is generated. This is displayed superimposed on the stellar spectrum. 
Additional points can be inserted, or some of those previously selected rejected, until a 
continuum deemed satisfactory is found. Each point in the spectrum is then divided by 
the value of the continuum interpolated at that point, rescaled and the new normalised 
spectrum stored in another array on the comjputer disc.
Geometric C a lib ra tion
In  add ition  to  photom etric d is to rtion  caused by the detector the non-linearity o f the 
dispersive system and/or the detector means th a t geom etric d is to rtion  may sometimes 
require correction.
Before the correction can be made i t  is necessary to  ca lib ra te  the positions in  
the scan against wavelength. In  the package provision was made fo r e ither an absolute 
ca lib ra tion  using the iron-arc comparison spectra, or a re la tive  ca lib ra tion  using features 
In  the ste llar sl>ectrum. In  both cases the in teractive  capabilities o f the system are Used. 
Here the procedure fo r the use o f iron-a rc lines is described. T h a t fo r features in  the 
ste lla r spectrum  is sim ilar.
The arc spectrum is firs t displayed on the the T4010 screen. The cursor is used 
to  select a region o f the spectrum containing an arc line  o f known wavelength and not 
strong ly affected by blending w ith  other arc lines. The program  then calculates the x  
position o f the line  centre. A  number o f a lgorithm s fo r th is procedure were experimented 
w ith . In itia lly  sim ply the position o f the line  maximum,a;(A%), was used. Th is proved to be 
ra the r sensitive to  noise and sam pling error. The next method trie d  involved calculating
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the  in tensity  weighted mean position, x, where
F in a lly  an a lgorithm  which fitte d  a parabola to  the re ^o n  (« (/m )““ 4 )< x < (a ;(/m )+ 4 ) was 
trie d . Both o f these la tte r methods gave results which were repeatable upon rescanning 
tbe p late an4 which were in  agreement w ith  each other to  w ith in  ^  p ixe l. The in tensity 
weighted mean position was fin a lly  selected as the method to  be used throughout the 
analysis o f the spectra because i t  was the faster to  execute.
Corresponding wavelengths fo r each arc-line are entered as each line  centre is 
measured. In  practice i t  was found th a t measurements o f between 20 and 25 lines roughly 
evenly spaced over the spectral range were required. The (x, X) pairs are stored in  an array 
on disc.
Two routines based on the spline in te rpo la tion  rou tine  were w ritte n  to enable 
conversion between the two co-ordinate systems to be made. B y com paring the predicted 
and observed positions o f a number o f arc lines not included in  the ca lib ra tion  an estim ate 
o f the accuracy o f the ca lib ra tion  could be made. Conservatively, the m anm um  deviation 
was less than a pixel and in  general an accuracy o f better than ^  p ixe l was found.
A n  add itiona l rou tine  w ritte n  fo r the purposes o f the geom etric ca lib ra tion  correc­
tio n  o f spectra was based on the 'scrunch* rou tine  o f the SDRSYS package o f the Anglo- 
A ustra lian  Observatory. This linearises the dispersion o f the spectrum. I t  was not used 
in  the analyses made fo r th is pro ject as the spectra were normalised to  the continuum  
level and the deviations from  lin e a rity  over a spectral line are negligible.
F o u rie r techniques
The a b ility  to w ork in  the Fourier frequency domain gives several advantages in  
the analysis o f spectra. The simple convolution or deconvolution o f the instrum enta l 
p ro file , the reduction o f noise and the measurement o f spectral displacement by means 
o f the cross-correlation function  are then possible. In  add ition  i t  has been shown th a t 
the different line  broadening mechanisms described in  chapter 1 o f th is  the tis can more 
read ily  be distinguished in  the power spectrum  than in  the wavelength dom ain (e.g. Gray
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and Sm ith, 1976). A  number o f routines were induded in  the package to  perform  some 
o f these functions.
A  program  io  calculate tbe num erical fou rie r transform
N — 1
y —O
was translated in to  FORTH from  a FO R TR AN  rou tine  (Brenner, 1068) based on the 
Cooley-Tukey fast fou rie r transform  (F F T ) a lgorithm . This rou tine  requires a data set o f 
N  equally spaced samples where N  is an integer power o f 2 . (An a lternative  rou tine  was 
la te r developed by M r. P . B undark based on the Singleton a lgorithm . Th is could handle 
m ulti-d im endonal data sets. The size o f each dimension o f the data set was lim ited  only 
by the requirem ent th a t i t  be expressable as the product o f a t most 2 0  prim e factors, 
the largest o f which was less than 19). The com putation tim e o f the rou tine  developed 
by the author varies as 3 N  In N  and fo r a data set o f 512 points was approxim ately 2 0  
seconde.
The spectrograph and measurement techniques degrade the incident spectrum, /(X ), 
by convolving it  w ith  the instrum enta l p ro file , P (X ), to  give the recorded spectrum , D (X),
i.e .
D ( \ )  =  /(X ) ®  P(X)
I f  the fou rie r transform s o f JD(X), JT(X) and P(X) are d(<r),»(<r) andp(<r) respectively then
d(<r) =  »(<r) X  p(<r)
ÎU the absence o f noise the incident spectrum  can be recovered i f  the instrum enta l p ro file  
is known by finding
and tak ing  the fourie r transform  o f i(<r) to  obta in  J(X). For real data, however, noise 
prevents the satisfactory execution o f th is  restoration.
A t high frequencies p(<r) 0 whfie in  the presence o f w h ite  noise (<r) !-► c , a
constant. Thus di(<r)/p(<r) i-+ oo a t h igh frequendes, where the true i{(r) 0. To
6 6
counteract th is  effect a high frequency filte r can be used. B ra u lt and W h ite , 1971, have 
shown th a t there exists a filte r function  which minim ises the difference between the true  
transform , f(<r), and the filte red  deconvolved transform , li(< r). T h is  filte r, which they 
descibe as 'the  optim um  filte r* is gjven by where
1  +  {n{e)/d{<r))
and n(<Er) is the fou rie r spectrum  o f the noise in  the data.
As onlydi(<r) =  d(o')+R(u’) i8 known, some assumptions m ust be made to  de te rm ine^tr). 
Again the in te ractive  capab ility  o f the system proved useful. B y p lo ttin g  d i{tr)  and 
experim enting w ith  various functiona l forms i t  was possible to  derive expressions fo r 
d(<r) and n (r) . A t high frequencies »(<r) dominates d j (or) w h ile  a t low  frequendes d[er) 
dom inates. Exam ination o f suggested th a t n(<r) =  a constant, was an ade­
quate representation o f the noise spectrum , im p ly ing  th a t on ly w h ite  notse was present 
in  the data. In  add ition , experim entation showed th a t assuming
a convenient ana lytic form , gave an acceptable estim ate fo r d (o).
A  program  was w ritte n  to  find values o f a  &ndj9 in te rac tive ly . A  spectrum  p a rtia lly  
corrected fo r the d ^ ra d a tio n  o f the instrum enta l p ro file  could then be obtained by using 
a program  which calculated
di(k) X m
m
for all frequendes, fc, in the fourier transform and then calculating the inverse F ÎT .
F igure 3.3 illustra tes the processes involved in  the ca lcu lation  o f a deconvolved 
and noise filte red  spectrum . C learly, the extent to  which the instrum enta l p ro file  can be 
removed is dependent upon the frequency a t w hich the the noise filte r  begns to  have an 
effect. T h is, in  tu rn , depends on the signal to  noise ra tio  in  the data. From  equation (3A) 
i t  can be seen th a t the frequency a t which =  0.5 is even  by
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Upper: Illu s tra tio n  o f the fittin g  procedure used to define the 
optim um  filte r as disussed in  the text. Dots show the data, the 
solid line the gaussian approxim ation to  the data and the dashed 
line  the derived filte r function.
Lower: Comparison o f the data before and a fte r application o f the 
filte r.
As represents the to ta l signal in  the data and p  represents the noise level,
In an estim ate o f can be derived a p r io r i from  the data. Th is, however, is
d i# c n lt to  calculate in  practice. A fte r some tria ls  w ith  real data sets in  which problems 
were found in  substantia lly removing the instrum enta l p ro file  a num erical experim ent 
was conducted. Th is was done in  order to  determ ine w hat degree o f success could be 
achieved in  rem oving the instrum enta l p ro file  a t various values o f the S : N  ra tio . 
The results o f th is experim ent, which are discussed in  chapter 4, were n o t encoura^ng. 
For th is reason the m odelling approach was adopted in  the analyses programs. T h a t is, 
fa the r than deconvolving the observed spectrum before a comparison w ith  the theoretical 
models was made, the theoretical models were convolved w ith  the instrum enta l p ro file  
and compared w ith  the data as detected.
A nother use fo r the fourie r transform  o f the spectra was the calculation o f the 
cross-correlation function. This function can be used to accurately measure re lative shifts 
between d ifferent spectra o f the same star and to measure the rad ia l velocities o f stars 
re la tive  to standard stars o f mm ilar spectral types (S im kin, 1974, Da Costa ef a î, 1977).
The cross-correlation function  (CC F) is defined by
e(A ) =  5 3  
k
where ï j  and » 2  the FFTs o f spectra and Sg respectively. The CCF has a 
maxim um  a t A  max when A  max is equal to  the sh ift between the two spectra. I f  the 
two spectra have been derived as functions o f log X then
^max log 1 +  -  e
where v is the ve locity difference between the two stars and c is the ve locity o f lig h t.
Routines to  perform  the fo llow ing procedures were developed in  conjunction w ith  
M r. P . B und ark  and rationalised and im proved by M r. B. McLean.
F irs t, sections o f the arc spectra on either side o f the stellar spectrum are fou rie r 
transform ed and the COF calculated. Th is is displayed on the T4010 screen and the region 
o f the peak selected w ith  the cross-hair cursor. The CCF over th is region is num erically 
d ifferentiated and the resu lt p lo tted  on the T4010 screen. The value o f A  a t which the
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d iffe ren tia l equals zero is found by linear in te rpo la tion . I f  ApëO.O then the plate has not 
been scanned parallel to  the d irection  o f dispersion or some s lip  between the scans has 
occurred. In  th is case the scan is rejected.
Secondly, the OCF o f one comparison arc spectrum  o f each o f the program  star 
and the standard star is calculated. The value o f A  max is found as above. From  this 
value the zero point o f the ste llar spectrum scan can be found and the stellar spectrum  
converted in to  log X fo rm at. The ste lla r spectrum is extended to  tw ice the number o f 
sample points by adding fu rthe r points a t the continuum  level ( = 0 ), th is having been done 
to  the standard star spectrum before i t  was fou rie r transform ed. (Th is procedure reduces 
end po in t problems associated w ith  circu lar GCFs.) The F F T  o f the stellar spectrum is 
calculated and the CCF w ith  th a t o f the F F T  o f the standard star spectrum , which has 
previously been calculated and stored, is found. A fte r find ing the Antax  o f th is CCF 
the rad ia l velocity o f the programme star re la tive  to  the standard star is calculated from  
the relationship
V =  l ]
O jher RoutinoB
A  number o f other routines were w ritte n  to  perform  sim ple a rithm etic  operations on 
selected regions o f spectra. Sections o f two spectra could be added to , subtracted from , 
m u ltip lied  by or d ivided by each other. A n  a rb itra ry  sh ift between the two spectra was 
incorporated in  the rou tine  and the two spectra could be weighted by optional amounts. 
For example, in  the case o f add ition  o f two spectra, then i f  S i and fig are the two 
o rig ina l spectra and fig the resultant then
A fi’i( x )  +  BS'gC® +  A x)5 3 (*) =  _ _
where A ,B  and A x  are set by the user. Scalar a rith m e tic  operations on in d iv id ua l spectra 
are also possible.
These functions were incorporated to  allow the comparison o f spectra o f the same 
object, and to allow the sum m ation o f these spectra to  increase the S : N  raüo p rio r to  
analysis.
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Before th is is done checks should be made to  ensure tha t no va ria tions not a ttr ib u t­
able to  noise are present in  the data sets. Th is can be done by the subtraction  or d ivision 
o f the data sets. A  fou rie r transform  o f the renduals should then be equivalent to  th a t 
o f w h ite  noise I f  no system atic difference between the two data sets exists.
A nother rou tine  w hich reduces the noise level in  the data, a t the expense o f the 
resolution, was also included in  the package. This calculates a weighted running mean o f 
the fo rm
/ ’ (*)■ =  5 3  " W W )
where TT. =  1. The value o f n  is chosen by the user and the shape o f the weighting 
function  is tria ngu la r.
T h is  is not a very satisfactory method o f noise removal - a s im ila r resu lt can be 
achieved by using a larger s lit on the m icro-densitom eter or on the spectrograph - 
and i t  Is not recommended except fo r regons o f the spectrum  where only low frequency 
in fo rm a tion  is present, such as the continuum  and wings o f Balm er lin e  profiles.
A no ipsts  S oftw a re
A fte r the data have been processed to  a suitable fo rm  i t  is  posdble to  compare the 
data w ith  theoretica l models. Idea lly , the entire data set would be compared w ith  the 
o u tp u t o f a spectral synthens model and the parameters o f the m odel adjusted u n til an 
acceptable f it  to the data was achieved. This is not yet possible and an interm ediate 
stage o f extracting  param eters w hich describe the observations and can be compared 
w ith  predictions o f the same param eters made by the models m ust be used.
For th is  study a number o f param eters which describe absorption lines were selected. 
These were:-
( 1 ) central wavelength —  Xq
(2) equivalent w id th  W
(8 ) centra l d e p th  1 — jRq
(4) fu ll w id th  a t 1 /4  centra l depth -W j
(5) fu ll w id th  a t 1 /2  centra l depth - tV j
(6 ) fu ll w id th  a t 3 /4  centra l depth -W j
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These can be determined in te ractive ly  fo r a number o f lines in  each spectrum  in  
the fo llow ing manner. The results are stored in  a catalogue on disc fo r la te r p rin ting , 
exam iu&tlon and comparison w ith  the model predictions.
A  section o f spectrum is displayed on the T4010 screen. The user then identifies the 
local continuum  level and the red and blue wavelength lim its  to  an absorption line  using 
the cross-hair cursor. The program  then fits  a parabola to  the fou r centra l deepest samples 
in  the line  pro file . From th is  parabolic f it  the centra l depth and central wavelength are 
calculated umng the previously determ ined wavelength ca libra tion. In teg ra tion  o f the area 
between the wavelength lim its  is carried out by the program using Simpson’s ru le . This 
is subtracted from  the area under the continuum  and the equivalent w id th  calculated 
using the dispersion at the central wavelength o f the line to convert W  in to  wavelength 
un its. Values o f J ( l —i?o)» g ( l —f?o) aud |(1  —i?o) arc calculated. L inear in terpo la tion  
between the data points is used to determ ine the wavelengths a t which these intensities 
are atta ined and hence values o f VFa, Wx and W î  are found. A ll the param eters are 
then stored in  the catalogue and the counter which indexes the catalogue incremented 
by one. For a typ ica l line the procedure takes a fraction  o f a second to execute.
An a lternative procedure was introduced to  extract parameters from  blended lines 
bu t th is could also be used for unblended lines. Th is procedure makes use o f the function
F ix )  = ---------------------- ^ --------------------r  SB
2 1 : ^
1 + ( 2 «* -  l ) ^ 2 ( ^ ) ‘
where 0  <  a <  y /2 , Fraser and Suzuki, 1970. Th is function varies between a Gaussian 
(a 0.0) and a Lorentzian (a— 1 ) and has some sim ila rities to a V o ig t profile.
In itia l estimates fo r I q, X q, W i and a are made fo r each line  in  the blend. The 
overall in tensity  profile o f the blend is calculated and superimposed on the display o f the 
spectrum . The parameters are varied u n til the quan tity  {^calc ^oba)^ is m inim ised 
or an acceptable f it  achieved. Up to  five lines can be included in  the blend, although only 
ra re ly  were blends o f three or more lines analysed.
A fte r a spectrum  has been measured i t  is possible to  enter other parameters fo r 
each line  in to  the catalogue. These could be, fo r example, the excitation energy, \o g g f
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or sim ply an ion iden tifica tion  number. Trends o f one param eter w ith  another can be 
investigated using a program  which accepts Index numbers o f the parameters to be be 
compared, has switches to  allow the logarithm s o f the parameters to  be used in  the 
comparison and plots the data on the T4010 screen, having autom atica lly selected and 
scaled the axes i f  desired.
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE INTERACTIVE DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM > 
ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE
4 .i In tro d u c tio n
. In  any analysis programme such as th a t described here i t  is im portan t th a t the 
a b ility  o f the redaction system and the size o f the errors involved are both well un­
derstood. A ny astrophysical results can then be interpreted w ith  a known degree o f 
confidence. Th is chapter contains a discussion o f several sources o f error in  photographic 
spectrophotom etry and the methods used to  obta in  quantita tive  measures o f the ir mag­
nitudes. D ig ita l analysis techniques such as those used in  th is pro ject can provide more 
defin itive , and possibly more accurate, results than some o f the techniques used in  the 
past. Previous studies have often presented results w ith  only a qua lita tive  statem ent 
about the pos^ble errors. In  the case o f equivalent w id th  measurements these can be o f 
tke  order o f 50%, ( e.g. W righ t, 1066)
Two categories o f error may be delim ited by th e ir effects on line  profile  and equiv­
alent w id th  measurements: random  errors and system atic errors. A  system atic error in  
the measurement o f the line  profile  need no t ^ v e  rise to an error in  the derived equiv­
alent w id th . For example an error arising in  the correction fo r the instrum enta l pro file  
does no t influence the equivalent w id th  obtained. A ny system atic error found in  the 
equivalent w id ths, however, must have arisen from  a system atic error in  the line  profile . 
System atic errors can be introduced during  the detection, measurement, ca lib ra tion  or 
analysis processes. Random errors, such as noise, w ifi, in  general, only arise during detec­
tio n  and measurement.
4 .ii Detection Procès § E rro r  9
The m ajor errors, apart from  noise, w hich are introduced by the telescope and 
spectrograph com bination are the instrum enta l p ro file  (including ghosts) and scattered
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lig h t. The photographic process can also in troduce the errors discussed in  chapter 2.
In t tru m e tita l P ro fi le
Using the same scanning programs and settings as those used fo r the stellar spectra 
the plates o f the cadmium source taken a t S .A A .O . were measured. The scans, were 
converted to logarithm ic re lative in tensity  un its using the density-in tensity ca lib ra tion  
obtained from  the wedge spectra. Profiles o f in d iv id ua l lines were p lo tted  on tracing  paper 
by hand (as the graph p lo tte r had no t ye t been incorporated in to  the system). V isua l 
inspection o f the lines showed no detectable varia tion  w ith  wavelength. The techniques o f 
Q riffin , 106%, were then used to  superimpose the profiles o f the lines from  the d iffe ren tly  
exposed plates and different wavelengths. Th is resulted in  the composite pro file  illus tra ted  
in  figure 4.1 which extends to  0.1% o f the central in tensity.
A  fu ll w id th  a t h a lf maximum in tensity (FW HM ) o f 31 ±  1 /* is measured fo r the 
composite profile . This value may be compared w ith  the values found by Blades and 
Powell, 1976, fo r a study o f the same spectrograph. In  the ir study the a lternative  g ra ting  
was used and the lig h t source was a red laser. In te rpo la tion  in  the ir table to the value 
o f s lit setting used here (12) gives a FW H M  o f 29 ±  I f i .  The difference in  the na tu ra l 
FW HM s o f the two lig h t sources a t this dispersion is equivalent to  <  2 fi (D u fton , 1976) 
and the different emulsion used may also contribu te .
A t the dispersion used here the FW H M  gives a resolution o f 0.208A which cor­
responds well to the value o f the spectral p u rity  o f 0 .2 1 1Â  calculated from
A \ W dAX *= cos a — —
/ »
where w is the s lit-w id th , the gr& ting line  specm g,/ the focal length o f the co llim ato r, 
a  is the angle o f incidence and n  is the spectral order used.
Evidence fo r the existence o f a weak ghost line  was found fo r one grossly overexposed 
cadm ium  line. Unforkm&tely th is line  could not be fitte d  in to  the composite instrum enta l 
p ro file . A n  upper lim it o f 0.05% o f the centra l in tensity  can be placed, however, upon 
the ghost in tensity, in  agreement w ith  the orig ina l specification fo r the gra ting .
The shape o f the instrum enta l profile  was found to be gaussian w ith  extended wings. 
Using the fittin g  function (equation (3B)) w ith  a =  0 . 6  gave the excellent agreement 
w ith  the observed instrum ental p ro file  shown in  figure 4.2.
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F ig . 4.2 F it o f ana ly tic  fittin g  function  (equation (SB)) to the 
instrum enta l profile.
A  fu rth e r check on the measurement o f the instrum enta l p ro file  is pven by the 
comparison o f the photographic and M ichelson interferom eter measurements o f the SI 
H doublet a t 505fiA fo r S irius. The resu lt o f convolving the M ichelson interferom eter 
data w ith  the ana ly tic  approxim ation to  the instrum enta l pro file  is shown in  figure 4.3 
together w ith  the photographic data. C learly,the agreement is very satisfactory.
The agreement between the line  profiles and measured equivalent w idths (167mÂ 
(photographic) and lOSmA (M ichelson)) o f the two different instrum ents also ^ves an 
upper lim it to  the scattering o f lig h t in  the C oudé spectrograph o f o f the
continuum  in tensity . Th is agreement also gives some ind ication  o f the accuracy o f the 
in tens ity  measurements achieved fo r photographic spectra w ith  the reduction system 
developed fo r th is project.
In  chapter 3 a b rie f discussion o f the d ifficu lties found in  the removal o f the 
instrum enta l p ro file  form  the observed line profiles using fou rie r deconvolution was given. 
The num erical experim ent discussed w ill be described here.
F irs t a tr ia l absorption line  was generated using the ana lytic  fittin g  function  described 
earlier. Noise was then added to the tr ia l data in  the fo llow ing pseudo-random man­
ner. A  table o f random  numbers in  the range 0-99 was generated using the NOVA dock. 
The tim e a t which a character was pressed on the keyboard was measured and the last two 
d ig its entered in to  the table. A  few seconds were allowed to pass, the key was depressed 
agmn and the in te rva l between the two key depressions calculated. The last two d ig its  were 
entered in to  the table. Th is process was repeated 256 tim es, once fo r each po in t in  the tr ia l 
spectrum . Three new tr ia l spectra were then generated by adding noise to  the data us­
ing  vsdues o f the signal to  noise ra tio  o f 1 0 , 1 0 0  and 2 0 0  and the table o f random  numbers
where jD (i) is the o rig ina l data value, J?(«) is the random number, S the signal to  noise 
ra tio  and D  (%) is the * noisy”  data value. W hile  the d is trib u tion  o f the noise is not 
gaussian the e rro r in  the fo llow ing analyâs caused by th a t effect should be small.
Fourier transform s o f these three spectra were calculated. F its  to the data and noise 
components were made to generate the optim al noise filte r as described in  chapter 3. The
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Fig. 4.3 Comparison o f the line  profile  o f the Si I I  doublet 
» t 6056Â obtained from  the photographic spectra (+ ), M ichelson 
interferom eter ( - - - ) ,  and the convolution o f the in terferom eter 
data w ith  the photographic instrum enta l pro file  (solid line).
data were restored by d iv id ing  by the transform  o f the non-noisy data, m u ltip ly in g  by 
the  noise filte r and then calculating the inverse fourier transform .
For perfect removal o f the instrum enta l p ro file  the resu lt would be a delta  function 
a t the central pon tion  o f the line  pro file . The application o f the filte r function , however, 
leaves a residual in  the fourie r clomsdn which is sim ilar to  a box function . The inverse 
transform  o f a box function  is a sine function . Thus a fte r the incom plete restoration the 
spectrum resembles a sine function  w ith  an effective w id th  inversely p roportiona l to  the 
frequency a t which the filte r becomes operative.
M easuring the resultant w id th  fo r the three tr ia l spectra showed th a t the effective 
instrum enta l profile  had been reduced to Af 75%, 60% and 50% o f its  o rig ina l w id th  
fo r S : N  ratios o f 10,100 and 200 respectively.
A fte r the com pletion o f th is experim ent a report was found in  Code, 1073, o f sim ilar 
w ork by M ille r, 1972, who found reductions to  67%, 45% and 83% fo r S : N  ratios o f 
10, loo and 10^  respectively. These results are m arginally better than those reported 
here. However, given the ra ther inexact method o f including noise used here the results 
are in  reasonable agreement.
The spectra used here, typ ica lly , have S : N  ra tios o f the order o f 30. Therefore 
lit t le  effective reduction o f the instrum enta l pro file  is possible. In  add ition  the restoration 
o f line  profiles gives a ring ing effect due to the oscillations o f the sine function . Brown, 
1974, has suggested re d is trib u tin g  the ’energy* in  the ’rings’ to  remove th is effect. This 
is an unsatisfactory solution as there is no physically m eaningful m ethod w ith  which to 
carry out the operation.
4 .iii M e m m ^ msxktExxLQiJL
Investigations were made o f the photom etric consistency and poâ tiona l s ta b ility  o f 
the Joyce-Loebl m icro densitometer and also o f the noise levels at d ifferent photographic 
densities. In  addition the error introduced by averaging photographic density over the 
s lit ra ther than in tensity was estimated fo r density gradients typ ica l o f the line profiles 
measured here.
P hotom etric  S ta b ility
Two scans were made o f the same section o f a plate two hours apart. A  different
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section o f the density wedge was used, a sh ift o f w  200 Joyce-Loebl units, (JLU ), being 
caused by the in troduction  o f add itiona l neu tra l density in to  the beam path. A fte r sub­
tra c tio n  o f the constant density sh ift the standard deviation o f the differences between the 
two scans was calculated. A  value o f 1.8JLU  (py .0 0 2 D ) was found, showing the excellent 
s ta b ility  o f the Joyce-Loebl as a density measuring machine. The error corresponds to  
o f the continuum  density o f a typ ica l plate used in  th is pro ject.
P o tit io n a l Accuracy
I t  is not necessary to know the absolute size o f a Joyce-Loebl machine step to  any 
high degree o f accuracy, nor is i t  necessary fo r th a t step size to  be constant over the entire 
length  o f the leadscrew. The wavelength ca lib ra tion  techniques can account fo r both 
these effects w ith ou t in troducing  e rro r. I t  is, however, im portan t th a t any varia tions are 
repeatable and th a t they be on a scale length larger than the in te rva l between ca lib ra tion  
points.
As discussed in  chapter 3, software and electronic checks were made to ensure tha t 
any extra pulses to the stepping m otors, or pulses which did not resu lt in  movement o f 
the stepping motors, were recorded. The software also included a rou tine  to  m inim ise 
errors caused by backlash in  the leadscrew. A ll plates were scanned over approxim ately 
the  same section o f the leadscrew. The size o f a u n it Joyce-Loebl step has been measured 
and found to  be w ith in  1% o f the nom inal B/i value (B undark, 1079). B undark also 
found no evidence for variations o f the stepsize on scale lengths o f 1 m m  over a range 
o f rsa 5cm.
A n  investigation o f the ra d ia l velocities o f standard stars using the scanning and 
cross-correlation programs discussed in  chapter 3 has been made by McLean, 1979. A n 
accuracy o f py ±Bkm»~~^ was found fo r these measurements. To achieve th is standard o f 
accuracy any positional error would have to  be <  Sfi over a 5cm range. Some contribu tion  
to  th is  error w ill come from  m isalignm ent o f the scannning d irection  w ith  the d irection 
o f dispersion o f the spectrum.
P hotom etric  noige
Scans were made o f grey levels using the same settings and emulsion as the ste llar 
spectra analysed. Mean densities and standard deviations were calculated fo r each scan
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which consisted o f 612 samples. A  p lo t o f the standard deviations obtained against the 
mean densities Is shown In  figure 4.4. A t these densities and slitsize the gra in noise and 
photon statistics o f the photographic process is the m ain source o f noise. Photon statistics 
in  the measuring machine only become im portan t a t densities o f BD, (R ing, 1974).
The noise levels obtained here are lower than those found by Lindgren, 1974. The 
m ajor p a rt o f th is difference is a ttrib u ta b le  to  the tlla J  emulsion used here as opposed 
to  the baked lla O  emulsion used in  the study a t Lund.
A t the continuum  density to  which most o f the plates were approxim ately mcposed 
the noise level is ps# 1 — 2%. The S : N  ra tio  is, however, p roportiona l to  the
density* Hence the noise is re la tive ly  larger in  the cores o f absorption lines than in  the 
continuum .
Fourier transform s o f two o f the scans confirm ed the noise to  be 'w h ite  noise’, the 
power spectra being approxim ately constant a t a ll frequencies.
The Joyce-Loebl averages density over the s lit ra ther than in tensity. A  broad s lit 
would therefore lead to  considerable photom etric errors in  areas o f ra p id ly  varying 
density, Le.
lo g A  +  » lo g [ lO * * r ~  ^  — l l  log
A t typ ica l density gradients encountered in  th is pro ject the narrow s lit w id th  used, 6 /i, 
introduces an error o f only 0 .1 %.
4.iv  C a lib ra tion  E r ro r9
The ca lib ra tion  o f the non-linear response o f the photographic emulsion to  varying 
intensities o f lig h t is a m ajor source o f possible error in  photographic spectrophotom etry. 
The response o f the emuMon is affected by many factors — the exposure tim e, the con­
tin u ity  o f exposure, the wavelength o f the inciden t lig h t, the photographic development 
techniques used, the emulsion type, the pa rticu la r batch o f emulsion and whether any 
hypersensitisation has been used.
The influence on the derived line profiles and equivalent w idths o f the ca lib ra tion  
constant, n-,in the re lationship I  =  A w ", where w is the Baker density, is large.
Consider the effect o f changing the ca lib ra tion  constant from  n% to  ng. The re la tive  
in tensity  derived fo r a point w ith  density, D , norm alised to a continuum  w ith  density,
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F ig. 4.4 V a ria tion  o f the standard deviation o f the scans o f 
d ifferent grey levels as a function  o f the mean d cn ^ ty  o f the grey 
level.
D o  w ill a lter from  to  fg according to  the re la tion
W henD  A* Dc  then 1% rsrf Jg. As the strength o f the absorption increases, however, and 
D ID q  I-» 0 , the m agnitude o f the effect becomes more im portant.
The dependence o f the derived equivalent w id ths on the value o f n fo r three 
representative lines is shown in  figure 4.5. These lines have been normalised to  nom inal 
equivalent w id ths o f 50,200 and 1000 m Â fo r n  — 0.4 and a continuum  density o f 0.5. 
C learly, the varia tion  o f n  w ill also a lte r the shape o f the measured line  profiles because 
i t  has a d iffe rentia l effect a t the different densities contained w ith in  the line  profile.
The form al error o f the least squares f it  in  any one determ ination o f n  was typ ica lly  
2% , and ra re ly >  4%. In  any case where the form al error was greater than 6 % the 
data were re-analysed afte r a careful exam ination fo r plate defects. These, i f  found, were 
om itted  from  the subsequent reduction. I f  a fte r re-analysis the form al error was s till 
>  5% th a t measurement was rejected and not included in  the table o f n, X pa ir. In  a ll 
on ly 5 out o f a to ta l o f 300 measurements were rejected fo r th is reason.
C alib ra tion  fo r the plates supplied by D r. P .W . H ill was provided by sets o f ex­
posures made w ith  a spot sensitometer contemporaneously w ith  the ste lla r spectra. Two 
sets o f spots w ith  d ifferent exposure tim es are im prin ted  on each ca lib ra tion  plate. The 
exposure times were , usually, 2 m inutes and 4 m inutes fo r the ca lib ra tion  plates on IlaO  
emulsion and 2 m inutes and 8  m inutes fo r those exposed on lOSaF emulsion.
The mean values o f n  found were:
I la O  (Opiates) 103aF (Spfates)
2 m«n> \m in  2 m in  8m in
0.61 ± 0 .0 3  0.58 ±0 .0 3  0.49 ± 0 .0 4  0.39 ±  0.03
The difference between the means found fo r the two 103aF exposure times is clearly 
significant. The difference is p robably due to  recip rocity fa ilu re . W hile  the difference 
between the means found fo r the two exposure tim es fo r IlaO  emulsion is not s ta tis tica lly  
significant i t  was noted th a t fo r each in d iv id ua l p late the longer exposure had a value o f 
t i which was lower than th a t found from  the shorter exposure.
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Given th is possib ility  th a t the value o f n  is a function  o f exposure time> the range 
o f exposure times o f the ste lla r spectra supplied by D r. P . W . H ill and the sensitiv ity 
o f the  derived line  profiles to  the value o f n  I t  was decided to  fu rth e r lAiMpftigate the 
va ria tion  o f n w ith  exposure tim e.
Drs. H . J. W alker and A . E . Lynas-Grey k in d ly  agreed to  ob ta in  the necessary 
exposures using the ca lib ra tion  wedge spectrograph a t S .A .A .O . Tw o sets o f exposures 
on unbaked and baked Ila O  emulsion were obtained. Each set contained 1 p late w ith  
exposure tim es o f 1 m inute and 32 m inutes and 2 exposures a t each o f 2,4,8 and 16 minutes 
dura tion . For each o f the plates a smtable neutra l density filte r  was included in  the 
lig h t pa th  to  ensure the density range covered by the ca lib ra tion  plates was appropriate 
to  those o f the stellar spectra. The pairs o f plates w ith  the same exposure were taken 
w ith  different neutra l density filte rs  such th a t there were pairs o f plates w ith  d ifferent 
exposures bu t the same neu tra l density filte r.
Each o f the plates was scanned a t a wavelength o f 4500Â and reduced in  the 
standard manner. No sign ificant trend w ith  exposure tim e was found fo r e ither emulsion 
when a linear least-squares f it  was made to  the derived values o f n . F igure  4.6 illustra tes 
the  results o f th is  survey. The sh ift between the Ila O  and Ila O b  results shows the extra 
contrast ^ve n  by the baking process. N ote th a t the anomalous UaOb plate w ith  an 
exposure tim e o f 8  m inutes was thought by D r. H . J. W alker a t the tim e o f exposure 
to  have been inserted in  the p la te  holder w ith  the emulsion a t the  wrong side. Despite 
the apparent absence o f any effect correlated w ith  exposure tim e  in  th is  investigation 
the procedures described in  chapter 2  were followed to  m inim ise the  difference between 
the  effective exposure tim es o f the stellar and ca lib ra tion  wedge spectra obtained by the 
author.
A nother im p o rtan t effect is the va ria tion  o f n  w ith  wavelength. W h ile  some authors 
have been satisfied w ith  the use o f one HD curve a t a ll wavelengths, the need to use a 
ca lib ra tion  curve derived w ith in  1 0 0 A  o f the po in t being converted to  in tensity  has
been stressed by W righ t, 1066. A  quantita tive  exam ination o f the  im portance o f th is  effect 
fo r both IlaO  and lH aJ emulsions was possible using the reduction system developed here 
and the simple param eterisation o f the Baker density ca lib ra tion  m ethod.
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F igure 4.7 shows the varia tion  o f n. w ith  wavelength for representative plates w ith  
lla O  and illa J  emulsions. The range o f values found fo r n is 0.36 — 0.62 and py 
0.28—0.37 fo r the respective emulsions. Less regular variations over the wavelength range 
are found fo r n ia J  emulsion. A  typ ica l gradient o f Pa# 5%  per 100Â is apparent fo r the 
IlaO  plate w hile th a t fo r the IHaJ plate is 2%  per lOoA.
In  general, 311 plates o f a given emulsion show trends o f n  w ith  X which have the 
same shape b u t are shifted re la tive  to each other by roughly constant differences in  n. 
For the  Illa J  emulsion ca lib ra tion  wedge spectra used in  the ca lib ra tion  o f the ste lla r 
spectra taken a t S A .A .O . the value o f n  measured at a wavelength o f 4750Â varied 
between 0.26 and 0.35. I t  is not clear at which stage in  the photographic process these 
differences are introduced. The differences may be caused by real plate to  p la te  emulsion 
differences, by d ifferent exposure tim es or s ligh t differences in  the development o f each 
plate.
For n iaJ  emulsion using values o f n  a t 200Â intervals would introduce an error 
s lig h tly  greater than the typ ica l uncerta in ty o f a given value o f n .. In  th is  investigation 
values o f n were found fo r the ca lib ra tion  wedge spectra a t intervals o f 100Â. Spline 
in te rpo la tion  was then used to  derive an in d iv id ua l value o f n  fo r each po in t in  the 
ste lla r spectrum . This procedure should m inim ise possible ca lib ra tion  errors.
For the IlaO  plates calibrated by spot sensitometer a d ifferent procedure was adopted. 
The two sets o f spots were reduced and a mean value o f n  calculated. Th is was 
used to  determ ine the norm alisation applied to  a mean wavelength-dependent ca lib ra­
tio n  w hich had been found from  the plates supplied by Drs. W alker and Lynas-G rey.
4 .V  A n a ly ê if E r ro r9
Two sources o f system atic error arise in  the calculation o f equivalent w id ths from  
the data. The firs t is the setting o f the continuum  level. As th is  operation contains a 
subjective element i t  is d iffic u lt to  quan tify  the accuracy w ith  which i t  is executed. B y 
going through the entire reduction process tw ice fo r the same plate a t w ell separated 
times i t  is possible to estimate the consistency w ith  which an in d iv idua l user sets the 
continuum . Th is process gave an estimated error o f 1 — 2 % except in  the region o f 
the Baim er lines where an error o f py 4% was found. The error caused by th is  effect
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F ig , 4.7 V aria tion  o f n  w ith  wavelength fo r typ ica l plates.
in  the derived equivalent w idths does, o f course, vary from  line  to line. The method used 
to  in tegrate the line  area can also cause an error. The accuracy o f the Simpson's ru le 
in tegra tion  used here is dependent on the number o f points used, the sam pling in te rva l 
and the gradients present in  the line  profile . For a typ ica l line  in  th is  investigation the 
e rro r -C 0.5%.
4 .vi O vera ll Accuracy
The only manner in  which an estim ate o f the overall accuracy o f the measurements 
can be made is by comparison w ith  other measurements. Th is comparison can be in te rna l, 
between d ifférent plates o f the same star, or external, by using the previously published 
measurements o f other authors. I t  is not only im portan t th a t the size o f the random  
errors be established bu t also th a t any evidence fo r system atic trends w ith  wavelength 
or equivalent w id th  be investigated.
In  the fo llow ing section comparison is made between the published results fo r Sirius 
(K oh l, 1964 quoted in  Strom  et al, 1966) and r  Her (Adelm an, 1977) are compared w ith  
those found in  th is investigation. In  add ition , a comparison is made between results 
obtained from  the d ifferent plates o f Sirius. (To some extent th is  section anticipates the 
discussion o f the scanning parameters, reduction procedure and results given in  chapter 
5  to  which the reader is referred fo r details.)
E x te rn a l Gomparieon» (a) Siriuw
A  comparison o f the equivalent w id ths measured from  a single spectrum o f Sirius 
w ith  the data quoted by S trom  et al, 1966 (hereafter SSG) is shown in  figure 4.8. 
The la tte r values are averages obtained from  measurements o f 19 plates, most o f which 
had a reciprocal dispersion o f 2 A  m m *"^. A pproxim ate ly 120 lines are included in  the 
comparison.
The lines were separated in to  three categories according to the equivalent w id th  
a ttribu te d  to  a pa rticu la r line  by SSG, Wg. The r.m .s. difference c, between Wg and 
the equivalent w id th  found in  th is p ro ject, W, was calculated fo r each group according 
to  the form ula 0.5
t L ]
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F ig . 4.8 Comparison o f the equivalent w idths o f lines in  the 
spectrum  o f S irius found in  th is pro ject, W , and those o f K oh l 
quoted in  S S G , W g. The solid line shows the locus, W  ~  W g.
A  polynom ial (o f m axim um  order 6 ) was fitte d  to the data in  each group and the maxim um  
re la tive  difference, L , also noted. The results are summarised in  Table 4.i.
W h ile  the scatter in  the group w ith  the smallest equivalent w idths is large th is 
Is not unexpected. The lack o f any system atic trend in  th is  group is heartening. The 
sligh t system atic trends found fo r the other two groups are more d isturb ing . N either 
is significant a t the level, however, and so no corrections were applied in  the fin a l 
analysis.
W hen comparing results from  investigations o f stellar spectra made w ith  p late 
m ateria l obtained at d ifferent dispersions a trend opposite to th a t recorded here is often 
noted. U sually studies a t lower dispersions record equivalent w id ths th a t are increased 
re la tive  to  measurements o f the same lines made a t higher dispersions.
SSG  quote an error o f 1 0 % fo r a single measurement. For the average result 
from  1 0  spectra i t  is reasonable to assume tha t the residual error in  the mean values is
o f th is  value or <===# 2.5% . Th is suggests th a t the error fo r an in d iv id u a l measurementV lO
in  th is pro ject is 12.5% fo r lines in  group b and 6.5% fo r lines in  group c.
A n  exam ination o f the trend o f re la tive  difference w ith  wavelength fo r lines w ith  
W# >  50mA was also made. The results are p lo tted  in  figure 4.9. No trend is apparent. 
The least squares polynom ial fittin g  rou tine  gave a linear best f it  w ith  a gradient of 
0.002 ±  0.04 m A jA  when applied to th is  data.
(b ) r H e r
Adelm an, 1977, has published a study o f th is  B5 IV  star in  which he uses equivalent 
w id ths averaged over the measurements from  8  plates a t S.oAmm^ and 3 a t 4.3Am m "“ ^, 
his fina l results being adjusted to the scale derived from  the higher dispersion measure­
ments.
For the 25 lines in  common w ith  th is  study, w ith  equivalent w idths in  the range 
50m A < W a <  1000mA, a s im ila r comparison to th a t ju s t discussed fo r S irius was made. 
F igure 4.10 shows a p lo t o f Adelm an's measurements, Wa agmnst those determ ined here, 
W . The best fittin g  polynom ial is again linear (up to  a 7*^ order polynom ial was allowed) 
and is g^ven by:
W  =  1.015(±0.05)Wa -  3.4(±2.0)mA 
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Table 4 .i
E xterna l Comparison o f Equivalent W idths: Sirius
Group W  (m A) N o, o f  L ines c 1^1
(«) 0 <  W g< 5 0 43 0.24 0.43
w 50 <  W g< 100 47 0.13 0 . 2 1
w 1 0 0  <  W g 28 0.07 0.16
Least square polynom ial fits :
(а) W  =  0.999 ±  0.048 -  2  ±  1 m A
(б) W  == 0.973 ±  0.036 -  2  ±  2  mA
(c) W  =  0.984 ±  0.041 Wg - ) - l ± 3  mA
A0
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F ig. 4.9 V aria tion  w ith  wavelength o f the difference, W  — VFg, 
norm alised to  Wg
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F ig . 4.10 Comparison o f the equivalent w id ths o f lines in  the 
spectrum  o f r  Her measured in  th is p ro ject, W , and those o f 
Adelm an, VF4 .
The value o f € found fo r these lines was 0.10 and |L | had a value o f 0.18. No system atic 
trend w ith  wavelength was found fo r {Wa — W )/W a ‘
( It was noted th a t fo r 17 lines from  5 elements the difference, Wa — W , was in  the 
sense th a t would produce less scatter in  the abundance determ inations made by Adelm an)
In te rn a l compariëong
in fo rm a tion  on the consistency and accuracy in  setting the continuum  level, the 
noise level o f the spectra and the accuracy o f converting from  photographic density to 
in tens ity  can be found from  an in te rna l comparison o f two plates o f the same object.
The resu lt o f subtracting one normalised spectrum  of Sirius from  another is shown 
in  figure 4.11. Before the subtraction was made the wavelength o rig n  sh ift was calculated 
using the cross-correlation routines and fou rie r in terpo la tion  was used to  in terpo la te  
between the data points to an accuracy o f o f a pixel. The units used are those o f 
the normalised continuum  in tensity.
A  mean difference o f -0.0005 and an r.m .s. difference o f 0.018 were calculated from  
the data. O nly in  the region o f the line a t 4861A  does any system atic difference over 
& long wavelength scale appear to  exist. Over the 100Â region centred on th is line  the 
mean difference is found to  be 0.03. The system atic error in  setting the continuum  level 
in  the wings o f hydrogen lines is w ell documented and is p a rticu la rly  Im portan t a t the 
spectral type o f Sirius. C alib ra tion  errors w ill also contribute to  the difference found here 
so th is  resu lt is not unsatisfactory. The mean difference is ind icative o f the repea tab ility  
achieved in  the setting o f the continuum  level using the in teractive  techniques o f the 
reduction system developed here.
Measurements o f the equivalent w idths obtained from  4 in d iv id u a l spectra o f S irius 
were also compared. The mean equivalent w id ths fo r each o f th ir ty  lines o f Fe II ,  Or 
H and Si I I  were calculated from  the in d iv id ua l measurements. A  comparison was then 
made fo r each ind iv idua l set o f measurements w ith  the mean set o f equivalent w id ths in  
the same manner as fo r the external comparisons o f Sirius and r  Her. The values o f e 
obtained fo r each set were averaged and the standard deviation calculated fo r the group. 
The results are ^ven  in  table 4 .ii. The values obtained are consistent w ith  the values 
derived from  the external comparisons.
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F ig. 4.11 Result o f the subtraction o f two reduced scans o f S irius.
Table 4 .ii
In te rna l Comparison o f Equivalent W idths: Sirius
Group N o . o f  L in e r € S.D.
w 6 0.17 0.03
(«•) 13 0 . 1 1 0 . 0 2
(«) 1 1 0.08 0 . 0 1
4.TÜ P ro f i le  E rro r»
A  oomparison o f m etal line profiles w ith  the results o f other authors is ra the r more 
d iffic u lt to  make due to  the lack o f published measurepients and the different instrum ental 
profiles o f d ifferent measurements.
Measurements o f the ha lf-w id th  o f the He I  4471Â and M g I I  4481Â lines are given 
fo r a number o f stars in  Slettebak et al, 1075. Twenty-one o f the line  measurements 
presented there were also measured in  the course o f th is  p ro ject. A  comparison between 
the two sets o f measurements is shown in  figure 4.12. A  linear re lationship o f the form
W j =  1.02(±0.04)VV^f''**<'‘ “ *^  + 2 .3 (± 1 .6 )m A
was found to  give the best least-squares f it  to  the data. No correction fo r the instrum enta l 
pro file  was made as both sets o f observations were made w ith  approxim ately the same 
resolution.
A n  a lternative approach to the problem  o f estim ating the error in  the line  profiles 
is to  investigate w hat in tensity  error a t each po in t in  the line  p ro file  would produce the 
errors found in  the measured equivalent w id ths. The s ta b ility  o f the errors found in  the 
previous section suggests the value o f such an approach.
To s im p lify  th is  investigation a fu rthe r approxim ation was made. This was to assume 
th a t there exists a linear relationship between the central depths,l-R g  » and equivalent 
w id ths o f the lines. Such a re lationship,
is shown fitte d  to  the S irius data in  figure 4.13.
To firs t order the approxim ation is indeed reasonable. The m agnitude o f an error 
in  l-J?o *bat would correspond to a given equivalent w id th  error can then be calculated. 
The results o f such a calculation fo r an average line  in  each o f the three equivalent w id th  
ranges used previously are given in  table 4 .iii. The percentage error in  in tensity  is then the 
system atic error in  in tens ity  or the mean random  error in  in tensity, (or some com bination 
o f both) a t each po in t in  the line profile . As there are typ icfd ly  12-20 points in  each line  
p ro file  a random  noise level o f 2%  would contribu te  approxim ately 0.5% o f the to ta l
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F ig . 4.12 Comparison o f the half-w id ths o f the M g I I  4481A  
and He I  447lA  lines obtained here, W xt and those given by
S lettebak et a l , (S lettebak).
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F ig . 4.18 Comparison o f the central depth and equivalent
w id th  measures fo r lines in  the spectrum o f S irius. The line  is the 
least squares f it  described in  the tex t.
Table 4 .ü i
In tens ity  E rro r Required fo r R .M .S. Equivalent W id th  E rro r
Group W {m \) c Ai?o A I { % )
(«) 25 0.066 0.25 0 . 0 1 1 1 . 2
(6 ) 76 0.867 0 . 1 2 0.016 1 . 8
(<=) 160 0.733 0.08 0 . 0 2 2 2.9
erro r. The rem aining error o f 1-2% must come from  the setting o f the continuum  level 
and the ca lib ra tion  procedure.
4 .V ÎÜ  Sum m ary
The spectra used in  th is investigation, when measured and reduced w ith  the in ­
teractive com puter package, gpve results w hich compare favourably w ith  those o f other 
authors. The repea tab ility  o f the results is good and fo r lines w ith  equivalent w idths larger 
than 60mA an r.m .s. error o f 10% is found. The larger error o f 20 — 26% found 
fo r weaker lines is not unreasonable a t the dispersion used here. In  addition the lack o f 
any system atic sh ift between the measurements made fo r th is  pro ject and those made at 
higher dispersions suggest th a t the a tten tion  given to the development and ca lib ra tion  
procedures has been w orthw hile.
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE ANALYSIS OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SPECTRA
6 .Î In trod u c tion
In  th is  chapter the results obtained from  the analysis o f the photographic spectra 
using the FORTH reduction system and the subsequent in terpreta tion  o f the data using 
LTE  and non-LTE models w ill be discussed. A  comparison o f the m erits o f both types o f 
model wiU be ^ve n  and the fundam ental stellar properties deduced.
6 . ii Scanning
A ll the plates were scanned using the Joyce-Loebl m icrodensitometer and the fo l­
low ing procedures. Plates were firs t aligned w ith  the direction o f dispersion parallel to  
the long axis (x-axis) o f the plate table. Th is was accomplished w ith  the aid o f the table 
ro ta tio n  screw.
A  stellar scan was composed o f five ind iv id ua l parallel scans o f the same length. 
These were:
a) dear plate
b) comparison arc spectrum
c) stellar spectrum
d) the other comparison arc spectrum
e) dear p late
The y  position o f the sta rting  points o f each scan were in p u t to the contro lling 
computer using the push buttons on the Joyce-Loebl control panel. The s lit w id th  was 
set to  6 / t  and the s lit length set to  maximise the area o f plate scanned. The distance 
between sample points was fixed a t 15/i. Th is ensured tha t the sampling theorem,
a <  A(®) <  A {R )
04
where a is the s lit w id th , A(ac) is the sam pling in terva l and A (i? ) the size o f a resolution 
element, was satisfied.
Scans were composed of approxim ately 15360 samples. This meant th a t approxim ately 
0 * o f p late was traversed which caused an in tit ia l problem  in  th a t the focus o f the 
Joyce-Loebl was not constant over the entire scan length. This was overcome by in ­
serting a pause routine in  the scanning program . Th is halted the scan u n til a charac­
ter on the term ina l keyboard was depressed, allow ing the focus to  be adjusted i f  neces­
sary. This action was only taken i f  the m icrodensitom eter was scanning a continuum 
regjon o f the spectra. H alts occurred at roughly 1 .6  cm intervals.
Scans o f ca libra tion wedge spectra plates were made perpendicular to the direction 
o f dispersion at Ay lOOA intervals. The wavelength scale was obtained by measuring the 
positions o f the arc lines superimposed on these plates. This was done using the Joyce- 
Loebl push button  control panel. The same stepsize parameters were used as fo r the scans 
o f the stellar spectra. The length o f each scan was sufficient to  include a region o f dear 
p late before and after the data containing the step wedge density in form ation .
For spot sensitometer ca libra tion plates the centre o f each spot was found using the 
push button  controls and the positions were then in p u t to the contro lling computer. In  
general 12 ind iv idua l scans o f 512 samples were then needed, 1 per spot pair, the regjon 
between each o f the spots in  a pair being used to determ ine the local background.
6 . iii C alib ra tion , C onvere ionto In te n tity ,  and N orm aliBation.
Baker density ca libration constants, n, were determ ined as described in  chapter 3. 
For the spectra w ith  ca libra tion wedge spectra tables o f n, X pairs were stored on disc. 
For the HaO and IlaO b plates w ith  spot sensitometer calibrations a mean value o f n  
was determ ined from  the two ind iv idua l values found from  the two sets o f spots. This 
value o f n  was then used to  normalise a mean n, X set derived during the experiment to  
investigate the varia tion o f n  w ith  exposure tim e. For the lOSaF plates a constant value 
o f n  derived from  the sensitometer spots was used a t a ll wavelengths.
The wavelength scales o f the stellar spectra were found using the comparison arc 
spectra. Both scans o f the arc lines were firs t compared using the cross-correlation routines 
to  ensure no shiA had occprred between scans. A  set o f x, X pairs was stored on disc as
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discussed in  chapter 3.
Mean values o f the clear plate level were obtained by averaging the ind iv idua l scans 
o f dear plate. Where any large-scale varia tion  o f the dear p late level w ith  x position 
was found the spline in terpo la tion  routine was used to define a clear plate level for each 
sample point in  the scan o f the stellar spectrum. Otherwise a constant value was assumed.
The stellar spectrum was then converted to  baker density, w, and then to log 
(re la tive in tensity) units using the ca libra tion constant. F in a lly  the spectrum was nor­
malised to the continuum  level using the in teractive  routines discussed earlier.
A fte r each stage in  th is  reduction process a copy o f the data was transferred to 
magnetic tape via the H316 fo r permanent storage.
6 .iv  M eaturem ent
A fte r a period o f fam ilia risation  w ith  each spectrum, when the Fourier transform  
and noise filte r routines were used to obtmn a measure o f the S : N  ra tio  and the 
d is tinction  between real and spurious features, data on the absorption lines were extracted 
from  the spectra in  the fo llow ing manner.
Each spectrum was displayed on the T 40I0  screen in  overlapping consecutive sec­
tions o f py 50A in  length. Shortward and longward wavelength lim its  to unblended 
fines were selected in te ractive ly w ith  the cursor. Equivalent w idths and the other line 
parameters were then calculated and stored in  a catalogue on disc as described in  chap­
te r 3. For blended lines (apart from  those o f hydrogen and helium ) the ana lytic fittin g  
function  (equation SB) was used to separate the ind iv idua l components o f the blend, the 
fine parameters calculated ana lytica lly and stored in  the catalogue. Parameters fo r the 
hydrogen lines were obtained by firs t selecting points in teractive ly to  represent the un­
blended line  profile  and using the spline in terpo la tion  routine to  generate an unblended 
fine profile  and to store th is in  a separate disc storage area. Th is was then measured in  the 
same manner as fo r unblended m etal lines. A n add itiona l param eter was also measured 
fo r the Balm er fines. Th is parameter was the fu ll w id th  o f the line a t a residual in tensity  
o f 75%, H 7^ 5 .
A fte r measuring a ll lines, line fists published by other authors and the tables o f 
M oore, 1959, and K urucz and P«^ hrtm an^ 1975, were used to  id e n tify  the lines. A fte r
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measuring a ll lines fo r a ll stars i t  was decided th a t, p rincipa lly for com putational reasons, 
i t  would be necessary to  re s tric t the analyds to  a subset o f the data.
The follow ing crite ria  were used in  choosing th is subset although some excep­
tions were made. Lines o f C II,C m ,N II,N ia ,O n ,S n ,S III,M g n A in i,S in ,S n n  and S ilV  were 
chosen to cover, where possible, a range o f wavelength, a range o f observed strength, and 
a range o f excitation energy. A ttem pts were made to select lines free o f possible blending 
and fo r which atom ic data o f reasonable accuracy was available.
Table 5.i lis ts the lines chosen together w ith  the log g f values. I t  should be stressed 
th a t th is lis t is somewhat a rb itra ry  and w ith  hindsight some different lines would have 
been selected. The set chosen did however enable the m ajor aims o f the pro ject to  be 
pursued.
A fte r the selection o f lines the spectra were re-measured. O nly lines on the lis t 
were measured bu t in  th is analyns i f  no line was evident a t the expected position the 
wavelength regon around the expected position was used to determ ine an upper lim it to 
the strength o f a line . In  general the upper lim its  fo r unmeasured lines are o f the order 
o f Ay 1 0  — 15mA bu t fo r the spectra w ith  the lowest S : N  ra tios or the broadest lines 
th is  could rise to Ay 25mA.
A  comparison o f the results derived from  both sets o f measurements showed only 
very small differences ( < 2 %) caused prindpzdly by the m arginally d ifferent continuum  
level and line wavelength lim its  chosen.
Table 5 .ii gives the mean values o f equivalent w idths found fo r the lines. The lines 
are identified by ion and wavelength in  A  and tfie  measurements are in  m A . Also included 
are measurements o f the Balmer d iscontinu ity, which are in  magnitudes and were 
taken from  the lite ra tu re  (in  particu la r the catalogue o f Breger, 1076). Lines fo r which no 
detection was made are indicated by a *. Those ou tw ith  the wavelength region measured 
are given by a —. A n  F  a t the position o f a line  indicates th a t a p la te  flaw prevented the 
measurement o f th a t line  while a B  means th a t the line  could not be measured because 
o f blending effects. A  colon afte r a measurement im plies tha t i t  is more uncertain than 
other measurements.
5.V A na lysts o f  E qu iva len t W id th  D ata
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T M e  6.1
Log g f values and Line C om ponents
Io n  Wavelength Type o f  C om puta tion  Components lo g y /
C I I  8921 W  3920.68 -0 .2 4
4074 P  4074.48 0.19
4074.54 0.39
4074.84 0.58
4267 P  4267.00 0.56
4267.26 0.72
4374 W  4374.28 0 . 6 6
4411 P  4411.20 0.54
4411.52 0.69
5145 W  5145.16 0.17
5151 W  5151.08 - 0 .2 1
c m  4056 W  4056.06 0.40
4647 W  4647.40 0 . 1 0
4650 W  4650.16 -0 .1 2
4664 W  4663.53 -0 .5 8
N i l  3995 W  3995,00 0.30
4176 W  4176.16 0.60
4228 W  4227.75 - 0 . 0 2
4447 W  4447.03 0.28
4530 W  4530.40 0.57
4614 W  4613.87 -0 .5 9
4631 W  4630.54 0,23
5005 P  5005.14 0.61
5005.30 -0 .9 0
N I I I  4515 W  4514.89 0.29
4524 W  4523.60 -0 .3 4
4634 W  4634.17 -0 .0 7
4641 W  4640.64 0.19
T&ble 6 .1  (contd.)
Io n  L ine  Type o f  Com putation Components log g f
O i l  4072 W  4072.16 0.53
4087 W  4087.20 0.38
4093 W  4092.94 -0 .2 5
4317 W  4317.14 -0 .3 3
4326 W  4325.77 -1 .0 6
4415 W  4414.91 0.31
4417 W  4416.98 0.00
4591 W  4591.01 0.37
4596 W  4596.20 0 . 2 2
4649 W  4649.14 0.35
M g l l  4385 W  4384.64 -0 .7 8
4391 W  4390.56 -0 .5 3
4434 W  4433.99 -0 .9 0
4481 JP 4481.14 0.76
4481.31 0.69
A i m  4613 W  4612.57 0.41
4529 4529.18 0.66
S i l l  3864 W  3853.86 -1 .6 1
8856 W  3866.02 -0 .6 0
3863 W  3862.60 -0 .8 5
4128 W  4128.07 0.31
4131 W  4130.89 0.46
6041 W  5041.03 0.25
5056 P  6055.99 0.50
5056.33 -0 .4 4
6347 W  6347.10 0.31
6371 W  6371.36 O.Ol
Table 6.1 (contd.)
Io n  L ine  Type o f  C om puta tion  Components lo g y /
s u n  4662 
4567 
4576 
4813 
4820 
4820
W
W
W
W
W
W
4552.62
4567.82
4574.76
4813.33
4819.71
4828.96
0.19
-0.04
-0.51
0.85
0.57
1.09
S i lV  4089 
4116 
4212 
4631 
4654
W
W
W
W
W
4088.85
4116.10
4212.40
4631.13
4654.31
0.20
- 0.11
0.81
1.18
1.49
S U  3923 
4816 
4925 
6014
W
W
W
W
3923.48
4816.62
4925.32
6014.00
0.32
0.08
0.17
0.16
S m  3984 
4285 
4362 
4365
W
W
W
W
3983.77
4284.99
4361.53
4364.75
-0.72
0.11
-0.33
- 0.68
Table 5 .ii 
Equivalent W id ths in  mA: 
Carbon H
H D 3921 4074 4267 4374 4411 5145 5151
15371 35 18 58 6 4c — —
74575 — 35 193 23 38 43 23
79351 — 23 219 19 31 32 25
81188 — 40 289 17 35 42 33
106825 — — 52 * 4: 4c 4:
111123 — 37 187 19 35 36 30
116658 — B 2 2 2  : B B 4c 4c
118716 * 187 * * 4c 4c
129056 — 51 260 17 49 37 29
132200 — 30 266 16 28 28 1 2
147165 — B 128 B 27 : B 4c
147394 62 * 155 * 4c — —
149438 — 13 73 8 14 4c 4c
165024 155 : B 184 B 4c 4c 4c
166182 85 19 208 * 16 : — —
169467 8 8 ♦ 204 * 4c '— —
180163 58 15 199 4c 1 2 — —
184171 63 14 178 4c 9 : — —
184930 30 * 8 8 ♦ 7 — —
195810 57 * 1 1 2 4c 5 : — —
207971 14: * * 4: 4c — —
214680 1 0 * 48 4c 4c — —
218376 58 * 149 9 : 13 _ _
Table 6.11 (contd.) 
Carbon m
H D 4056 4647 4650 4664
15371 * * * *
74575 * 18 B *
70351 * 8 B *
81188 * * * *
106625 * * * *
111123 — 144 B *
116658 — B B B
118716 — 56 B *
129056 — 25 B *
132200 — * B *
147165 '— B B B
147394 * * * *
149438 29 163 125 8
165024 * B B *
166182 * * * *
169467 * * * *
180163 * * * *
184171 * * * *
184930 * * * *
195810 * * * *
207971 * * * *
214680 33 176 60 : *
218376 8 82 B 5 :
Table 6 .ii(con td .)
N itrogen I I
H D 3995 4176 4228 4447 4530 4614 4831 5005
15371 1 0 6 5 8 B — — —
74576 140 28 49 84 19 49 103 62
70351 — 30 1 0 16 2 0 1 1 23 18
81188 — 38 28 54 17 19 73 45
106625 — * * B B B B *
111123 — 2 1 28 43 1 0 56 119 74
116658 — * * B B B B *
118716 — 14: 24 : 2 2 B 27 34 18 :
120056 — 27 58 70 26 52 108 89
132200 — 9 1 2 23 1 0 1 1 48 50
147165 — * * 53 B * 46 : B
147394 29 * * * * * * —
149438 — 2 0 16 54 19 2 0 28 84
165024 324 41 74 135 B 70 197 142 :
166182 115 1 2 33 41 24 * 58 : —
169467 2 0  ; * * * * * * 1 0  :
180163 37 * * * * * * —
184171 16 * * * * * * —
184930 14 * * * * * *
105810 5 : * * * * * * -
207971 F * * * * * * —
214680 18 * * 16 * * 23 —
218376 1 1 1 29 5 : 64 38 65 109: •M .
Table 5 .il (contd.)
N itrogen I I I
H D 4515 4524 4634 4641
15371 * * * *
74575 * * * *
70351 * * * *
81188 * * * *
106625 * * * *
111123 * * * *
116658 * * * *
118716 * * * *
120056 * * * *
132200 * * * *
147165 * * * *
147394 * * * *
149438 40 2 2 36 6 6
165024 * * * *
166182 * * * *
169467 * * * *
180163 * * * *
184171 * * * *
184930 * * * *
195810 * * * *
207971 * * * *
214680 65 2 0 26 56
218376 * * * *
Table 6 . ii (contd.) 
Oxygen H
H D 4072 4087 4093 4317 4326 4415 4417 4591 4596 4649
16371 * * * 5 * 1 1 8 * * 1 0
74675 105 36 43 104 29 140 124 90 71 197
79351 35 * * 84 * 46 2 2 1 1 6 41
81188 59 * * 51 23 6 6 62 43 46 60
106625 * * * * * * * * * *
111123 226 43 56 164 93 213 195 190 188 196 :
116658 B B B B B B B B B B
118716 157 35 : 40 : 75 * 132 159 82 90 144:
129056 123 30 33 99 36 124 133 84 65 187
132200 64 1 0 * 44 13 6 6 53 32 8 6 82
147165 B B * 1 0 0 : 60 : B B 81 : 87 : B
147394 * * * * * * * * * *
149438 84 24 27 78 55 8 8 85 83 78 1 2 0
165024 124: 38 * 108 * 174 : 127 : 139 126 B
166182 48 13 * 59 1 0 49 29 : 80 26 6 8
169467 $ * * * * * ♦ * * *
180163 17 * * 14 * 27 25 * 18 2 0
184171 1 1 * * * * 16 1 0 * * *
184930 * * * * * * * * * $
195810 B * * 1 0 ; * 8  : * * * *
207971 * * * * * * * * * *
214680 B * * 28 * 24 42 * * 48
218376 171 27 32 : 131 32 146 134 167 1 0 1 249 :
Table 5.ii (contd.)
Silicon n
H D 3854 3856 3863 4128 4131 5041 5056 6347 8371
15371 69 1 1 0 104 90 94 75 1 1 0 229 198
74575 — — — 35 40 1 1 8 — —
70351 — — — 87 87 33 69 — —
81188 — — — 59 6 6 27 44 — —
106625 — — — 160 152 126 145 — —
111123 — — — * * * * — —
116658 — — — * * * * — —
118716 — — — * * * * '— —
120056 — — — 28 S3 17 29 — —
132200 — — — 44 50 34 50 — —
147165 — — — * * * * — —
147304 77 133 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 — — — —
149438 — — — * * * * _ —
165024 B B 41 B B 19 : 48 : * *
166182 15: 45 34 40 39 — — — —
169467 41 87 74 6 8 83 74 106 160 89
180163 69 117 1 0 1 89 1 0 0 — — — —
184171 53 04 92 73 84 — — —
184930 59 118 1 1 1 118 130 — — —
105810 82 153 135 1 2 2 144 — — — —
207971 6 6 143 1 1 2 117 123 1 0 2 174 228 188
214680 * * * * * — — — —
218876 * * * * * _
Table 5.ii (contd.)
Silicon n i
H D 4552 4567 4575 4813 4820 4829
16371 19 8 é * * *
74576 208 188 117 30 42 56
79351 77 57 28 9 17 6
81188 152 1 1 0 69 2 0 27 *
106625 * * * * * *
111123 335 264 185 47 73 60
116658 223 : 144: 114: 33 : 42 : 48 :
118716 175 130 85 2 0 40 28
129056 285 213 137 41 54 45
132200 118 91 6 6 17 28 32
147185 239 187 128 28 : 82 : 35 :
147394 27 2 0 15 * * *
149438 113 93 60 15 28 18
165024 324 224 186 B B 108:
166182 107 60 26 — — —
169467 42 27 1 0 * * *
180163 61 35 2 1 * * *
184171 43 26 1 0 * * *
184930 * * * * * *
195810 * * * * * *
207971 * $ * * * *
214680 47 40 2 0 * * *
218376 260 198 103 15 38 24
Table 5.ii (contd.)
Sificon IV
H D 4080 4116 4212 4631 4654
16371 * * * *
74575 64 47 * B *
70351 * * * * *
81188 26 1 0 * * *
106025 * * * * *
111123 262 178 37 * 43
116658 4 2 : * * * *
118716 118: 90 : 23 : 26 : 18 :
120056 47 27 * * *
132200 23 * * * *
147165 B B 15 * *
147304 * * * * *
140438 167 146 29 64 74
165024 139 78 * * *
166182 * * * * *
160467 * * * * *
180163 * * * * *
184171 * * * * *
184930 * * * * *
195810 * * * * *
207971 * * * * *
214680 253 157 48 31 72
218376 219: 109 * B 1 0  :
Table 6 .ii (contd.)
Sulphur II Sulphur n i
H D 3923 4816 4925 6014 3984 4285 4362 4365
16371 18 26 30 2 2 * * * *
74676 — 5 * 27 34 31 2 1 16
79351 — 19 29 34 * * *
81188 — 15 B 23 — B * *
106625 — * * 14 * * * *
111123 — 1 0 : 1 0  : 5 ; — B 63 43
116658 — B B B _ B B B
118716 — * B * — 56 14 ; *
129056 — 1 2 * F — 26 27 13
132200 — 17 14 33 — * * *
147165 — * B B — B * *
147394 * * — * * * *
149438 — * * * — 30 17 1 0
165024 B * B B B B 23 : B
166182 * — — — B * * *
169467 * * * B * * + *
180163 23 1 0  : — — * * * *
184171 6 * — — * * * *
184930 * * — — * * * *
195810 1 0 * — — * * * *
207971 * * —- — * * * *
214680 * * — — B 2 1 23 17
218376 1 2 16 — — 9 B 36 2 1
Table 5.îi (contd.)
Magnesium II A lum in ium  H I
H D 4385 4391 4434 4481 4513 4529
16371 2 0 33 1 0 272 4c 8
74575 * 4c 4c 146 34 59
70351 16 18 24 203 28 53
81188 * 5 7 172 24 47
106625 46 : 44 24 417 4c 4c
111123 * 4c 4c 165 57 8 8
116658 B B * 218: * B
118716 * * 4c 8 6 : * 28 :
129056 4c 19 7 : 187 45 75
132200 4c 23 4c 195 4c 1 0
147165 4c 4c 4c 168 25 : B
147394 28 58 34 272 4c 4c
149438 4c 14 4c 78 19 8 8
165024 B B B 2 1 0 58 B
166182 4c 4c 4c 134 1 0 26
169467 4c 4c 4c 185 4c 4c
180163 4i 23 4c 167 4c 1 0 :
184171 4c 4i 4c 2 2 0 4c 4c
184930 4c 4c 4c 234 4c 4c
105810 31 43 4; 313 4: 4c
207971 28 46 4c 334 4c 4c
214680 4c 4c 4c 6 8 4c 4c
218376 4c 4c 4c 87 16 31
Table 5.îi (contd.)
Hydrogen, W 7 5 ,
H D H ^ W76 H6
15371 4400 6670 4700 .80
74675 2820 3190 2750 .30
79351 5950 8000 6990 —
81188 5550 8500 6010 .42
106625 8360 12600 — .91
111123 3330 4300 3100 .2 2
116658 4600 : 6000 : 4740: .32 ;
118716 3180 3800 3410 .29
129056 3620 4700 3710 .40
132200 5360 7200 5680 .36
147165 3650 5000 3950 .27
147394 7710 11500 8040 .59
149438 2840 2800 3280 .15
165024 2190 3100 2280 .30
166182 3910 3500 4240 —
169467 4960 5800 5200 .58
180163 4140 4900 4070 —
184171 4820 5200 5240 —
184930 6910 8400 7130 —
196810 8210 1 2 2 0 0 8460 —
207971 8950 9300 8740 —
214680 2 1 1 0 1600 1980 .1 2
218376 2690 2 0 0 0 2760 —
The equivalent w idths, W , were then used to determ ine values fo r the effective 
tem perature,?^ y y ,logarithm ic surface gravities, log g, m icroturbulent velocities, ( t ,  and 
elemental abundances,!^], fo r the programme stars. ( Element abundances are expressed 
in  logarithm s re la tive  to |H j= 12 .0 ), Both LTE  and non-LTE models were used indepen­
dently to  derive values.
L T E  A na lys is
A  g rid  o f ste llar photosphere models was calculated using the ATLAS computer 
program: described previously. The range o f T ^ f f  o f these models was 1 2 0 0 0 K f-f
35000K and log g varied from  3—4.5. A  fu ll lis t o f the models is given in  Table 5 .iii.
The photospheric structures ou tpu t by th is program  were then used as inpu t 
to the W ID TH 6  program  # This program. calculated equivalent w id ths fo r the lines 
identified w ith  a W  in  the line lis t in  Table 5.i.
Equivalent w id ths fo r each line were predicted at intervals o f 0.25dex over the range 
( [X ] 0  — 1.25 H+ [X ]q  *f 1.00) and at values o f o f 0,5 and 10 km  . Occasionally 
predictions fo r higher values o f had to be calculated.
For lines identified  w ith  a P in  Table 5 ,ii i t  was necessary to e xp lic itly  calculate 
line  profiles w ith  the W ID T H 6  program * These are lines which are complex blends of 
components insu ffic ien tly separated to  be treated independently and too w idely separated 
or o f too sim ilar strengths to  be treated as a single line.
Ind iv idua l components were combined to  give a line profile  fo r the blend and this 
profile  was integrated using Simps on* s Buie  in  a manner sim ilar to  th a t used fo r the 
observed equivalent w idths.
Profiles were calculated only a t intervals o f 0.5 in  |X] and the in tegra tion  only 
carried out a t points ind icated by the results from  other lines.
Having derived a g rid  o f predicted equivalent w idths fo r a number o f lines these 
were used to determ ine the photospheric parameters in  the fo llow ing conventional way. 
Figures 5.1 - 5.23 illu s tra te  the solutions found fo r each ind iv idua l star.
The abundances required to reproduce the observed equivalent w id ths o f every line  
o f each element represented by more than one stage o f ionisation were firs t calculated. 
L inear in te rpo la tion  was used between the predicted values. This was done a t a ll tabulated
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Table 5.m 
G rid  o f LT E  Models
lo g y
T e // 3.0 3.5 3.75 4.0 4.5
1 2 0 0 0 + +
13600 +
15000 + +
17500 + +
2 0 0 0 0 + + +
22500 + + +
25000 + + +
27500 + + +
30000 4- + 4-
32500 + + 4-
35000 + 4-
_ i
values o f for four model photospheres. The four models were chosen so as to have two 
values o f T ^ f f  a t each o f two values o f log g such tha t the sign o f the difference in  
abundance between ions o f the same element changed between models o f different
Mean abundances and standard deviations were then calculated fo r each ion. Both 
the varia tion  o f the standard deviation w ith  and the trend o f pC] w ith  W  fo r the 
lines o f an ion were investigated fo r a m inim um . I f  necessary abundances a t values o f 
interm ediate to those calculated fo r the g rid  were in terpolated lin ea rly  from  those already 
found. In  general values o f the standard deviations m inim ised at the same value o f 
th a t showed the least trend o f [X] w ith  W . The scatter amongst d ifferent ions was usually 
<  3fcm A  value o f was chosen from  w eighting these values from  ind iv idua l ions 
according to the number and q u a lily  o f lines and the atom ic weight o f the ions concerned.
Values of a t which ionisation equ ilib rium  (i.e. equal abundances from  each of 
2  ions) occurred were then calculated fo r each pa ir o f ions o f each element at both values 
o f log g. This was done by in terpo la ting  linea rly  between the g rid  tem peratures to find 
the tem perature a t which the abundance difference between ion pairs went to zero.
The locus o f points linea rly  connecting the two (3 ^yy,lo g  g) points was assumed to 
represent the range o f acceptable solutions.
The equivalent w id th  and IV7 5  o f were used in  conjunction w ith  the published 
line  profiles o f Kurucz, 1080, and the value w ith  the values calibrated by U nderh ill 
(U nderh ill and Doazan, 1082), also calculated w ith  the A TLA S 6  model photosphere 
programme to define sim ilar lo d .
A ll the loci were p lo tted  and the values o f T ^ f f  and log g which gave the most 
acceptable solution determ ined. Consideration was given to  the number o f lines and 
accuracy o f each defining locus in  determ ining the solution.
F in a lly  abundances fo r a ll the lines were interpolated to the po in t o f solution. 
Mean abundances were calculated fo r each ion and a check was made th a t the ionisation 
equilibrium  constraint was s till satisfied.
N o n  — L T E  A na lys is
The non-LTE analysis was based on the g rid  o f calculations made fo r lines o f silicon 
by Kam p, 1974, 1976. This is the only w ork w hich presents results fo r lines o f a m e t^ lic
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element in  more than one stage o f ionisation. Use was also made o f the calculations 
fo r hydrogen lines (M ihalas, 1972) and nitrogen I I  lines (D uflon  and H ibbert, 1982). A ll 
these calculations use as the ir basis a programme by M ihalas w hich calculates a model 
photosphere allow ing fo r the departures from  LTE  of hydrogen,helium  and a mean lig h t 
element. O nly the silicon and hydrogen line calculations and values o f calculated from  
the M ihalas models were used in  determ ining values o f ?^yy ,log  g and (although the 
n itrogen lines were used to check th is la tte r param eter).
The g rid  o f silicon line  predictions is tabulated a t 2500K intervals in  T ^ f f  and a t 
values o f log g o f 3,0 and 4.0.( A dd itio na l values o f surface g rav ity  are also sometimes 
tabula ted). Values o f 0, 5 and sometimes 15 km  are used fo r (g. In  the m ain the 
calculations are only made fo r |Si] = 7 .50 . Kam p, 1978, however, has shown th a t the slope 
o f the curve o f grow th fo r non-LTE line calculations is sim ilar to  th a t in  the LTE  case.
He shows tha t the slope,D, defined by
«((5.-1)
can be closely approxim ated by
D  =  0.9167 — 0.0833log(ro) — Q X  cos(log(ro) — 2 .0 )
where rp is the central optica l depth o f the line and Q is a param eter determ ined from  
the model ( it  is Ay 0.5).
Th is assumption is clearly only va lid  fo r values o f [Si] close to  7.60. The results 
obtained w ill show th a t th is  is a ju s tifie d  assumption.
A  method tim ila r to th a t adopted fo r the LT E  analysis was followed here. The 
abundances required to reproduce the observed strengths o f the silicon lines were calcu­
la ted using the form ulae given above fo r models a t two or three effective tem peratures 
a t each o f two values o f the surface g ravity . Abundances were calculated fo r models w ith  
=  Okm$~^ and =  5kms~~^ (and where appropriate =  lB km $ ~ ^), Abundances 
a t other values o f were in terpolated or extrapolated line arly  using these.
Mean abundances and standard deviations fo r the lines o f each ion were then 
calculated. Again the standard deviations and the trend o f [Si] w ith  W  were investigated 
to  determ ine
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Effective tem peratures at w hich the derived abundances fo r each pa ir o f ions were 
equal were then found as before fo r both surface gravities.
A  sim ilar process was undergone fo r the  equivalent w id th  and W7 5  o fH ^  and fo rD ^  
using the tabulations o f M ihalas, 1072.
A ll the loci o f the solutions were then p lo tted  as fo r the LTE  analysis and the 
solution best satisfying a ll parameters chosen. Silicon and nitrogen abundances were 
then interpolated from  the respective theoretical grids. The w ork o f D ufton and H ibbert 
presents results fo r 6  lines o f nitrogen H, o f w hich 4 (the lines a t 3995Â, 4228Â, 4447Â 
and 4631 A ) were included in  th is study. The predictions are made at up to 6 values o f 
[N] over the range 7.1 <  [JV] <  8 , 6  and fo r =  0  and (*  =  6  km  U n fortunate ly 
they present results only fo r model photospheres w ith  log g ~  4.0. This should not cause 
too great an error fo r most o f the stars in  th is survey i f  the effect o f varying the surface 
g ra v ity  on the non-LTE models is the same as th a t fo r the LTE  models. Here the effect 
o f reducing log g from  4,0 to  3.0 a t effective temperatures less than about 26000K is 
to  reduce the required nitrogen abundance byf%* 0.2 dex. Abundances fo r each line were 
lin e a rly  interpolated (or extrapolated) in  th e ir tables for b o th ft =  0km  and^t == 
bkm  9~~^. Values a t the value o f ind icated from  the silicon lines were also calculated 
from  these results. The mean and standard deviations were calculated as before and the 
trend o f [N] w ith  W  investigated. The values o f derived from  the silicon lines were, in  
general, com pletely com patible w ith  the n itrogen line  results.
6 .v i The Résulté
Values o f 7 ^yy ,lo g  g, and calculated w ith  the LTE models are ^ve n  in  Table 5 .iv  
w hile  those found using the non-LTE models are listed in  Table S.vi. Table 5.v shows the 
resuluts o f the abundance determ inations fo r [0 ],(N ],[0 ], [M g],(AI],[S] and [Si] from  the 
LTE  analysis w hile  Table 5 .v ii gives the non-LTE values o f [N] and [Si],
The graphical solutions fo r each star are displayed in  figures 5,li-+5.23. The LTE  
solution is displayed in  pa rt (a) (upper) o f each figure while the lower po rtion  (pa rt (b)) 
is the non-LTE solution. Each locus o f solution is identified by the parameters used to 
define i t  and the chosen solution is marked w ith  a +  •
Before discussing the errors involved and comparing the results o f the two analyses
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Table 5 .iv  
LTE  Solutions
H D loge î t
16371 13500 3,1 3.
74576 2 2 2 0 0 3.1 1 0 .
76361 20600 4.1 8 .
81188 23200 4.1 1 0 .
106625 11800 3.4 3.
111123 26200 3.4 13.
116658 23500 3.0 1 0 .
118716 26300 3.8 1 0 .
129056 22500 3.5 15.
132200 23500 4.1 7.
147165 27100 4.1 1 0 .
147394 16200 4.0 2,5
149438 31750 4.1 5.
165024 22800 3.1 15.
166182 2 0 1 0 0 3.3 5.
169467 16300 3.1 3.
180163 16500 2.9 5.
184171 16600 3.1 5.
184930 14500 3.5 3.
195810 13600 3.7 4.
207971 1 2 2 0 0 3.5 3.
214680 33000 3.9 1 0 .
218376 26700 3.5 15.
Table B.v
LTE Abundances
H D G N O M g A l S S i
16371 8.4 7.7 8.5 7.4 6 .1 7.0 7.3
74676 7.9 7.7 8 . 6 7.2 5.9 6.7 7.2
70351 8 .2 7.5 8 . 1 7.6 6 .1 6.9 7.0
81188 8 .1 7.7 8.4 7.2 5.9 7.0 7.2
106625 8.3 : — — 7.3 — <  7.3 7.6
111128 8.4 7.7 8 . 6 7.6 6.3 7.0 7.4
116668 — — — — — — 7 .2 :
118716 8 .0 7.5 8.3 7.3 5.9 6.3 : 7.1
120056 8 .1 7.6 8.3 7.6 6 . 0 6 . 6 7.0
132200 7.9 7.2 8 . 2 7.6 5.2 ; 7.0 7.1
147165 7.8 7.5 8.4 7.8 6 . 0 — 7.2
147394 8 .2 7.9 — 7.6 — — 7.5
149438 8 .1 7.9 8 . 6 7.6 6.3 6.7 7.6
165024 7.7 7.9 8.3 7.4 6 . 0 6.4 7.3
166182 7.7 7.7 8.4 7.3 5.5 — 7.0
169467 8 . 2 7.2 — 7.2 — — 7.0
180183 7.8 7.4 8.5 7.3 5.5 6 . 6 7.1
184171 7.9 6 . 0 8 . 1 7.8 — 6.3 : 6.9
184030 8 . 0 7.5 — — — — 7.3
195810 8.3 7.2 : 8.9 : 7.3 — 6.9 : 7.1
207071 8 . 0 — — 7.2 — — 7.3
214680 7.6 7.5 7.9 : 7.4 — 7.0 7.1
218376 7.8 7.6 8.3 7.1 6.7 6 . 8 7.1
M ean 8 . 0 1 7.53 8.38 7.42 5.94 6.79 7.20
S,D. . 2 2 .26 .24 . 2 1 .25 .23 .19
Table 5 .v i 
N on-LTE Solutions
H D logÉT i t
15371 14800 2.9 3.
74575 24200 3.2 5.
79351 23700 4.2 5.
81188 26000 4.2 5.
106625 12700 3.4 3.
111123 28500 3.7 7.
116658 24800 3.8 6 .
118716 27000 3.5 5.
129056 24500 3.5 1 0 .
132200 25700 4.2 3.
147165 28800 4.1 8 .
147394 18600 4.1 2.5
149438 33900 3.8 0 .
165024 23100 2.9 1 0 .
166182 20800 3.1 5.
169467 17500 3.1 0 .
180163 17500 2.9 3.
184171 16800 3,0 0 .
184930 15000 3.3 0 .
195810 <  15000 <  3.7 3.
207971 <  15000 <  3.8 5.
214680 36800 3.7 5.
218376 26300 3.2 13.
Table 5.vii
Non-LTE Abundances
H D N S i
16371 — 7.1
74575 8 . 0 7.2
79351 7.3 7.0
81188 7.7 7.3
106625 7.3
111123 7.7 7.7
116658 — 7.5
118716 7.3 7.3
129056 8 . 0 7.1
132200 7.4 7.4
147165 7.4 7.4
147394 7.4 7.3
149438 7.8 7.7
165024 — 7.4
166182 8.3 6 . 8
169467 — 7.2
180163 — 7.3
184171 — 7.2
184930 — 7.5
195810 — <  7.6
207971 — <  7.7
214680 >  7.2 7.4
218376 7.6 7.0
M ean 7.66 7.29
S.D . 0.33 0 . 2 2
and the im plications o f these some comments re la ting  to ind iv idua l stars w ill be given. 
H D  16371
T h is star has been ^ve n  an M K  spectral classification o f B 8  H I, B5 H I or B5 IV  
by various authors. The form er is in  bette r agreement w ith  the LTE  resu lt. HD 15371 
is one o f the few stars fo r which measurements o f the Si I I  lines at 6347A, and 637 lA  
could be made. These lines are predicted by Kam p to show the strongest evidence fo r 
departures from  LTE. W hile the measured equivalent w idths o f these lines are somewhat 
uncertain as they come from  only one 103aF p la te  w ith  spot sensitometer ca lib ra tion  th is 
hypothesis does seem to be borne out.
The LT E  calculations showed th a t w ith  a o f 5km  these two lines required 
an abundance o f s ilicou f^ 1 .0  dex higher than the average o f the other lines. Even w ith  
(ÿ =  lO km  th is excess was only reduced to  fy  0.4 dex, although there was then a 
strong trend o f decreasing abundance w ith  increased equivalent w id th  fo r the other lines. 
A n abundance difference o f 1.0 dex was<^ 4 times the standard deviation found from  the 
other lines. For th is  reason the lines were excluded from  the LTE  solution and abundance 
determ ination.
The situation  was im proved by the use o f the non-LTE calculations. Even here, 
however, a t — 2,5km  these lines required a value o f [Si]#=5# 0.4 dex larger than the 
mean derived from  the other lines. A t =  5.0 km  the excess was reduced to 0 . 2  
dex, only 1.25 tim es the standard deviation o f the other lines. The two lines were again 
om itted  from  the solution as the other lines dearly exduded a value fo r as high as 
6  km  .
The alum inium  abundance derived in  the LT E  analysis should be treated w ith  some 
caution as i t  results from  measurements o f only one line.
H D  74575
In  the LT E  solution the tem peratures derived from  the silicon ionisation eqilib ria  
are in  good agreement. The carbon and sulphur equilibria  and the Dp  lo c i are, however 
ra the r discordant. The spread amongst the silicon ionisation is somewhat greater in  the 
non-LTE analysis bu t the Dp  measurement comes in to  better aggreement.
Th is star has dso been studied by Kane et af, 1980, ( hereafter, K M D  ) who quote
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Fig. 6 . 2  As figure 5.1 fo r HD 74575.
a spectral type o f B2 I I I  and is included in  the sample o f U D P D  who give B1.5 XU. The 
la tte r derive an effective tem perature o f 23723K by deriving the ste llar diam eter from  a 
f it  to  the red and in frared continuum  photom etry o f the star using the Kurucz ATLAS 6  
model atmosphere programme used here and by in tegra ting  the flux at other wavelengths. 
They assume a log g o f 3.5. A  more detailed comparison o f the results o f U D P D  w ith  
those derived here w ill be given la te r.
K M D  derive values o f 25700K and 3.75 fo r T ^ f f  and log g respectively from  
the [c i] and p  indices o f HD 74575. O f the eight lines included in  the ir study, four (CXI 
4267A,hJn S005A,463oA and O il 4649A) are also analysed here. Rather unsatisfactory 
agreement is found between the two sets o f equivalent w id ths. O nly the difference in 
measurements o f the N il 3995A is w ith in  the observational error o f th is  study, the other 
lines being 50% — 70% larger in  the ir analysis than in  th is. K M D  found anomalous 
abundances fo r this star in  comparison w ith  other members o f the Sco—Gen assodation. 
The abundances found here are, however, in  be tte r agreement w ith  those found by Kane 
et a l fo r the other stars. In  particu la r the abundances o f carbon and nitrogen re lative to 
oxygen are brought more in to  agreement.
H D  79351
The effective tem perature is better defined in  the LTE  analyds than in  the non-LTE 
analysis in  th is  case. Th is is both because the C II/G III ionisation equilibrium  can be used 
and because the slope o f the S iXI/S im  equ ilib rium  solution in  the 7 ^yy ,log  g plane is 
shallower in  the non-LTE solution.
The nitrogen lines were very weak and gave a low value fo r [N ], p a rticu la rly  in  the 
non-LTE analysis. This underabundance is conservative because o f the use o f a log g =  
4.0 model. The value o f used has lit t le  effect on the derived abundance and even a t 
Tc ff 2000OK the derived abundance would be 7.7 dex.
The non-LTE ionisation equ ilib ria  lo d  are in  much better agreement w ith  each other 
than are those found w ith  the LTE  models. The locus defined by is however no t in  
good agreement w ith  either set o f ionisation equ ilib ria . No reason for th is discrepancy 
could be found and so D ^  was ignored when the solutions were determined.
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This was one star where the values o f f *  indicated by different elements were not in  
accord. W hile the silicon lines suggested a value o f 12.5fem.s'“ ^, the nitrogen and oxygen 
lines had m inim a in  the ir respective standard deviations at =  5km9'~^ and 7,Bkms‘^^ 
respectively. Rather higher weight was given to the silicon line evidence as these lines 
are ra ther more sensitive to  The higher value o f f *  reduces the deduced carbon and 
nitrogen abundances by 0.1 dex while to  reduce the value o f f*  to  5 km  would 
increase the required silicon abundance by ^  0.25 dex.
H P -im M
As lines o f only one ion o f any one element were present in  the measurements the 
solutions could only be determ ined from  the and Dp  in fo rm ation . The derived 
non-LTE silicon abundance is ra ther insensitive to the assumed effective tem perature 
and surface g ravity , however, and is therefore fa irly  w ell determined despite having to 
be calculated by extrapolating outside the Kam p grid . Form ally the standard deviation 
in  the abundances derived from  the silicon lines m inim ised a t a T ^ f f  o f 15500K. The 
detection o f very weak features which m ight be the NO lines a t 4647 Â  and 4631A  suggest 
th a t the LTE  solution may underestimate the effective tem perature by 760K.
H U n U2^
The data agree ra ther better w ith  the ionisation equ ilib ria  derived w ith  the 
non-LTE models than w ith  those derived using the LTE models. A  ra ther higher value 
o f log g is determ ined w ith  the form er.
A  number o f other authors have analysed the spectrum o f th is star. W atson, 1971 
presents an LTE  analysis in  which he derives an effective tem perature o f 24700K and a 
log g o f 3.85. He derives (logarithm ic) abundances o f C, N , M g, A l, Si and S re lative to 
oxygen o f -0.4, - 1 .1  - 1 .6 , -2.4, -0.65, and -1.7 respectively. These can be compared w ith  
values o f -0.2, -0.9, -1.0, -2.3, -1.2 and -1.6 derived in  th is study. The discrepancies fo r 
M g and Si are caused p a rtly  by his assumption o f a value o f 4 km  fo r the value o f 
(*  and p a rtly  by his use o f a triangu la r approxim ation to the line profiles. This la tte r 
assumption w ill cause large errors, p a rticu la rly  fo r the Mg I I  line at 4481 A .
Balona and Feast, 1975, and Balona, 1976, from  a study o f the He I  lines a t 4144Â, 
4388Â, 4026Â, and 447lA  and the line  derive an effective tem perature o f 25600K.
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The equivalent w id ths they find  are in  good agreement w ith  those found here.
Code e to l, 1076, find  a value fo r T ^ f f  o f 26600K w ith  an error o f HOOK using data 
on the angular diam eter obtained w ith  an in te n s ity  interferom eter (Hanbury-Brown et a i,
1 0 7 4 .).
H D i m m
Analysis o f the spectrum o f th is  star was com plicated by the fac t th a t the star is 
a b inary. The p rim ary has an M K  spectral type o f B1 IV  (Balona and Feast, 1075) and 
Popper, 1080, quotes a spectal type o f B4 fo r the secondary. The secondary contributes 
lh %  to  the to ta l visual lig h t o f the system. A t the tim e o f observation the separation 
o f the two spectral components was Ad 100 k m  . A lthough the ro ta tiona l broadening 
o f the spectral lines o f the  p rim ary is large, g iv in g  rise to  line  w id ths o f the order o f 
the separation o f the spectral components, i t  was possible to  measure equivalent w idths 
fo r a number o f the absorption lines o f the p rim a ry . This was done uring the ana ly tic  
line  fittin g  function described earlier and also used fo r blended lines. The technique o f 
S truve, 1030, was used to  correct the eqmvalent w id ths obtained in  th is  manner fo r the 
influence o f lig h t from  the secondary. W hile  the measurements obtained should thus be 
reasonably accurate some u n ce rtrin ty  must be introduced to  the analyms.
Despite these cautionary factors the LT E  solution is in  good agreement w ith  the 
results o f Code et a l, 1076 W atson, 1071 and K urucz, 1070, who a ll derive effective 
tem peratures w ith in  lOOK o f 23850K and a mean log g o f 3.8.
HD iimo
Thu LTE solution is very poo rly  defined.
Balona and Feast, 1075, find  an effective tem perature o f 23000K fo r th is  star .There 
is, however, no evidence fo r the lines o f Si H a t the strength th a t would be expected a t 
th a t tem perature. In  add ition  the Si IQ , Si IV  and 0  H I lines are much stronger than 
would be expected i f  the effective tem perature was as low as 23000K.
The values derived by K M D ,  1080, o f T ^ f f  *= 26600K and log g =  3.85 arc 
in  be tte r agreeement w ith  the solution -derived here, although there is ag rin  some dis­
crepancy between the measured equivalent w id ths in  common w ith  those used here.
The spectral lines o f th is  s ta r show a marked asqrm etiy(figure 5. (c)). Th is could
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be due to a b inary companion or to  the Beta Cepheid nature o f the #tar.
H D .m m
B oth  the non-LTE and LT E  solutions fo r th is  star are ra the r poo rly  determ ined, 
the  spread in  effective temperanres gpven by a ll param eters being <=5# rblSOOif in  both 
cases. The surface g rav ity , however, is ra the r bette r determ ined.
Previous studies o f th is  star have found effective tem peratures o f 22000K (Balona 
and Feast, 1076), 20660K (W atson, 1071) and 23000K (W alborn, 1071). The form er and 
la tte r results are in  ra the r be tte r agreement than th a t found by W atson w ith  the LT E  
solution derived here. The difference in  T ^ f f  between th is study and th a t o f Watson 
probably accounts fo r the smaU differences ( <  2rr) in  the abundances o f C and N  re la tive  
to  O as the equivalent w id th  measurements o f lines in  common between the two studies 
are in  good agreement.
H D  132200
B oth  solutions are quite w ell defined apart from  the locus defined by the Balm er 
d iscontu ity  measurement in  the LTE  determ ination. Th is locus was om itted from  the 
derivation o f the LT E  solution.
Nandy and Schm idt, 1976, find  19000±900K fo r T ^ f f  from  a f it  to  the continuum  
flu x  w ith  a line-blanketed LT E  model. T h is is in  good agreement w ith  the value derived 
by Kane etal(1080) who find  an effective tem perature o f 20800K and a log g o f 3.86. The 
study o f U D P D , however, finds =  22893ÜT, in  better agreement w ith  the solution 
found bere.
Tbc use o f a T ^ f f  o f 2080OK and the  assumption th a t ($ =  6 explains the
difference in  the nitrogen and oxygen abundances found in  th is  study and th a t o f K M D ,
The solution fo r th is  star is quite uncertain as the Si B l/S i IV  ion isation balance is 
derived from  measurements o f on ly one weak Si IV  line. M ost lines are badty blended by 
the high ro ta tio na l broadening o f the star.
O ther analyses o f th is star have also been uncertm n, as evidenced by the wide spread 
bd derived effective tem peratures. W atson, 1971, finds 22800K, Balona and Feast, 1975, 
24300K, W alborn, 1971, 2610DK and U D P D  29036K.
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H D  147894
As discussed in  chapter 4 th is star has been analysed in  deta il, using earlier versions 
o f the line-blanketed LTE  ATLAS and W ID T H  programmes used here, by Adelman,1977. 
The LTE  solution derived here is ra ther ho tte r than th a t derived by Adelm an o f 15500K. 
Th is discrepancy is not significant at the 2erlevel, however. S im ilar abundances are found 
fo r carbon, magnesium and silicon in  the two studies.
HD 147394 is also included in  the sample o f U D P D  who find  an effective tem perature 
o f 15012K.
I t  was noted tha t the non-LTE solution is better defined than the LTE  solution. The 
abundance o f nitrogen derived w ith  the non-LTE models should be treated w ith  caution 
as i t  required extrapolation outside the g rid  o f D ufton and H ibbert and was determined 
using a measurement o f only one line.
H D  149438
This is one o f the most often studied early-type stars, p rin c ip a lly  because the 
spectral lines are very sharp, le a v in g  in  1955 made one o f the firs t detailed analyses 
o f the spectrum o f an early-type main-sequence star and found aT ^yy o f 32800K and a 
log g o f 4.5.
Later studies employing LTE  analyses o f the m etallic line  spectrum  have included 
those o f A lle r, E lste and Jugaku, 1957 who found (35000K, 4.3), Scholz, 1967, (3280OK, 
4.2), Hardorp and Scholz, 1970, (32000K, 4.1) and D ufton, 1972 (30300K, 3.95). Kam p, 
1078, in  a non-LTE study o f the silicon lines, found values o f 33000K fo r the effective 
tem perature and 4.5 fo r tfie  surface g rav ity . Analyses based on observations of the 
continuum  flux have included those o f Heintze, 1969, who found (27000K, 4.0) and U D P D  
who derive 30050K fo r the effective tem perature.
Hardorp and Scholz found i t  impossible to  explain a ll the features they observed 
w ith  one unblanketed LTE  model. In  p a rticu la r, w hile the Balm er lines indicated an 
effective tenperature <28000K  the m eta llic line  spectrum required a much ho tte r model. 
H ardorp and Scholz predicted th a t an im provem ent would be found when the spectrum 
was analysed w ith  the aid o f either line-blanketed LTE  or non-LTE models.
Th is prediction is only p a rtly  borne out by th is study.
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In  the LTË  annlysis w hile both the illic o n  lines and Balm er measurements would be 
w e ll explained a t an effective tem perature o f py S0800iC and a log p o f 4.0 the carbon 
and n itrogen lines require a higher effective tem perature. There is an overall spread o f 
P%* 2000AT between a ll the tem perature defin ing c rite ria .
A  somewhat poorer agreement between the silicon line locus and the D fl locus is 
found in  the non-LTE analysis, the spread in  being approxim ately lOOOK.
The abundances derived w ith  the LT E  model are very s im ila r to  those found by 
H ardorp and Schols apart from  the values o f [N ] and [S] which are discordant by p^  0.4 
dex. The d ifferent surface g ra v ity  found here comapred to  th a t used by Kam p results in  
a (non-LTE) Si abundance which is lower by 0.2 dex.
HP 105024
Th is is the only star in  th is survey fo r w hich a superpant classification has been 
g^Yen,UDPD give a classification o f B2 Ib , D u fto n ,!07^, g?ves B1 Ib  although the catalogue 
o f Buscombe gives a number o f references to  a dassification o f BO.5 H.
The neglect o f curvature in  the extended envdope o f a supergiant may in troduce 
some uncerta in ty to the results found fo r th is star. A nother source o f uncerta in ty is the 
fa c t th a t the measurements are made from  plates supplied by D r. P .W . H ill ca librated 
by use o f spot sensitometer plates.
B oth  analyses, however, in  pa ticu la r th a t using the non-LTE models, produce w ell 
defined solutions.
D ufton also made analyses o f th is  star using both LTE  and non-LTE models. H is 
i/T E  solution w ith  a lo g p  o f 8.02 and an effective tem perature o f 280QOK on the line - 
blanketed scale o f M orton  and Adams, 1068, is quite  d ifferent from  th a t derived here 
although the same value o f (15 k m  ) was deduced. In  his non-LTE  analysis he 
finds an effective tem perature o f 23500K in  bette r agreement w ith  the value found here 
although the surface g ra ^ ty  o f 8.4 dex is s t ill qu ite  d ifferent.
U D P D  also derive an effective tem perature fo r th is  star. T h e ir value o f 17250K 
is  very d ifferent from  the values found here. T h is  discrepancy w ill be dkcussed in  more 
d e ta il in  a la te r section o f th is  chapter.
(No non-LTE abundance o f n itrogen was dertyed fo r HD 165024 as the required
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extrapolations to  values o f log g and w ell outside the tabulations o f D u flon  and 
H ibb ert were fe lt to be unreasonable).
HD m m
N o measurement o f D fi fo r th is  star could be found in  the lite ra tu re . The only strong 
constra in t on the effective tem perature, therefo re, comes from  the ion isation balance o f 
Si n /  Si m . W hile  the LTË  solution is ra the r poo rly  defined i t  is in  good agreement w ith  
the results o f U D P D  who find an effective tem perature o f 20320K.
In  bo th  the LTE  and non-LTE reductions the value o f was poo rly  defined as 
d iffe ren t ions showed a m inim um  in  the respective abundance determ inations over the 
range 0 - 1 0  km  .
HD  109467
B oth  the LTE  and non-LTE solutions are w e ll defined. The tem perature found w ith  
the L T E  models is much cooler than  th a t determ ined by U D P D  assuming log g =  4.0 
o f 10025K. Th is value o f log g is much la rger than th a t found here. In  th is  study a t 
log g  *= 4.0 the silicon lines would ind ica te  a 2 ^ / /  o f py 18000K b u t D ^  would give 
only 10500K.
TM s was another star fo r which measurements of the Si I I  lines a t 6347Â and 
0S71Â were made. Using the LT E  model these could only be made consistent w ith  the 
othe r silicon lines i f  a value o f 1 0  km  s"“ ^ was adopted fo r The non-LTE analysis 
however adequately mcpladned the observed equivalent w idths o f these lines in  a model 
w ith  ~  0 ferns'” ^ . (The lines were om itted fro m  the determ ination o f the LTE  solution 
and are n o t the cause o f the discrepancy discussed above).
HD m m
W hile  both solutions are w ell defined the suface g ra v i^  determ ined is lower than 
would be expected fo r a star o f M K  lum in os ity  class IV . The H *j p rofile  gives essentially 
n m ila r results, however, so th is  discrepancy is e ither real and suggests an a lte rna tive  
classification o r some qrstem atic e rro r In  the  ca lib ra tion o f th is sta r has occurred. No 
sign ificant change in  the results was obtained when the plate m ateria l was subjected to 
a re-m ew urem ent and reduction.
HDJSâXn
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The solutions are agûn w ell defined although the surface g ra v ity  determ ined is low. 
The effective tem perature is lower than th a t found by U D P D  of 18855K fo r a log g =
4.0 . A t th is value o f the surface g ra v ity  the locus o f the Si H / Si I I I  ion isation balance 
would gpve an effective tem perature o f 1830QK.
H D  184930, H D  195810 a n d H D  207971
As there were no elements represented by lines o f two ions nor measurements of 
D p  in  the lite ra tu re  fo r any o f these stars a different approach was adopted to determ ine 
the ir effective tem peratures and surface gravities.
F irs t the if-y  p rofile  and equivalent w id th  measurements were used to define a locus 
in  the (log g, T ^ f f )  plane. Abundances fo r each of the observed lines were then calculated 
a t lOOOK intervals along th is  line using various tr ia l values o f (* . Mean abundances 
and standard deviations were then calculated fo r each element. The solution chosen was 
the model where the r.m .s. o f a ll the standard deviations was m inim ised. (W hile LTE  
solutions were found fo r a ll 3 stars in  th is  manner only the solution fo r HD 184030 was 
close enough to the g rid  o f Kam p fo r a non-LTE solution to be derived).
Despite the uncertainties involved the agreement o f the LTE  solution fo r HD 207971 
w ith  th a t found by U D P D  suggests th a t th is  method o f finding a solution is satisfactory.
A lthough no non-LTE solution fo r HD 207971 could be found the Si I t  lines a t 6347Â 
and 6371A  were better predicted w ith  a non-LTE model w ith  an effective tem perature of 
15000K than w ith  the fin a l LTE  solution (from  which determ ination they were om itted).
H D  214680
Both solutions are quite w ell defined. The LT E  solution is m a rg inally cooler than 
the 3540IK  derived by U D P D . The non-LTE solution is in  reasonable agreement w ith  
the values determ ined in  non-LTE studies o f th is star by Auer and M ihalas, 1972, and 
by Kam p, 1973, o f 37000ÜC and A* 3500OK respectively.
H D  218376
High values o f were required in  both the LTE  and non-LTE models. The form er 
is ra ther better determ ined. Because o f the difference in  the tem peratures indicated by 
the carbon and silicon ion isation balances in  the LTE  analysis the non-LTE effective 
tem perature may be over estim ated re la tive to the LTE  value due to the use o f only the
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silicon line  data.
6.V Ü  General Com m ent9
In  generating the solutions described above a number o f general points were noted.
The firs t o f these concerns the CXI line  a t 4267Â. In  a ll the stars fo r which measure­
ments o f more then two carbon lines were available this line  system atically required a 
much lower abundance o f carbon than the other lines. The mean difference between the 
4267Â line  and the other lines was found to  be py 0.45 dex. A  s im ila r discrepancy fo r 
th is line  has also been noted by K M D ,  1980. D ufton, 1983, has shown th a t the problem 
is not due to non-LTE effects (a t least fo r a am ple model of the 0X1 ion)
For th is reason where more than two measurements of carbon lines were available the 
4267Â line was ignored in  the derivation o f a value fo r |C]. Xn other cases the abundance 
determ ined from  the 4267Â line  was a rtific ia lly  increased by 0.45 dex before determ ining 
the mean carbon abundance. Some care must therefore be exercised in  in te rp re ting  carbon 
abundances fo r stars fo r which th is correction had to be adopted. I t  is unfo rtunate th a t 
th is  line  should pose such a problem  as i t  is one o f the most read ily observable lines of 
CXI in  the spectra o f early-type stars.
I t  was also noted tha t the tem peratures indicated by the value o f were in  the 
main lower than those indicated by the ionisation balances. This was true  fo r both the 
LTE  and non-LTE analyses. No action was taken on this m atte r as usually the effect on 
the derived solution is sm all, <  500ÜC.
The values o f the stellar parameters derived in  the analyses are not to ta lly  indepen­
dent. The effect o f system atic errors and th e ir influence on the other derived parameters 
was, therefore, investigated and requires some comment here.
In  general, was determ ined to an accuracy o f ±  3 km  . Such an e rror 
has lit t le  effect on the positions o f the ionisation balance lo d  in  the ( 2 ^y y ,lo g  g) plane. 
A n  investigation o f a number o f stars showed th a t the effect o f a change o f ±  6  km  
was a sh ift in  T ^ f f  w ith  a maximum m agnitude o f 400ÜT. The direction o f the sh ift 
varied from  star to sta r and depended on which ion ic lines were most sendtive to 
A lm ost no difference is made to the derived value o f log g by such an e rro r. A  change o f 
6  km  in  the value o f also has a firs t order effect on the derived abundances. This
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effect varies in  size according to the strength o f the lines and the ion under investigation. 
For carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and silicon the maxim um  variations were 0.15, 0 .2 , 0.25 
and 0.S5 dex respectively.
The range in  effective tem perature of the various c rite ria  can be seen from  figures
5.1 -  5.23 to  be less than db 1250K, and is usually better than ±750K . The 
corresponding erro r in  the derived abundances is <  0.15 dex. Where more than one 
ion o f an element is present th is e rro r w ill be reduced by the opposite directions o f the 
change fo r each ion.
Values o f the equivalent w id th  o f H 'f  and W7 5  usually gave values o f log g consistent 
to  w ith in  0 . 1  dex. Checks made using the line  and estimates o f the random e rro r 
in  the equivalent w id th  and W7 5  o f suggest th a t log g is determ ined to bette r than 
0.25 dex.
I t  was noted tha t fo r most stars the derived values o f log g and T ^ f f  were connected 
in  th a t a lower value o f effective tem perature would im p ly  a lower value o f log g.
Given the random errors in  the eqmvalent w id th  measurements and the precision 
w ith  which T © //, log gr, solutions are determ ined i t  is fe lt th a t the error in  an 
abundance determ ination is, conservatively, 0 . 3  dex.
Before comparing the results obtmned w ith  the LTE  and non-LTE models w ith  
each other or w ith  the results o f other authors and before exam ining the astrophysical 
im plications o f the stella r parameters determ ined w ith  the models the goodnees o f  f i t  of 
the models to the data should be examined.
Idea lly the models should be tested against the data using some sta tis tica l test. 
W ith  random  errors o f a known size a test such as the test would provide a measure 
o f the goodness o f f it  o f each model. The difference in , and size of, the statistics 
given by the two types o f model would distinguish which o f the models was the better 
approxim ation to the real physical state o f a ste lla r photosphere and, indeed, whether 
the use o f e ithe r model was justified .
A  cursory exam ination o f the figures illu s tra tin g  the solutions fo r each star shows 
th a t neithe r type o f model is en tire ly  satisfacto ry. The in d iv idua l lo d  defining each 
solution do not converge to a single point as would be expected in  the absence o f
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observational e rro r i f  the models were an exact representation o f a ste lla r photosphere.
Calculations were in  fact made o f fo r two o f the stars in  the survey, HD 79351 
and HD 129056. (The selection o f these two stars was a rb itra ry ). Predicted line strengths 
fo r a ll lines of C(except 4267Â), N , O and Si lines were calculated fo r the model solution 
using the ATLAS 6  and W ID TH 6  programmes as before. A  sim ilar calculation was made 
fo r the silicon and nitrogen lines o f HD 79351 and fo r the silicon lines o f HD 120056 using 
the Kam p, and D ufton and H ibbert theo retical grids.
A n observational error was calculated fo r each line using the fo rm ula
JE =  5.4 +  0.051V m A
where E and W  are the error and observed equivalent w idths in  m Â respectively. This 
expression gives a good fit to the results obtained in  chapter 4. The sum o f could 
then be calculated from T
where C is the equivalent w id th  o f the line  predicted umng the model solution and derived 
abundance.
Values o f the reduced x^  (x^  per degree o f freedom) were then calculated. The 
number o f degrees of freedom (dof) was taken to be the number of lines in  the summation 
less three more than the number o f atom ic species involved (i.e. allow ing fo r the number 
o f abundances, T ^ f f t  log g a n d ^ f  calculated w ith  the data).
Th is calculation was made three times fo r each star
1 ) fo r a ll lines and the LTE  model
2) a subset o f the N il and Si lines and a non-LTE model
3) the same lines as 2) and the LTE  model
The results were disappointing in  th a t the values o f x ^ /d o f found were in  the 
range 1.5-3. For both stars calculations 1 ,2  and 3 gave system atically increasing values 
o f x ^ /d o f. This suggests th a t there is some im provem ent in  the f it  to  the nitrogen and 
silicon lines using non-LTE calculations. Fo rm ally, however, neither model can be fu lly  
accepted.
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A n alternative course o f action to the re jection o f the models is to postulate th a t 
the errors obtained in  chapter 4 are not the correct values to use here. I t  would only 
require the errors to have been under-estimated by a facto r of py two to  make the 
values acceptable. Two possibilities arise. F irs tly  the results in  chapter 4 could have over­
estimated the accuracy o f the reduction and measurement system. A lte rna tive ly  there is 
another source of random e rro r which is con tribu ting . A  like ly  candidate fo r th is second 
source o f e rro r is the atom ic data used. As was discussed in  chapter 1, f-values are s till 
ra ther poo rly known.
A n a lte rnative approach to  comparing the app licab ility  o f the models was therefore 
adopted. This used the follow ing ra ther more qua lita tive  arguments.
The standard deviation o f the loga rithm ic abundances derived fo r a ll silicon lines 
in  common between the LTE  and non-LTE analyses was calculated fo r each star. The 
results are shown in  Table 5 .v iii. The mean standard deviation is lower in  the non-LTE 
analyses than in  the LTE  analyses. For only 3 out o f the 23 stars does the LTE  analysis 
provide abundances which have a smaller standard deviation than the non-LTE analysis 
o f the same star.
Th is suggests tha t, a t least fo r the silicon lines, the use o f non-LTE models is a more 
accurate approxim ation to  the ste lla r photosphere. Some care must be made in  attaching 
significance to th is statem ent however. The non-LTE solutions were derived using only 
the silicon and hydrogen line  data. For some stars the LTE  analysis also made use of 
in fo rm ation from  the ionisation balances o f other elements. However, an exam ination o f 
the results of table S .viii fo r stars fo r which only the silicon ionisation balances were used 
in  the LT E  analysis shows the same general trend o f improvement when non-LTE models 
are used.
A nothe r possib ility, o f course, is th a t the abundances derived w ith  the non-LTE 
models are not as sensitive to  errors in  the equivalent w id th  measurements. W hile  th is 
cannot be entire ly ruled out, as the curves o f g row th used in  the non-LTE analysis closely 
approxim ate the LTE  curves o f g row th, th is should not cause too strong an effect.
I t  is noted th a t the mean standard deviation in  the non-LTE analyses stUl represents 
an erro r o f 30% in  the abundance determ ination (as compared to py 50% in  the
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Table 5 .v iii
Standard Deviations o f S ilicon Abundance Calculations
H D L T E fi-on. — L T E N o. o f
15371 0.27 0.16 7
74576 ,1 1 .08 7
79351 . 1 2 . 1 0 7
81188 .13 . 1 2 9
106625 — —
111123 . 1 2 .17 7
116658 .19 .18 3
118716 .30 . 2 2 8
129056 .06 .08 7
132200 .06 .07 7
147165 — — —
147394 .18 .15 7
149438 . 2 1 .1 1 8
165024 .19 .15 8
166182 .24 .14 7
169467 .16 . 1 2 9
180163 .17 .09 7
184171 .15 . 1 2 7
184930 .08 . 0 2 4
195810 — — —
207971 — — —
214680 .31 . 2 0 8
218376 .32 .26 6
M ean 0.18 0.13
S.D, .08 .06
LTE  analysis) while the worst case represents an erro r of 80% .
A  subjective analysis o f figures 5.1-5.23 also suggests tha t the non-LTE solutions fo r 
different c rite ria  are more self consistent than the LT E  solutions. An additional argument 
in  support o f the non-LTE models is the behaviour o f the 6347Â and 6371Â lines of 
silicon II .  W hile  neither type o f model is en tire ly  satisfactory in  explaining the behaviour 
o f these lines, the non-LTE models do b ring  these lines in to much bette r agreement w ith  
the others.
5 .v iii L T E  V9 non — L T E  ; C om pari$ono f ResulU  
E ffe c t iv e  Temperatureg
Figure 5.24 shows the tem peratures derived w ith  the LTE  models p lotted against 
those derived using non-LTE models. For a ll bu t one star the non-LTE tem perature is 
higher than the LTE  tem perature. The mean difference in  the sense T ^ ff in o n  — L T E )  — 
T e ff{E T E )  is 1430K w ith  a standard deviation o f 1025K. A  linear f it  to the data points 
excluding the two non-LTE upper lim its  gives
T ^ f f { n o n - L T E )  =  1.07 X  {T ^ ff [L T E ))  +  \Q K
This solution is shown as a solid line  on the figure.
Th is is sim ilar to the results found by com paring line-blanketed LTE  models w ith  
unblanketed models fo r early-type stars (e.g. M o rton and Adams, 1968, P hilips, 1977). 
Th is suggests th a t the inclusion o f non-LTE effects both on the model photosphere and 
on the absorption lines has lit t le  effect on the derivation o f temperatures from  absorption 
line  data.
S nrface  G ravitieë
Figure 5.25 shows a comparison o f the log g values found using both types o f model. 
The mean difference in  the sense log g{non — L T E )  — log g(LTE) is 0.06 w ith  an r.m .s. 
scatter o f 0.17. C learly w ith in  the errors there is no system atic difference between the 
values found using either model. A  lineau* f it  to the data values, however finds a fo rm al 
solution o f
log g(non — L T E )  =  1.03 log g(LTE) ~  0.17 
M ic roturjlmJm t V elojcüisf
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Fig* 5*24 Comparison o f effective temperatures derived using 
the LTE  and non-LTE models. The solid line is the least squares 
f i t  to  the data discussed in  the text.
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Fig. 6.25 Comparison of the values of log g found w ith  LTE  
and non-LTE models.
In  only one case was the value of derived in  the non-LTE analyses higher than 
the respective value found w ith  LTE  models. Four other stars had values which were 
the same in both analyses. The mean difference between the two sets values was Zkm  
w ith  a standard deviation o f A  linear f it  to the data gves the solution (figure
5.26) of
(t(A on  -  L T E )  =  0.67($(LTE) -  0,5 km
T hat the use of non-LTE models would reduce the derived m icrotu rbulent velocities 
was suggested by the manner in  which non-LTE line effects strengthened strong lines 
relative to weaker lines^ the effect which micro turbulence was introduced to explain. The 
magnitude o f the reduction found here is rather smaller than tha t found by Kamp,1978. 
His solutions im plied tha t a value o f =  0 km  would explain the observations of 
most B stars. However, his observational materia l consisted of an inhomogeneous set o f 
measurements and his techniques for finding a solution biased his results towards finding 
low values fo r the m icrotubulent velocity.
The implications of the remaining necessity to incorporate micro turbulence w ill be 
discussed later in  this chapter.
^Ijundances
Comparison o f the abundances determined could only be made for silicon and 
nitrogen. As the nitogen abundances from  non-LTE models were determined only fo r 
log g = 4 .0  this comparison should be treated w ith  some caution.
A  rather counter-intuitive result was found fo r both elements. This was tha t the 
abundances derived w ith  the non-LTE models were higher fo r both elements than using 
LTE  models. Neither increase is particu larly  significant, however. I t  was expected tha t 
the increased line strengths predicted by the non-LTE models would reduce the deduced 
abundances. This has been more than offset, however, by the reduction in m icrotu rbulent 
velocity. That the reduction in  is the cause o f the effect is confirmed by an examination 
o f the results for the four stars fo r which the same microturbulence was deduced in  both 
analyses. Here the mean silicon abundance required has indeed decreased, by 0.25 dex.
6 .ÎX  Com parison w ith  the Re»ult$ o f  other Studie»
The E f  f  ective Temperature Scale
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Fig. 5.26 Comparison of the values o f found using LTE  
and non-LTE models. The solid line is the least squares f it  to the 
data described in  the text.
The most extensive determinations of the effective temperatures of early-type stars 
in  recent years is tha t of U D P D . They use multi-waveband measurements of the stellar 
fluxes, including satellite observations of the U.V. spectra. They correct for reddening and 
adopt a distance to the stars using previously published data. Using the same Kurucz line- 
blanketed LTE  model photosphere computer program used in  this project they determine 
angular diameters and effective temperatures fo r the stars using the iterative method of 
Blackwell and ShaUis,1977, from
/»oo
/  /X  «O' Jo
where is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and 0 is the angular diameter of the star. 
Corrections for the flux from  unobserved parts o f the spectrum are taken from  the model. 
The major uncertainties in  this method are the corrections fo r the interstellar reddening 
and the assumption tha t the angular diameter fo r the star determined from  the red and 
infrared portions of the spectrum are appropriate to other wavelengths.
As the method is based on the defin ition o f and is to some extent model-
independent i t  is, in  principle, the best method o f determining effective temperatures. 
The method does still, however, re ly  on the use o f model photospheres and, clearly, i f  
the physics o f these models is correct the same models should accurately predict the 
observed absorption lines. Effective temperatures derived from  absorption line spectra 
should then be the same as those derived from  the integrated flux method. Underhill 
and Doazan,1982, however, collect data on effective temperatures o f B stars determined 
in  more than one way. They find tha t effective temperatures determined from  the line 
spectrum are systematically 1200-3100K higher than those found from  integrated flux and 
allied measurements. None of the line studies, however, utilised the same line blanketed 
LTE  models used by U D P D .
Figure 5.27 shows a comparison of the U D P D  determined temperatures w ith  those 
determined in  this study w ith  LTE  models fo r the eleven stars in  common between the two 
projects. The dashed fine represents equality between the two sets o f measurements. A pa rt 
from  the results for HD 165024, the only supergiant in  the comparison, the agreement 
between the two is satisfactory. The mean difference in  temperatures derived by the two
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methods (in  the sense U D P D  — S te w a rt)  is 719K. The r.m.s. scatter in  this quantity is 
1640K. By the criterion of Underhill and Doazan this result means th a t the two methods 
derive identical effective temperatures.
The agreement is improved s till fu rthe r by the elim ination of HD 169467 and HD 
180163 from  the comparison. This reduces the mean temperature difference to 276K. 
These two stars were commented upon as having surface gravities much lower than those 
asssumed by U D P D . Arrowed lines in  figure 5.27 connect the solutions fo r these stars to 
the solutions tha t would have been found fo r log g=4 .0 , the value assumed by U D P D .
To investigate any systematic trend between the two temperature scales linear fits 
were made to the data excluding HD 165024 both w ith , (a), and w ithout, (b), HD 169467 
and HD 180163 w ith  the follow ing results.
T ^ ff{U D P D )  =  (S tew art) +  590iC a
T ^ ff(U D P D )  =  (S tew art) -  1431fC b
The maximum temperature difference between the two scales is 1500K at 32500K 
(Stewart) in  solution b so clearly there is no strong evidence fo r a systematic change in 
slope between them.
The discrepancy fo r H D 165024 is d ifficu lt to explain. This is the only supergiant 
in  the sample. U D P D  suggest tha t the effective temperatures o f supergants are much 
less than fo r other stars o f the same special type. They cW m  tha t 'mantle* effects 
cause temperatures derived from  the line spectrum to be systematically too high. The 
U D P D  method is also more subject to error when applied to supergiants. Corrections 
fo r extinction are larger, and possible emission effects from the Balmer and Paschen 
continua and red and in frared emission from  the stellar winds observed in  supergants 
may cause errors in the derivation of angular diameters of these stars. HD 165024 is 
an observed X-ray source (Gash and Snow,1982) showing tha t non-thermal effects are  
im po rtant in  this star and the high value of found in  both the LTE  and non-LTE 
analyses o f this star may also be indicative o f large non-thermal effects. O ther errors 
in  the model photospheres, such as the assumption o f hydrostatic equilibrium  and the 
neglect o f curvature, may be im po rtan t fo r stars w ith  such extended atmospheres.
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A  mean temperature scale w ith  spectral type has been obtained by grouping stars 
of lum inosity classes IV  and V  and classes I I  and HI together. This is listed in  Table 5.ix 
and is sim ilar to tha t derived by U D P D  A pa rt from  the superg^ant discrepancy the 
only other major difference occurs a t B 1 IV /V . This bin contains only HD 116658 in this 
sample however and consequently may be in  error.
The sim ilarity between the two scales again suggests tha t careful analysis o f the 
line spectrum is as accurate and useful a method of determining effective temperatures 
o f early-type stars as integrated flux measurements.
Abundances
The B stars present an oppo rtun ity of investigating the composition o f the in te r­
stellar medium (ISM) at the time the B stars were formed. As this is re latively recent 
in  cosmologcal terms (see next section) models of the enrichment o f the ISM could, in 
principle, could be tested w ith  this inform ation.
Unfortunate ly the size o f the errors in  these abundance determinations is s till 
ra ther high for this purpose. In  this p roject the r.m.s scatter in  the determination of 
an abundance of any one element in  any one star was usually better than 0 . 2 0  dex. 
In  addition to this error there is also a maximum possible systematic error caused by the 
selection ot the wrong {T e ff t  ^ t) solution of 0.3 dex.
Clearly abundance differences o f factors of 2 between stars cannot be considered 
significant. However, the t-test shows tha t the variation o f the abundances about the 
means i t  significant at the 98% level. This suggests tha t there are rea l abundance 
variations amongst the stars in  this sample.
Discussion here, however, wUl concentrate on the mean abundances of the B stars 
as a group. Comparison w ill be made w ith  other observations of samples of B stars and 
o f other types of object. Table 5.x summarises the results found here and also lists recent 
alternative abundances from large samples o f B stars. Included fo r comparison are the 
solar abundances and abundances determined from  emission lines in  H II regions.
The mean C,N and O abundances found in  this project are, a t firs t glance, con­
troversial. They are py 2<r less than the corresponding solar values and are also quite 
different from  other analyses o f B stars whose authors have claimed tha t the abundances
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Table 5.ix 
Temperature Scale
m iw  H lm
0 9 38000 — —
BO 31750 26450 —
B0.5 — 26700 —
B1 23500 22350 —
B1.6 “ —
B2 21850 — 22800
B2.5 16500 —
B3 16450 ~ —
B 6 14850 14500 —
B 6 — 13600 —
B 8 •H . 1 2 0 0 0 ___
Table 5.x
Mean Abundances
(«) X j H
objects Reference lo ] liST] [O] [M g] iS i] IS] [Al]
B  stars 1 8 . 0 1 7.53 8.38 7.42 7.20 6.79 5.04
2 7.66 7.20
3 7.76 7.03 8 . 0 2
4 7.00
6 7.60
H I I  regions 6 7.57 8.70 7.06
Solar 7 8.52 7.06 8.82 7.42 7.55 7.20 6 . 2 0
w X /O
B  stars 1 -0 .37 —0.85
— Geph 8 —0.33 - 0 . 6 8
B  stars 3 -1 .1 6 -0 .99
H I I  regions 6 -1 .13
Solar 7 -0 .30 - 0 . 8 6
References:
1: This project, LTE 
2: This project, non-LTE 
8 : K M D  LTE, ( t  =  5. km  
4: D K M  non-LTE, (g =  0 . km  
6 : D K M  non-LTE, =  5. km  
6 : Shaver et
7: Shaver et al, 1083, and references therein 
8 : Watson 1071, LTE, =  4. km
found are dose to tolar.
A t  firs t i t  was thought tha t some error had occurred in the analysis presented here. 
The data were examined fo r systematic trends w ith  T ^ f f  or w ith  log g. When no such 
trend was found, however, a more critica l comparison o f the results was made. This rzdsed 
the follow ing points.
The largest sample o f B stars analysed recently to find abundances using LTE  models 
is th a t o f K M D ,  1081. They sissume a value o f bkm  fo r and find abundances 
dose to  the solar values for both nitrogen and oxygen. A  defidency of 0.7 dex was 
found fo r the mean carbon abundance.
O nly the line at 4267Â was used to determine the carbon abundance, however. This 
study, and other authors, have commented th a t th is line gves anomalous abundances. A  
correction o f the same magnitude used here would bring the carbon abundance found by 
K M D  in to  agreement w ith  tha t found here.
Using much the same data sample as K M D ,  Dufton e ta l, 1981, (herafter D K M )  
made a non-LTE abundance analysis o f a number o f nitrogen lines. They found tha t 
the line strengths could be explained w ith  a combination o f either solar abundance and
== 5 km  or [N ]=  7.6 dex and (g =  5  km  They preferred the former 
combination on the grounds tha t there was no theoretical mechanism fo r a depletion of 
nitrogen in  the photospheres o f early-type stars.
In  the analysis o f K M D  a value o f 5 km  was also assumed; before the 
abundances were derived. This study has shown tha t this is an underestimate o f the 
m ic rotu rbu len t ve lodty required fo r most stars in  an LTE  analysis o f near mmn-sequence 
stars. A n  examination o f the trend of the required abundance w ith  equivalent w id th  fo r 
the results o f K M D  also suggests tha t th is is true. Even w ith  the use o f non-LTE line 
calculations a value o f 0  km  is too low to  explain the observed lines. A  value o f 5 
k m  would be a better approximation here. When the use o f different values of is 
accounted fo r the results o f K M D  are in  reasonable agreement w ith  those found in  this 
L T E  study while those found in  the non-LTE analysis are in  good agreement w ith  those 
found by D K M .
A  fu rthe r point to note is tha t the nitrogen abundance found here is sim ilar to tha t
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found from studies of HU re^ons in  the solar neighbourhood. As HU regions are also 
tracers o f the abundances in the ISM a t sites of recent massive star form ation there may 
be real evidence fo r a depletion o f nitrogen by a factor of 2  since the solar system 
abundances were frozen in.
The oxygen discrepancy is more puzzling. The use of higher values of by K M D  
would have resulted in their finding a value o f 8.75 dex fo r [O], while the oxygen 
abundance found from  HU regions is 8.70 dex. The result in th is study is s till 1.5<r below 
these values. I t  is possible tha t the use o f non-LTE calculations fo r oxygen here would 
have resulted in  the finding o f a higher value of [O], as was found fo r [N] and |C], more
in  agreement w ith  the value found fo r HU regions.
( I t  was noted tha t the method o f averaging logarithm ic abundances fo r several lines 
to determine the mean element abundance gves results systematically lower than would 
have been found i f  the averaging had been made in  number space. The effect of this may 
be to reduce the derived abundance by 0.08 dex for lines w ith  a spread in  abundance 
typ ical o f those found in  this project.)
Is the evidence fo r deficiencies of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen real or are the low 
abundances derived fo r these elements some artefact o f the reduction and analysis system? 
The only evidence tha t they m ight not be real comes from  an observation tha t there is 
evidence of a trend of derived oxygen abundance w ith  • The mean abundance found fo r
stars w ith  :> 6  km  s~~  ^ was 8.32±0.20 dex while that for stars w ith  <  5 km
was 8.53±0,23 dex. W hile the difference between the two subsets is not pa rticu la rly  
significant i t  does suggest th a t i t  may be possible tha t m icroturbulent velocities are not 
real entities and are only some parameter which makes allowance for deffects in the model 
photospheres used. W ith  =  0  km  abundances close to the solar or HU values 
would have been found fo r a ll three elements.
A pa rt from  the individual absolute abundances o f carbon, nitrogen and oxygen the 
relative abundances of these elements is also o f interest. While carbon and oxygen are both 
thought to be p rim ary products of nucleosynthesis, nitrogen is thought to be secondary in 
origin. A  variation in the re lative abundances of these elements would therefore provide 
constraints on late nucleosynthesis and primeval abundances. Clearly relative abundance
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measurements are also less like ly  to be subject to difficulties in  in terpretation as errors 
in  m icroturbulent velocities, effective temperatures, etc. affect lines of a ll these elements 
by roughly the same amount.
Table 5oc shows the mean carbon and nitrogen abundances relative to tha t of 
oxygen. Similar quantities derived by K M D  and Watson, 1971, in a study of ^-Gepheid 
variables are also listed along w ith  the solar values and the nitrogen:oxygen ra tio from  
H n  regions. The results here are in  excellent agreement w ith  the solar values and w ith  
those found by Watson while the difference between the [N ]:[0 ] ratios o f this study and 
those of H n  regions is only I tr  .
W hile analysing the results i t  was noted tha t the scatter of the [N ]:|0 ] ratios among 
the stars was only ha lf tha t o f the IG ]:[0] or [C]:[N] ratios.
O f the other elements fo r which abundances were determined only magnesium was 
found to have the same value as solar. The other elements were again under abundant 
w ith  respect to solar and the same arguments about a reduced value o f apply as fo r 
carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. Also the use o f non-LTE calculations fo r silicon resulted in 
a derived abundance closer to solar than the LTE  analysis.
The silicon to sulphur ra tio is about three times solar. This is different to the 
ratios found from  measurements o f the X -ray spectra of young supernova remnants (e.g. 
Becker et al, 1981) who find tha t the inverse is true. Abundance derivations from  X -ray 
spectra of supernova remnants are subject to error, however, due to the neglect o f possible 
non ionisation-equilibrium  effects.
6 .x Masses and Ages
The age and masses o f stars can be inferred from  a comparison o f their position 
in the HR diagram w ith  theoretical predictions o f the evolutionary tracks of stars of 
different masses.
Ideally the comparison should be made in  the same (T |.yy,logg) plane as these are 
the d irectly observable quantities. Unfo rtunate ly the calculations are rare ly presented in  
this fo rm at. The most common fo rm at fo r the presentation o f such calculations is the 
(T c f f ,M B o l)  plane.
To compare the results found here w ith  evolutionary calculations i t  was necessary to
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obta in bolometric luminoBities for the stars. Th is was done in  two stages. Absolute visual 
magnitudes were taken from  the compilations of Lesh, 1068, 1072. Bolom etric corrections 
were interpolated using the calibration o f the A TLAS 6  programme made by Buser and 
Kurucs, 107^ and the LTE  effective temperatures found in  the course o f this p roject. 
Table 5.xi lists thesequantities and also gjves an identification number fo r each star. Thes 
identification numbers can be used to locate ind iv idua l stars plotted in  figure 6.28.
Also shown in  the figure are the evolutionary tracks o f stars of 7,10,16 and 30 M q  
as calculated by Stothers and Chin, 1077. (These calculations were made using the Carson 
opacities.) Also shown are the sero-age main sequence positions of stars o f 3 and 6  M q  .
Also shown in the figure is the sise o f a typical error bar. This assumes an erro r 
o f 6 % in the value o f T ^ f f  while the error in  is taken as 0 . 6  magnitudes.
Th is incorporates the error estimate of 0.4 mag gven  by Lesh et al, possible errors in  
the bolometric correction and systematic errors in  the determination of M » .
The masses determined fo r the stars and estimated ages fo r those stars w ith  masses 
greater than BM q  are ^ven  In table 6 jc i. The masses range from  *=« O M q  to  
2 6 A f0  in  agreement w ith  the canonical values fo r B stars.
The only star in  the sample fo r which a mass has been determined, other than 
from  spectroscopic or photometric modelling, is HD 116668 for which a dynamical mass 
has been determined. Popper, 1974 found 10.9 ± 1 .3  M q  as compared to the value o f 
13.6 ±  2.0 M 0  found here. These are only m a rg inally in  agreement. The evolutionary 
calculations, however, ignore possible effects o f mass loss and mass transfer in  a b inary 
system while  the analysis here is also more subject to error because o f the b ina ry nature 
o f the star.
M ost o f the stars are s till probably a t the stage o f core hydrogen burning although a 
number may, w ith in  the possible errors, have entered the core contraction and hydrogen 
shell burning phase o f evolution For stars w ith  masses >  6 A f0  the star which is most 
like ly  to have reached th is phase according to its  position in  the HR diagram is HD 
106024, as m ight have been predicted from  its  superpant dassification. Indeed i f  the 
effective temperature determined by U D P D  had been used th is would have been even 
more certain.
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Fig. 6.28 HR diagram fo r stars s tud ied  in  this project.
The evolutionary tracks calculated by Stothers and Chin are also 
shown.
Table 5 .3d
H D Id .N o . BG ^ h o i M ass Age
mag. mag mag M © loGyr#
15371 1 - 1 .8 - 1 .0 - 2 . 8 4.6 —
74575 2 ““ 3.5 —2 . 2 -5 .7 12.5 1 0
79351 3 -2 .3 -1 .9 —4.2 8.3 2 0
81188 4 —2.3 -2 .3 -4 .6 1 0 .0 1 0
106625 5 - 1 .8 - 1 .0 - 2 .8 4.3
111123 6 -4 .7 -2 .4 -7 .1 2 1 . 0 6
116658 7 -3 .7 - 2 . 1 -5 .8 13.5 9
118716 8 -3 .9 -2 .4 -6 .3 16.5 7
120056 0 -3 .6 - 2 . 1 —5.7 13.0 9
132200 1 0 -2 .9 - 2 . 1 —5.0 1 1 .0 IS
147165 1 1 - 2 . 8 -2 .5 —5.3 13.0 <  2  :
147304 1 2 - 1 .0 -1 .4 -2 .4 4.6 —
140438 13 -4 .1 - 2 . 8 -6 .9 2 2 . 0 4
165024 14 —5.8 - 2 . 2 -7 .9 24.0 6
166182 15 —2 . 8 -1 .9 —4.7 9.6 17
160467 16 - 1 .6 -1 .4 -3 .0 5.3 —
180163 17 -2 .3 —1.3 -3 .6 6 . 0 35
184171 18 —1 .6 -1 ,3 - 2 .0 6.3 —
184930 19 -1 .4 - 1 .0 -2 .4 4.3 —
105810 2 0 -1 .4 -0 .7 - 2 .1 4.0 —
207971 2 1 - 1 .1 - 0 . 6 -1 .7 3.5 —
214680 2 2 —4.0 —3.0 -7 .0 23.0 3
218376 23 -4 .1 -2 .4 -6 .5 17.0 6
6  .xi The 0  Gepheid Sfar§
Four confirmed /?-Cepheid type stars were included in  the sample of stars which 
were observed. ^-Gepheid stars show small amplitude ( <  0 .1  magnitude ) photom etric 
variations, and <  100 radial velocity variations on periods of the order of 5 hours.
Some also show evidence of line profile variations. ( A  number o f other 6  stars outside 
the spectral range considered to be the domain o f /9-Cepheids stars have recently been 
shown to exhibit line profile variations bu t they have longer and less coherent periods 
and so are a d istinct phenomenon ( e.g. Smith, 1976, Smith et al, 1977 )).
The fou r stars included in this survey — HD 111123, HD 116658, HD 129066 and 
HD 147165 — were found to have similar abundances and other properties to other B 
stars of sim ilar spectral types apart from  one factor.
The in trigu ing  suggestion from  the data is tha t the values of found for these stars 
may be systematically higher than fo r other stars w ith  sim ilar effective temperatures.
Figure 5.29 shows the d istribution of the derived non-LTE values of fo r a ll
stars w ith  20000K <  <  30000K. The locations o f the /9-Cepheid stars w ith in  this
d istribution are shaded. Only two o f the five stars w ith  values of >  5A:m«“ ^ are not 
/Sl-Gepheids and one of these is the supergiant HD 165024.
No evidence could be found tha t HD 218376 had been photom etrically investigated 
as a possible candidate )9-Gepheid and so i t  is possible tha t a ll the ’high’ stars are
)9-Gephdds. Unfo rtunate ly the sample here is too small to come to  a definite conclusion 
about the difference in  distributions o f the m icrotubulent velocities but i t  is possible tha t 
the pulsations in  these stars provide a driv ing mechanism for microturbulence.
fi.x ii L in e  P ro file s
I t  had been hoped tha t i t  would be possible to use the inform ation in  the line profiles 
to discrim inate between the LT E  and non-LTE models. For the same equivalent w id th  the 
predicted LTE  profiles are broader and shallower than those computed w ith  the non-LTE 
models.
U nfo rtunate ly at the resolution and S : N  ra tio available here the info rm ation on 
the rotationa l velocity given by the Fourier transform sidelobes was suppressed. This 
meant tha t i t  was impossible to distinguish between a non-LTE line profile w ith  a higher
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value of the projected rotational velocity, V|-ot *» and an LT E  profile convolved w ith  a 
lower value of V^ot s in * . A n improvement of a facto r of 3 in  either the signal to noise 
or the resolution would have been sufficient fo r this analysis to have been carried out for 
almost all the stars. For HD 149438 the observed line profiles were only ju s t consistent 
w ith  an LTE  model and no rotational velocity.
Values of were determined from  the Fourier transforms of the silicon
line profiles using the observed instrum ental profiles and the respective non-LTE model 
profiles using the techiques described by Gray, 1976. For the plates obtained at SA.A.O  
the instrumental profile obtained w ith  the Cadmium source and determined as described 
in  Chapter 4 was used. For the plates obtained at D.A.O. the mean profile o f seven 
comparison arc lines was used. Values obtained from  these plates are, therefore, more 
uncertain than the others and are indicated by an asterisk in  Table 5ocii. The half-widths 
of the He I 4471 and Mg H 4481 lines were also used in conjunction with the predictions 
o f Slettebak et a l to determine values of Vrot sin »• The results listed in  table 5.xii are 
the mean values obtained by the two methods. In  general the standard deviation of the 
values obtained from  different lines was 2 0 % ,
The values obtained fo r a number of the stars by Slettebak et al (SEA) and those 
in  the catalogue o f Uesugi and Fukuda, 1970, (U & F) are also gven in  the table. The 
agreement between the different results is good.
5 jd ii S um m ary
The principle conclusions drawn from  the analyses jus t discussed are briefly sum­
marised here.
The use of non-LTE models does result in  greater self-consistency between the 
effective temperature and log g values indicated by the ionisation balances o f different 
silicon ions, measurements o f the Balmer discontinuity and the profile o f H 'f  than 
the use o f LTE  models. The improvement, while noticeable, does not entirely remove 
discrepancies between values obtained from  different indicators. I t  may be tha t there 
exists a real variation o f effective temperature across the stellar disc, in  which case 
attempts to ascribe a unique effective temperature to the photosphere w ill fa il. The use 
o f integrated flux methods throws away any inform ation about such variations and may
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Table 5jcii 
Rotational Velocities
H D S tew art S E A U & F
16371 9 <  1 0 0
74576 1 0 16 1
70351 7 <  1 0 0
81188 28 — 31
106625 26 41
111123 36 35 35
116658 — 196
118716 80 1 1 0 —
129056 8 15 0
132200 18 1 0 30
147165 6 8 — 47
147394 35 30 27
140438 1 0 <  1 0 2 0
165024 140 — 139
166182 45 : — 85
169467 19: 2 0 0
180163 35 : — 2 0
184171 25 : — 1 0
184930 75 : — 105
195810 46 : — 52
207071 4 8 : 65 57
214680 28 : — 23
218376 65 : — 74
therefore require caution in  its  application. For both silicon and nitrogen lines, when 
non-LTE models are used the standard deviation amongst abundances for lines of one 
star is reduced relative to tha t found for the same lines using LTE  models.
The temperature scale derived w ith  the non-LTE models is l it t le  different from  
tha t which would have been deduced w ith  the use of unblanketed LTE  models. The 
use o f line-blanketed LTE  models gves a temperature scale derived from  absorption 
line measurements in  good agreement w ith  tha t determined from  measurements o f the 
integrated flux.
M icrotu rbulent velocities found w ith  non-LTE models are smaller than those found 
w ith  LTE  models. T h e y  are not reduced to zero, however. The rea lity o f microturbulence 
as a physical phenomenon is s till unclear. W hile i t  remmns necessary to incorporate 
microturbulence as a fitt in g  parameter, its  use may disguise other errors in  the adopted 
models and may not im p ly  the existence o f small scale extra-thermal motions. There are 
arguments both fo r and against the existence of possible real microturbulence. The low 
abundances found would be increased were i t  not for the inclusion o f micro turbulence 
in  the models and would then not require any physical explanation o f the depletion of 
heavy elements in B stars. The existence of X -ray emission from B stars and the pulsations 
o f the Gepheids is strong evidence of ’ non-thermal ' ac tiv ity  in  the atmospheres of 
these stars, as is the existence o f stellar winds outflowing from  the atmospheres. Both 
coronae and winds require the deposition of 1 0 ^® erg§ o f mechanical energy at 
the surface of the photosphere. I t  is possible tha t micro turbulence may be the means of 
communicating th is energy through the photosphere to the stellar 'mantle*.
The abundances derived are heavily dependent on the value o f assumed in the 
models. As the in terpretation o f the required microturbulence is unclear so are the derived 
abundances. Contrary to expectations the use o f non-LTE models increases the required 
abundances, this effect being due to the reduction in  discussed above.
Clearly fu rther observations are required to use the line profile inform ation to 
investigate the rea lity  o f the microturbulence phenomenon in early-type stars.
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CHAPTER SIX 
MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER OBSERVATIONS
6 .* In troduc tion
In  chapter one o f this thesis i t  was shown that, w ith  certain assumptions, the 
effects of different line broadening mechanisms on emergent absorption line profiles 
could be represented by convolutions. Further, the fourier transforms of the convolving 
functions fo r rotational broadening and the broadening caused by macroturbulence can 
be represented by fa ir ly  straightforward analytic functions. This has led other authors to 
suggest the use of the power spectra of line profiles to discriminate between the different 
line broadening mechanisms.
Two practical difficulties occur in  the application of this method to power spectra 
generated by fourier transforming line profiles measured w ith  conventional dispersive 
spectrometers. These are the signal to noise ratio and the instrumental profile. W hite 
noise present in  the original line profile transforms to a level tha t is constant w ith  
frequency in  the fourier domain. As the signal level present in  the power spectrum 
decreases w ith  frequency the S:N worsens at the higher fou rier frequencies where the 
useful sidelobe inform ation is to be found. The instrumental profile fu rther reduces 
the signal level at the higher frequencies and, as discussed earlier, w ithout accurate 
measurement of the instrumental profile and high S:N values in  the data, the removal of 
its  effect is d ifficu lt.
Clearly, an instrument w ith  almost constant signal to noise in  the the frequency 
domain which did not suffer from  the problems of an ill-determined instrumental profile 
would have great potential in the application o f the power spectrum decomposition 
analysis technique. The Michelson interferometer is an instrument w ith  these properties.
P uring  the course o f this project a Michelson interferometer developed by D r. R. 
Way te o f Im peria l College, London, became available for use on an experimental basis at
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the coudé focus of the Isaac Newton Telescope (IN T ) at the Royal Greenwich Observatory 
(RGO), Herstmonceux.
A  number of observations were made w ith  this instrument as a p ilot study to 
examine the potential o f the analysis techniques fo r early-type star line profiles. These 
observations and their subsequent analysis are described here.
O il The In te rfe ro m e te r
The principles and construction of the Michelson interferometer are fu lly  described 
elsewhere (Wayte and Ring, 1977) but a b rie f review of the principal features w ill be 
gven here.
The design is not o f the classical type w ith  one fixed and one moveable m irro r. 
Instead the two m irrors are 'catseye’ constructions fixed back to back in  one moveable 
assembly. The assembly is controlled by D.G. linear motors which drive i t  in an oil film  
through a honed tube, position measurement being made accurately using a reference 
laser. The maximum path difference possible, 1.5m, corresponds to a maximum sampling 
frequency of 2 0 0 c A  ^ at 5000Â or a resolving power, R, o f 1 0 ®.
A t the time o f use the interfered beam required monochromation p rio r to the 
detection of the two channels. This was accomplished by using a diffraction grating. The 
position of the grating, and hence the wavelength o f the passband, is altered by means 
of a stepping motor. A fte r this dispersion the beams pass through lenses and output slits 
to the two photomultipliers. A  planned improvement to the instrument was the addition 
o f a multi-element detector, thus enabling the simultaneous observation o f a number of 
different wavelengths.
A n  IN TER D ATA 70 mini-computer controls the sampling electronics and mechani­
cal movement o f the interferometer. The operating programs also allow real-time viewing 
of the accumulating interferogram and, a t intervals, the resultant spectrum.
fi.iii The Observation»
I t  was o rig inally intended to investigate the Si I I  lines a t 6347Â and 6371A  fo r a 
number o f m id-late B stars which have been predicted by Kamp, 1976, to exhibit strong 
non-LTE effects. I t  proved impossible, however, to observe these particular lines as their 
wavelengths lay too dose to tha t o f the servo-laser. For this reason a study of the Si I I
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doublet a t 5056Â was made.
O f the two periods, each of 4 nights, allocated by PATT to th is p roject 5 nights 
proved to ta lly  unuseable due to rain. Partia l cloud cover for the remaining 3 nights further 
lim ited  the observations to only very bright stars. The number o f reflections inherent 
in  the construction of the Michelson interferometer make i t  a slow instrument. When 
combined w ith  large amounts o f doud the required observing times lim it  observations 
to only the very brightest stars. This factor is reflected in  the chosen observational 
programme which consisted o f a comparative study of the silicon doublet in stars of 
early A  spectral type. (A  further consideration in  the choice o f this observing program 
was the use of Sirius as a comparison star fo r the photographic spectroscopy discussed 
earlier). The secondary criterion fo r inclusion in  the observing programme was that the 
projected stellar rotational velocity quoted in  the catalogue o f Uesu© and Pukuda, 1970, 
(U +P ) was low.
The observations, which were made in  collaboration w ith  D r. R . Wayte, are sum­
marised in  Table fl.i.
fl.iv  The Obëervatiotial Procedure
A  passband o f halfw idth 5Â centred a t 5056.52Â was selected using a program 
w ritten  by Dr. R. Wayte which optimises the passband and sampling interval for a given 
wavelength and resolution. The step-size chosen fo r the movement o f the catseye assembly 
was equivalent to 0.08114 cAand fo r all stars except aC yg  128 samples were taken. This 
is equivalent to a resolution, o f 100000 in  the wavdength domain. For a  Cyg 
only 64 samples were taken as the lack o f high frequency in fo rm ation became apparent 
early in  the observation.
P rio r to, and immediately after, each night of observation scans o f a white ligh t 
source and o f a source of line emission o f known wavelength were made to ensure the 
alignment of the system was maintained.
Each star was observed a number o f times (5-10) for short periods rather than fo r 
one long period and the ind iv idua l observations were then combined to produce the final 
observation. This procedure was followed fo r two reasons. The weather made i t  preferable 
to have completed a number of short scans rather than to be midway through a long scan
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Table 6 .i
Michelson Interferometer Observations
H D  N am e M K  W  V ro ts in i
(mA)
47106 '^G em  AO TV  145.8 21,2 ±  1.3
172167 a L y r  AO V  63.3 21.4 ± 0 .9
95418 U M a  A l  V  155.7 37.9 ±  2.3
48915 a  C M a  A l  V  163.4 26.0 ±  1.2
97633 0Leo A2 V  189.6 21.9 ± 1 .1
197345 a Cyg A2 la  265.2 30.4 ±  2.6
when an observation was curtailed. (The Michelson can be stopped and started during 
an observation but only for moderately short periods.) A  comparison o f the results from  
the individual observations was made to investigate any short period variab ility  in  the 
line profiles. None was found.
During the scans the star was kept centred on the the entrance aperture by use 
of an autoguiding device afiixed to the IN T  television monitor. A fte r completing the 
observations o f a program star a low resolution scan of a comparison star w ith  no spectral 
line in  the passband was made and used to remove the passband shape from the line 
profile. The instrumental profile o f the interferometer was also removed at this
stage.
The taking of an ind iv idua l sample of the interferogram was stopped when the 
number o f counts in  the channel w ith  the lowest count rate was 1 0 0 0 0 0 . The noise level 
in  the power spectrum is proportional to
I r - h
I f  +  I t
where A  and I f  are the counts in  the two interferometer channels. The S : N  ra tio is 
the square root of the signal and is fo r a typical sample 150.
In  figures 6 .1-^.6 the resultant power spectra and line profiles are shown. The units 
of power are 11.74mA. The line profiles have been normalised to a continuum intensity 
o f 1 .0 .
6 .V  The A n a ly t it
The equivalent w idths of the lines are obtained am ply from  the amplitudes of the 
zero-points o f the power spectra. The statistical errors on these values are small ( <  1%) 
but possible systematic errors in  the normalisation of the units o f power increase the 
error to py 5%. Table 6 ,i gives the results obtained.
A n analysis of the line profiles was made using the fourier decomposition technique. 
A  comparison o f figures ô».l-6 .6  w ith  power spectra obtained from  the fou rier transforms 
of dispersive spectra (e.g. Gray, 1976) shows the high quality o f the transforms to be 
analysed. Usually analysis o f the power spectra are lim ited  to, a t best, the first and 
second sidelobes and frequently only the main lobe o f the power spectrum is obtained 
above the noise level. Here, however, higher order sidelobes are available fo r analysis.
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Fig. 6 . 1  L ine profile (upper) and power spectrum o f the Si I I
doublet a t 5066Â in  the spectrum of 7  Gem obtained w ith  the 
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Fig. 6.2 As figure 6 . 1  for a  Lyr.
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Fig. 6 . 6  As figure 6.1 for a  Cyg.
As the principal broadening agent was expected to be rotation the method o f analysis 
relied on firs t obtaining a value for sin t . This was done in the following manner. 
The position o f the first zero-point was obtained interactively using the cursor on the 
Tektronix T4010 term inal to select the appropriate value o f frequency from  a display of 
the power spectrum. Using the analytic rotational transform (equation lA )  and assuming 
a linear limb-darkening constant c =  0.4 a first approximation Vfot sin » was calculated.
The rotational transform using this value for the rotation velocity was then super­
imposed on the p lo t of the power transform and the second, th ird  and fou rth  zero-points 
corresponding to the rotational profile were identified and their frequencies determined 
using the cursor. (The cursor was able to interpolate to 1 / 1 0 ^^ o f a frequency sample).
Values of V ^g ts in : fo r each zero point were then calculated over a grid of e 
between 0.3 and 0.5 and at intervals in  e of 0.025. Mean projected rotational velocities 
and standard deviations were calculated for each value of t . The value o f c was found 
to have lit t le  effect on the resulting standard deviation and the mean values of Vi-ot sin i  
varied by only py Zkm  between e =  0.3 and e — 0.4. W hile this variation is larger 
than a typical standard deviation a value of e =  0.4 was used for all stars in  the final 
analysis. This value is sim ilar to that predicted from  models o f the stellar photospheres 
fo r early A  stars (e.g. Carbon and Gingerich, 1969). The values of the projected rotational 
velocities thus found are given in  table 6 .i as are the standard deviations.
The next stage in  the analysis programme was to determine whether the broadening 
of the in trins ic  line profile by rotation alone was sufioicient to  reproduce the observed 
power spectra, and, i f  any other mechanism was needed, to attem pt to identify tha t 
mechanism.
As insufficient data were available to generate an accurate model photosphere and 
then derive an in trins ic  line profile fo r each star the following, rather ad hoc , approach 
was adopted.
In itia lly  the in trins ic  line-profiles were represented by a Gaussian w ith  a half-w idth 
given by thermal broadening at a temperature of 9500K and normalised to the observed 
equivalent widths. A  Gaussian was chosen in  preference to a Voigt function or a Lorentz 
profile p rincipally fo r ease o f computation and because the contribution from  the line
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wings was not expected to be large fo r these stars.
The product o f the fourier transform  of this Gaussian w ith  the rotational broadening 
function was compared interactively w ith  the observed power spectrum. For nearly all the 
stars in the sample this was not an adequate representation of the observed power spectra. 
The observed high frequency components were suppressed relative to those predicted by 
the simple model and in  some stars additional zero-points were clearly present in the 
data.
Two fu rther alternatives were investigated.
(f) the half-w id th  of the thermal profile was increased interactively un til the best 
f it, determined by eye, to the observed power spectrum was obtained.
( it )  a second rotational broadening function was introduced. The appropriate 
value fo r rotation was again selected manually u n til the best f it  by eye to the observed 
power spectrum was obtained.
The results obtained and the in terpretation o f the additional required broadening 
are discussed below fo r each star in  the observing programme ind iv idually.
H D  47105 7  Gem
The rotational velocity found is rather lower than tha t given by 17 4 - F  of 
but rather higher than tha t found by Slettebak ef a l (hereafter SEA) of <  10/cm»“ ^ .
W hile the power spectrum is not at all consistent w ith  simply a therm ally and 
rotationa lly  broadened profile both the inclusion of an extra rotational component and 
the excess broadening of the Gaussian component gve  qualitatively acceptable represen­
tations o f the power spectrum (Fig 6.7).
The excess broadening required for the gaussian component is equivalent to an ad­
ditional broadening of This value m ight be associated w ith  a micro turbulence
velocity or alternatively a macroturbulent velocity. D iscrim ination between the two pos­
sibilities is not possible as the resultant power spectra are indistinguishable at frequencies 
below py BeA ^ .
A t  a quantitative level the fits are rather poor. The observed first and th ird  sidelobes 
are stronger than those predicted by a factor of two.
H D  172167 a Lyr
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Fig. 8.7 !- F its  obtained to the power spectrum o f 7  Gem using : 
(upper):- therm al, ro ta tiona l velocity and additional gaussian components 
(low e r):-therm al and 2  rotationa l velocity components. '  — r—
The equivalent w id th  obtained fo r this star is much lower than those obtained for 
the others. I t  is, however, in  reasonable agreement w ith  tha t obtained by Strom et af, 
1966, who give a value of 73mA.
The rotational zero-points were identified w ith  the first, second and fou rth  local min­
ima in the power spectrum. The derived projected rotational velocity o f 21.4db0.9Aim-s’“  ^
is higher than the values o f C/ +  F  and S E A ,
The th ird  local minimum, which cannot be identified w ith  a zero-point o f the
rotational broadening function, and the increased amplitude o f the th ird  and fou rth
sidelobes are strongly suggestive o f m icrotu rbulent broadening w ith  a value of
insufficient to cause line de-saturation. To accurately model this broadening requires
the calculation of the in tr in â c  line profile including microturbulence. Typically, however,
the effect is to produce a strong first sidelobe (G ray, 1976, pp436). A  value of —
4,5km9~~^ would produce a zero-point at the th ird  minimum in the transform  and would
also produce a main and first sidelobe similar to tha t produced by thermal broadening
w ith  the increased thermal w id th . Figure 6 . 8  shows tha t the increased thermal w idth
« —1does produce a good f it  to the power spectrum to a frequency of 3cA
Strom et al used a value of in  their analysis of this star and found a
silicon abundance of twice solar. The inclusion of the microturbulence found here would 
reduce their derived abundance to my solar.
B D  95418 jS U M a
The rotational velocity found fo r this star of 37.9Am is in good agreement w ith
the values of S E A  and Î7 +  F  of 35km  and 43km respectively.
The lack of additional zero-points combined w ith  the strong filte ring needed fo r 
a purely rotational broadening o f the in trins ic  thermal profile makes the overall power 
spectrum rather d ifficu lt to fit. The best f it  is achieved by broadening the in trinsic profile 
by 7km  . (Figure 6.9). There is no evidence for the increased sidelobe tha t would 
be caused i f  this were m icroturbulent broadening. The most plausible explanation is 
therefore gaussian macroturbulence.
J IV  48916 a  G M a
This star shows the most complex of the power spectra observed, and because of
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the desired comparison w ith  the photographic data i t  is also the best observed power 
spectrum. As has been discussed earlier the observed line profile and equivalent w id th  
agree well w ith  tha t obtained from  the photographic observations and also w ith  the 
equivalent w idth  quoted by Strom etai,1966.
The best qualitative f it  to the power spectrum was obtained w ith  a projected 
rotational velocity of 26.0^m . This was the only star for which the qualitative
agreement between the therm al profile broadened w ith  rotation is acceptable although 
even here the f it  is not perfect (Figure 6 .1 0 ).
This value of Vrot sin i  is higher than the value of Qkm9’~^ quoted by U + F  and tha t 
of given by S EA . Kurucz and Furenlid, 1979, use a value of 16A:m®~^ in  their
spectral atlas of Sirius. A  comparison o f these la tte r authors’ data and predicted spectra 
suggests tha t they have slightly underestimated the required rotationa l broadening. In  
addition they have assumed a 2km,8~^ m icrotu rbulent broadening which is not required 
in the Michelson interferometer data, but is not ruled out. The silicon doublet is not 
Included in  the spectral atlas. D r R. Kurucz, however, k ind ly  provided the author w ith  
the observational data fo r this wavelength region from  material not published in the 
atlas. Figure 6.11 shows a comparison o f the data supplied by Kurucz obtained at an 
original dispersion of 1 . 1  and a resolution o f 45mA w ith  the line profile
obtained here. The superiority o f the Michelson data is evident.
H D  97633 g
Again there appears to be some evidence fo r a contribution to the power spectrum 
from  a broadening agent w ith  the characteristics o f microturbulence. The rotational 
broadening function has zero-points which can be identified w ith  the first, second and 
fou rth  m inima in the power spectrum. The th ird  m inimum and subsequent strengthening 
of the next sidelobe is sim ilar to tha t found fo r a  L yr. In this case, i f  microturbulence is the 
broadening agent, a value of 3.2 km  is found. Figure 6.12 shows the observed power 
spectrum fitted  w ith  rotational broadening and a gaussian w ith  half-w id th  equivalent to 
the thermal and nicroturbulent velocities.
H D  197345 a Cyg
This supergiant has the largest equivalent w id th  of any o f the stars in  the sample.
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Fig. 6.13 As figure 6.7 fo r a  Cyg fo r only therm al and 2 
component rotationa l broadening.
I t  also has the most broadening. The rotationa l broadening was found to be 30 
in  reasonable agreement w ith  tha t given by 1/ +  F  who quote 21 km  . The power 
spectrum of this star required a further broadening which was best f it  w ith  a velocity of 
18 km  e (figure 6.13).
A  previous analysis o f an absorption line profile of this star using fou rier decom­
position techniques has been made by Gray, 1076. He used photoelectric scanner obser­
vations o f the 4481A  line o f MgH. His power spectrum was of insufficient quality to show 
sidelobes, however, and he came to the conclusion tha t the principal broadening agent 
was a radial-tangential macroturbulence w ith  a velocity of 42fcm»~^. Reasonable agree­
ment is found between the tota l broadening of his study and tha t here although the 
interpretation is different.
I t  is undear whether the 18 km  component can be identified w ith  micro- or 
macro-turbulence. G roth, 1972, and Rosendahl, 1970, have both made studies of the depth 
dependence of the microturbulence in  the photosphere of this star using equivalent w id th  
data. The former found tha t varied between 2 ferns'*^ at the base o f the photosphere 
to 2 0  km  at the top while the la tte r found values of 1 2  km  and 6  km  
at the base and surface respectively. As was discussed in the previous chapter, however, 
classical model photospheres may not be pa rticu larly applicable to supergiants, so some 
caution must be ^ve n  to a ttr ibu tin g  the broadening to a physical microturbulence.
6 .V Ü  S um m ary
This p ilo t study has shown the qua lity  o f the power spectra obtained by a michelson 
interferometer. The quality of the data surpasses the analysis techniques used here and 
more detailed modelling is required.
The diversity of the line profiles obtained over a small spectral range suggests a 
variety o f line broadening mechanisms are in  operation in addition to rotational and 
therm al broadening. Rather poorer fits are obtained than have been reported fo r some 
stars by other authors. This may be due to the better data or to the breakdown o f the 
assumptions in  the analysis technique fo r early-type stars. I t  is interesting to note tha t 
G ray, 1977, in  an analysis o f power spectra of A  stars w ith higher projected rotational 
velocities also found stars which were not well f it  w ith  this technique.
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Clearly, more detailed analysis is required to resolve some of these uncertainties. 
The use of detailed profiles generated using model photospheres and the integration 
o f the flux over the disc rather than the convolution techniques used here may help. 
Observations o f more then one line in  a star would also md in  discrim inating between 
different mechanisms. W hile the rotationa l broadening would be the same in  each case 
the influence of microturbulence would depend on the line-strength.
The addition o f multi-band detectors to the Michelson interferometer would there­
fore be of great value. This would also improve the speed of the instrum ent and make 
i t  more competitive w ith  other instruments in terms of observing tim e required. Some 
fu rther improvements to the optical system reducing the ligh t lost and the use of a larger 
telescope at a better observing site would also be o f value. An additional improvement 
would be the addition of a second reference laser w ith  a different wavelength to overcome 
the *blind-spot* problem which prevented observations of the 6347Â and 637 lA  lines.
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
7.i In trod u c tion
The analysis of stellar spectra must precede in  an iterative fashion. This is true 
of any study which relies on the process o f developing models to f it  observed data. 
Predictions made by one generation of models are compared w ith  the best observations 
then available. Improvements in  the models may then be suggested by the inconsistendes 
found between the observations and the predictions. Models which seem adequate may 
later be shown to be deficient by improved observational material. A  new generation of 
the models must then be developed. This generation w ill be more capable o f explaining 
a ll the observations and w ill thus be a better representation of the physics o f the situation 
being modelled.
The sophistication o f the developed models at the end of this ite rative process should 
depend on the physical inform ation which is required. In practice, additional constraints 
on the development of models also come from  the quality o f the basic atomic data and 
the observations.
I t  is im po rtant tha t each new generation of models should be tested against data 
sim ilar to tha t which o rig inally suggested the modifications. This ensures tha t the modifications 
have had the expected results. This, however, is not always done. There exists a tendency 
amongst astronomers to test each successive generation of models against successively 
more “ exotic* objects which have been discovered w ith  the improved observing tech­
niques and equipment developed simultaneously w ith  the models. A  fu rther problem is 
the tendency to concentrate on one improvement suggested by the discrepancies between 
the observations and models and to neglect the other possibilities when tha t improve­
ment has been incorporated.
To some extent these failings have occurred in  the study of the spectra o f B stars. In
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the mid-1960*8 failure o f the models was commonly ascribed to the breakdown of the LTE  
approximation or to the neglect o f line-blanketing, although the quality of the atomic 
data and the possible influence of velocity fields was also of concern.
The success o f non-LTE models in  explaining the observations of O stars led to the 
assumption tha t the discrepances found in  analyses of main-sequence B stars would also 
be removed by the use o f non-LTE models.
A t the same time as the non-LTE models became available u ltraviolet observations 
became possible w ith  the use of rocket and satellite borne telescopes. The subsequent 
discovery tha t stellar winds are a common phenomenon in early-type stars has led to a 
large theoretical effort in solving the radiation transfer problem in a moving medium. 
Recent observational wo rk has tended to concentrate on the U V  spectrum and on abnor­
mal or supergiant stars. L ittle  work has been done to examine how much better non-LTE 
models are for the interpretation of the visual spectra of main-sequence B-type stars than 
the earlier LTE  models.
This project was begun fo r tha t reason. Du ring the course of the project line- 
blanketed LTE  models also became available. This has allowed the comparison o f the two 
types o f model. In  this chapter the results o f this study are summarised, the implications 
of the derived properties of the stellar photospheres fo r the broader study of astrophysics 
are examined, some remaining problems fo r the analysis of the visual spectra of B-type 
stars are discussed and some suggestions as to the best method of tackling these problems 
are made.
7.11 D tBCUttion
Neither the non-LTE or the line-blanketed LTE  models used in  this project gave 
fits to the observed equivalent w idths which, in  a statistical sense, could be described as 
entirely satisfactory. The most probable cause o f these inadequacies is the inaccuracy of 
the atomic data available. (The possibility tha t the cause of the remaining errors is the 
inhomogeneity o f the stellar photospheres and tha t models w ith  one set o f parameters 
cannot adequately represent the real physical situation cannot be ruled out.) The non- 
LTE  models gave results for the silicon and nitrogen lines which were more in ternally 
consistent than those given by the LT E  models. However, fo r studies in  which the prim ary
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photospherîc parameters of interest are the effective temperature and surface gravity  the 
use o f the line-blanketed LTE  models is recommended. I t  has been shown here tha t the 
effective temperatures determined from  the m etallic absorption line spectra of B stars 
near the mmn sequence w ith  the LTE  models are in  good agreement w ith  those determined 
from  the use of the integrated flux method. Systematic errors caused by the correction 
for interstellar reddening arc avoided and the need fo r space observations of the U V  in 
addition to flux calibrated photom etry in  other regions of spectrum are removed i f  the 
line spectrum is used in  preference to the integrated flux method. WhUe the reddening 
correction error is not large fo r nearby stars, i t  w ill become more im po rtant fo r more 
distant, more reddened stars especially i f  the reddening law varies w ith  location in  the 
galaxy. The absorption line technique is thus more accurately extendable to fainter stars. 
Unblanketed non-LTE models ^v e  systematically high effective temperatures. W hile this 
could be corrected by a calibration of the two temperature scales, the non-LTE models 
are more computationally expensive and so there is lit t le  benefit to be gained from their 
use fo r effective temperature determinations un til line-blanketed non-LTE models become 
available.
For abundance calculations the non-LTE models are preferred, particu larly i f  lines 
in  the red and near-infrared are to be used. There are significant line non-LTE affects fo r 
these lines which significantly affect the derived abundances as the results for the Si I I  
lines at 6347A and 6371Â show.
For both types of model the derived abundances are sensitive to the m icroturbulent 
ve lod ly  in  the photosphere. The use o f non-LTE models, while redudng the required 
microturbulence, does not eliminate the need to incorporate m icroturbulent broadening 
for most B stars. Em pirical corrections for LTE  abundances cannot therefore be made in  
the straightforward manner used by some authors because of the inter-relation between 
abundance and micro turbulence.
One area o f futu re  research in  the atmospheres o f B stars w ill be the non-thermal 
processes which gjve rise to the X -ray em itting coronal region and the in itia l acceleration 
of the stellar wind. W hile the line-driven w ind theory (e.g. Castor, A bbo tt and K le in, 
1975) is the accepted explanation of the acceleration o f a supersonic wind there is as yet no
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satisfactory theory fo r the acceleration of the wind material from  subsonic to supersonic 
velocities. The existence of stellar coronae around B stars requires the deposition of 
mechanical energy above the photosphere. Some mechanism fo r the transpo rt of this 
energy through the photosphere is required.
Underhill and Doasan, 1982, esimate energy budgets fo r various regions of typical 
B star atmospheres. Energy losses fo r the mantle are dominated by the X -ray lum inosity, 
L x t and the the kinetic energy of the stellar wind, L-w- For a typical main-sequence 
BO star observed values of L *  are p=( 1 0 ®  ^ergs Stewart and Fabian, 1981, show 
th a t the observed X -ray lum inosity is only 10% of tha t emitted by the corona, the 
remainder being absorbed by the material in  the stellar wind. The k inetic energy of the 
w ind is given by
Lw 3 X  10®^
where Xfg is the stellar mass loss in  units o f 1 0 and v jo  is the wind 
ve lodty in  units of 1 0  km  The to ta l energy removed by a wind in a typical BO 
star is py 10®® ergs Most o f this energy is gained by the w ind at some distance 
from  the stellar surface. A t  the base of the w ind the totzd kinetic energy in  the wind is 
comparable to the X-ray lum inosily o f the corona.
Both the w ind and X -ray luminosities are small in  comparison to the bolometric 
lum inosity o f the star, which is 10®® erpss*"^. The internal energy of the mantle,
is, however, only 1 0 ®^  ergs (Underhill and Doazan, 1982) or 2 0 % of the in ­
ternal energy of the photosphere. I f  the lyp ica l m icroturbulent ve lodty is the 6  km  s~^ 
found here, this too represents approximately 2 0 % of the internal energy of the photo­
sphere. Clearly, an understanding o f the microturbulence phenomenon must play an 
im po rtant part in fu ture  studies of B stars.
The existence of coronae around B stars implies the existence o f magnetic fields. 
Pulsations have been observed in  both —Cepheids and other B stars. The interaction 
o f both a m icrotu rbulent medium and a pulsating medium w ith  a magnetic field requires 
study.
The microturbulence phenomenon requires study, not only for an understanding of 
the dynamical state of a stellar photosphere, b u t also in order that accurate abundance
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measurements, free from  possible systematic errors, can be made. Accurate abundances 
from  6  stars are im po rtant. W hile studies of HU regions, planetary nebulae, supernova 
remnants and other objects also give info rm ation on the present composition and rate of 
enrichment of the interstellar medium, the heavy element abundances of young stars are 
required to draw definite conclusions on nucleosynthesis and recycling models.
There is some evidence tha t low and high mass stars are formed preferentially in 
different enviroments (Lequeux, 1980, Fabian, Nulsen and Canizares, 1982). Regions of 
high pressure, high dust density and associated w ith  molecular clouds may favour the 
form ation o f high mass stars. The preferential removal of heavy elements by grains may 
influence the abundances in  newly form ing B stars. HU regions may have enhanced metal 
abundances i f  stellar winds preferentially accelerate heavy elements or the heavy elements 
trapped in  grains are released by the radiation of the high mass stars.
Before progress can be made in these areas a further detailed study oi the spectra 
of early-type stars is required to improve upon some of the defidencies of this study. 
Here only equivalent widths could be used. A  study o f line profiles is required in  order 
to separate the broadening caused by rotation  and macroturbulence from  the other line 
broadening mechanisms. Studies w ith  a resolution of 3 X  1 0 ® are required to give 
a velocity resolution o f 1 km  , and signal to noise ratios of better than 1 0 0  are 
required i f  fourier decomposition techniques are to be used.
As an alternative to high dispersion coudé spectroscopy over the fu ll wavelength 
region, observations o f a lim ited number of profiles of well-selected lines using the Michelson 
interferometer coupled w ith  moderate dispersion spectroscopy to determine equivalent 
w idths o f a greater number of lines m ight prove a more efficient use of telescope time. (For 
high-dispersion spectroscopy the exposure times required are propo rtional to the resolu­
tion  cubed.) I f  a multi-element detector could be used to enable simultaneous observations 
o f a number o f spectral lines w ith  the Michelson interferometer this would be beneficial.
W hile most of the flux o f a B star is emitted in  the U V  the use of visual spectra 
is s till an im po rtant part of the study o f these stars. The visual spectrum is not so 
strongly affected by the complications caused by the existence o f a mantle as the U V  
spectrum. I f  the visual spectrum can be used to determine the basic properties of the
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stellar photosphere this enables the U V  spectrum to be used to investigate the mantle in 
more detail.
Other deficiencies which require work are the use of static model photospheres to 
represent the photospheres of pulsating stars. Whether the best approach is to use high 
tim e resolution spectroscopy and line profiles from  static models modified to include 
the d isto rting efi'ects of pulsations, as Smith and co-workers have done, or to develop 
dynamical models of these atmospheres is not clear.
Before these studies are made, however, i t  is im po rtant tha t the quality o f the basic 
atomic data, such as log g f values and damping constants is improved. W ithou t good 
atomic data lit t le  fa ith  can be put in  the derived results. U n til this data is avmlable the 
recommended approach would be to develop a system of standard B stars which could be 
analysed in  detail w ith  the best available models. The technique of differential analysis, 
which has long been recommended, could then be used in studies of other stars.
The advent of STAE.LINK and the collaborative computer projects, such as the 
astronomical spectra and basic atomic data projects, offer an oppo rtun ity fo r these 
studies to be made. Fast, good interactive data reduction and analysis systems for stellar 
spectra on S TAR LÏN K in combination w ith  the modelling programs provided by CCF7 
should enable the principal photospheric parameters to be determined rap id ly especially 
i f  computer communication between the two systems is improved. The spectral synthesis 
programs which are now becoming available could then be used to refine the derived 
parameters in almost real tim e until satisfactory fits to complete spectra are achieved.
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